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Name: Rahul Bhatia
Education: BE (Electrical)
Final Selection: PSPCL
Examination Name: PSPCL - LDC
IBT: "You have the creativity and
determination to do whatever you can
dream. I hope you feel proud today and
confident in your ability to rise to your next challenge."
You've earned every bit of the success you're enjoying.
Congratulations!
Rahul: Thank you very much, sir.
IBT: How did you feel when you got to know that you have
been selected for the post?
Rahul: Sir, I literally felt overwhelmed. My efforts and hard
work have finally given me the fruitful results. Like every
student, I was bit scared if I would be able to crack any
exam. Still, I thought to at least give the best without
considering the results. And finally my dedication and
consistency helped me to crack the same. It really feels great.
IBT: What were your future perspectives before joining the
Institute?
Rahul: Sir, I always wanted to do job in a government job
and my family dreamed of it too. After completing my
graduation, I thought to join a good institute to start
preparing for my ultimate dream. I also used to take
government exams during my graduation but I analyzed that
I was lacking in one way or the other. That's why I joined the
IBT Institute which I think was the best decision of my life.
IBT: How did you prepare for the written exams?
Rahul: Sir, firstly I focused on attending all the classes on
regular basis in order to clear the basics of each and every
topic. I also used to practice the same at home. In the
beginning, I used to have many doubts which I used to clear
in the separate doubt sessions provided by the Institute.
After practicing all the topics, I focused majorly on my weak
areas and was just revising the strong chapters. This way, I
was well prepared before the exams. Thus, lectures and
personal guidance of the teachers helped me to achieve
my goal.
IBT: How would you advise others to prepare for the exams?
Rahul: To crack any exam, consistency is the key. If one thinks
to study for hours in a day and not to study at all the next
day then he or she would be risking their career. Secondly,
they must not only attend the classes but also practice the
same topics at home also. They must analyze their own
2

performance through the mock tests taken by the Institute
every week and the online mock tests provided by the Institute.
Thus they will get to know about their strong and weak areas
which act as a key strength while taking the examination.
IBT: What according to you is the best strategy while taking
any competitive exam?
Rahul: Sir, for any examination, selection of proper
questions is very important. Allocate appropriate time
according to the questions. One must focus on good speed
along with accuracy. Make your own strategy as per your
own strengths and weaknesses. This would only be possible
if one is taking mock tests daily along with the time bound
practice of the questions. For this, online mocks provided
by the Institute are really helpful as they are prepared on
the basis of realistic exam pattern and level as well
IBT: How much time did you use to devote for the
preparation of the exam?
Rahul: I never thought of devoting any particular time for
the preparation. I always used to decide the number of
topics that I was going to target in a single day. For me,
achieving that target was much important rather than fixed
study hours.
IBT: What contribution did IBT Institute make to your success?
Rahul: Faculty members at IBT Institute helped me a lot to
clear all my doubts about the subjects. I would say that
guidance is very important for every student who is
preparing for the competitive exams. Only a right guidance
can lead you towards your goal. It is only due to the flexible
batch timings, regular guidance, doubt sessions and weekly
mock tests that I was able to crack the exam. Thus I had a
really good experience with the IBT Institute.
IBT: Who would you attribute your success to?
Rahul: I would like to my parents, my friends, my teachers
and IBT Institute as a whole which supported me during
this journey. The faculty members guided me in the proper
direction. I have learnt a lot from the institute.
IBT: Do you want to give any suggestions to the other
students who are preparing for the competitive exams?
Rahul: First of all, they must know what they actually want
to do and if they are actually interested in joining the
government sector then they must not leave any room for
preparation. Dedication and patience are the keys to reach
the heights of success.
IBT: Celebrating the record you just set and looking forward
to watching you cross your next finish line!
Rahul: Thank You Sir!

Precious Words
"Dont Watch the Clock; Do What it does.
Keep Going"
Sam Levenson
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INTERIMBUDGET2019
Union Finance Minister Piyush Goyal presented
an Interim Budget for 2019 in Parliament on
Friday. An Interim Budget usually doesn't list
out new schemes or doesn't unveil any policy
measures. The government will present the vote
on account for the next four-to-five months. A
full-fledged Budget will be presented after the
House reassembles after the general election.
1. Budget at a Glance presents broad
aggregates of the Budget in a readerfriendly document. This document shows
receipts and expenditure as well as the
Fiscal Deficit (FD), Revenue Deficit (RD),
Effective Revenue Deficit (ERD), and the
Primary Deficit (PD). of the Government of
India. Besides, it presents a pictorial
account of sources of receipts, their application, the
details of debt and deficit indicators, sources of deficit
financing and trends and composition of important
budgetary variables through charts and graphs.
2. Fiscal Deficit is the difference between the Revenue
Receipts plus Non-debt Capital Receipts (NDCR) and
the total expenditure. FD is reflective of the total
borrowing requirements of Government. Revenue
Deficit refers to the excess of revenue expenditure
over revenue receipts. Effective Revenue Deficit is
the difference between Revenue Deficit and Grants
for Creation of Capital Assets. Primary Deficit is
measured as Fiscal Deficit less interest payments.
3. Budget 2019-20 reflects the Governments firm
commitment to substantially boost investment in
Agriculture, Social Sector, Education and Health.
This is substantiated by increase in expenditure of `
3,26,965 crores over RE (2018-19) while keeping
the fiscal deficit at 3.4% of GDP.
4. In RE 2018-19, the total expenditure has been kept
at ` 24,57,235 crore and is more than BE 2018-19
by ` 15,022 crore. The increase in total expenditure
is on account of increased support to agricultural
sector, interest payments and internal security.
5. The total resources going to States including the
devolution of States share in taxes, Grants/Loans,
and releases under Centrally Sponsored Schemes
in BE (2019-20) is ` 13,70,620 crore, with a jump of
MAKE MY EXAM – MARCH 2019

` 1,24,036 crore over RE (2018-19) and ` 2,85,492
crore more than the Actuals (2017-18).
6. Actuals for 2017-2018 are provisional.
Main Key Points of Budget


No income tax for earnings up to `5 lakh



Individuals with gross income of up to `6.5 lakh
need not pay any tax if they make investments in
provident funds and prescribed equities



Standard tax deduction for salaried persons raised
from `40,000 to `50,000



TDS threshold on interest on bank and post office
deposits raised from `10,000 to `40,000



TDS threshold on rental income increased from `
1.8 lakh to ` 2.4 lakh



I-T processing of returns to be done in 24 hours



Within the next 2 years, all verification of tax returns
to be done electronically without any interface with
the taxpayer



Package of `6000 per annum for farmers with less
than 2 hectares of land. Scheme to be called Pradhan
Mantri Kisan Samman Nidhi.
Vande Bharat Express, an indigenously developed
semi high-speed train, to be launched
One lakh digital villages planned in the next five years
Fund allocation for the Northeast region increased
to ` 58,166 crore, a 21% rise over last year for
infrastructure development
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Anti-camcord regulations to be introduced in the
Indian Cinematograph Act to prevent piracy and
contact theft of Bollywood films.




Single window clearance for Indian filmmakers.
25 per cent of sourcing for government projects
will be from the MSMEs, of which three per cent will
be from women entrepreneurs.
National Artificial Intelligence portal to be developed soon
ESI cover limit increased to ` 21,000. Minimum
pension also increased to ` 1000.
Mega pension scheme for workers in the organised
sector with an income of less than `15,000. They












will be able to earn ` 3000 after the age of 60. The
scheme will be called Pradhan Mantri Shramyogi
Maan Dhan Yojana.
2% interest subvention for farmers pursuing animal
husbandry.
All farmers affected by severe natural calamities to
get 2% interest subvention and additional 3% interest
subvention upon timely repayment
Decision taken to increase MSP (minimum support
price) by 1.5 times the production cost for all
22 crops
The 22nd AIIMS to come up in Haryana
(Rs. in Crore)

Budget at a Glance
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2017-2018
Actuals

2018-2019
Budget
Estimates

2018-2019
Revised
Estimates

2019-2020
Budget
Estimates

1. Revenue Receipts

1435233

1725738

1729682

1977693

2. Tax Revenue (Net to Centre)

1242488

1480649

1484406

1705046

3. Non Tax Revenue

192745

245089

245276

272647

4. Capital Receipts

706742

716475

727553

806507

15633

12199

13155

12508

6. Other Receipts

100045

80000

80000

90000

7. Borrowings and Other Liabilities

591064

624276

634398

703999

8. Total Receipts (1+4)

2141975

2442213

2457235

2784200

9. Total Expenditure (10+13)

2141975

2442213

2457235

2784200

10. On Revenue Account of which

1878835

2141772

2140612

2447907

11. Interest Payments

528952

575795

587570

665061

12. Grants in Aid for creation of capital assets

191034

195345

200300

200740

13. On Capital Account

263140

300441

316623

336293

14. Revenue Deficit (10-1)

443602
(2.6)

416034
(2.2)

410930
(2.2)

470214
(2.2)

15. Effective Revenue Deficit (14-12)

252568
(1.5)

220689
(1.2)

210630
(1.1)

269474
(1.3)

16. Fiscal Deficit [9-(1+5+6)]

591064
(3.5)

624276
(3.3)

634398
(3.4)

703999
(3.4)

62112
(0.4)

48481
(0.3)

46828
(0.2)

38938
(0.2)

5. Recovery of Loans

17. Primary Deficit (16-11)
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PRESIDENT RAM NATH KOVIND INAUGURATES
THE 12TH GLOBAL HEALTHCARE SUMMIT IN
MUMBAI

NATIONAL NEWS
. JANUARY 2019 .
PM MODI RELEASES COMMEMORATIVE STAMP
ON MAHARAJA SUHELDEV

G
G
G

The President of India, Ram Nath Kovind, inaugurated
the 12th Global Healthcare Summit organized by the
American Association of Physicians of Indian Origin in
Mumbai.
He said India and the US shared complementarities in
the pharmaceutical field - in clinical research, drug
discovery and manufacture.
The President said that the goal of 'Health for All' must
be integral to our programmes and policies. The
President also addressed The Yoga Institute, Mumbai,
which had marked 100 years of its establishment.

11TH BENGALURU INTERNATIONAL FILM
FESTIVAL TO KICK START IN FEBRUARY

G

G
G
G
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Prime Minister Narendra Modi released the
commemorative stamp on Maharaja Suheldev and
described him as a brave warrior.
"Maharaja Suheldev is among those bravehearts who
had struggled for the honour of `Maa Bharti'. The PM's
rally in Ghazipur is also being seen as an effort by the
Bharatiya Janata Party to woo the Rajbhar community,
which reveres Maharaja Suheldev.
Maharaja Suheldev is a semi-legendary king whose
references are found somewhere between the
boundary of fiction and history.

PM NARENDRA MODI LAUNCHES PRAVASI
TEERTH DARSHAN YOJANA
Prime Minister Narendra Modi on January 22, 2019
launched the Pravasi Teerth Darshan Yojana under
which a group of Indian diaspora will be taken on a
government-sponsored tour of religious places in India
twice a year.
The first batch of 40 Indian-origin people are at the
Pravasi Bharatiya Divas and they would be beginning
their tour from there.
He also released two books 'Kashi: The Universe of
Crafts and Textiles' and 'Indian Textiles: History,
Splendour, Grandeur'.

G
G
G
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With a special theme of 'Nature's Fury,' The Bengaluru
International Film Festival (BIFFES) is all set for its 11th
edition, which will be held from February 07, 2019 to
February 14, 2019, in Bengaluru.
Being organised by the Karnataka Chalanachitra
Academy and Department of Information and Public
Relations of Government of Karnataka, the opening
event of the festival will be held in the presence of
National and International delegates, filmmakers and
celebrities in Bengaluru at Banquet Hall,
Vidhanasoudha.
While the closing event for the conferring of awards
will be held on February 14, 2019. To give it a definite
date, the festival is always held on first Thursday of
February every year.

DELHI POLICE BECOMES FIRST POLICE FORCE
IN COUNTRY TO DIGITISE ALL MALKHANAS

G
G
G

The Delhi Police become the first police force in the
country to digitize all malkhanas, rooms for keeping
seized arms and ammunition, across every police
station in the state.
Delhi Police Commissioner Amulya Patnaik inaugurated
the e-malkhana project of the remaining 10 districts
at Chinamaya Mission here.
Underlying the importance of the project, Patnaik said
that digitization of service delivery mechanism will
definitely make the whole system faster, smoother and
easier, the release stated.
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PM MODI RENAMES 3 ANDAMAN & NICOBAR
ISLANDS AS TRIBUTE TO NETAJI
Prime Minister Narendra Modi announced renaming
of three islands of Andaman and Nicobar archipelago
as a tribute to Netaji Subhas Chandra Bose.
The Ross Island was renamed as Netaji Subhas Chandra
Bose Dweep, the Neil Island as Shaheed Dweep and the
Havelock Island as Swaraj Dweep, Modi said during a
speech amidst thunderous applause from the audience
here. The three islands are major tourist spots.
Earlier in the day, the Prime Minister inaugurated a slew
of development projects and laid foundation stones of
several others related to energy, connectivity,
education, tourism and health sectors.

GOVERNMENT SETS UP EXPORT PROMOTION
CELL FOR MSMES
The MSME ministry has established an export
promotion cell to create a sustainable ecosystem for
micro, small and medium enterprises (MSMEs).
The benefits likely to accrue from the setting up of the
cell include integration MSMEs into global value chain,
evaluation of readiness of MSMEs to export their
products and services.
The ministry has also proposed to formulate a
governing council that will be chaired by secretary of
the MSME ministry and co-chaired by the development
commissioner, MSME.

NEW FACILITY FOR RECEIVING COMPLAINTS BY
NHRC THROUGH MOBILE TELEPHONE
With a view to facilitating contact by the public with
the National Human Rights Commission in case of
emergencies after office hours and on holidays, the
Commission has designated a special telephone
number for receiving complaints.
A senior officer of the Commission will be in-charge of
this facility and will attend to the complaints. The
Commission hopes that this arrangement will prove
useful to the public.
On working days, during the office hours, the public
are free to contact the Commission on its regular phone
numbers. The officer receiving the call on mobile phone
will render assistance and offer advice to the
complainant.

G
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PM MODI'S VISIT TO UTTAR PRADESH: ONE
DISTRICT, ONE PRODUCT REGIONAL SUMMIT
HELD; 6TH INTERNATIONAL RICE RESEARCH
INSTITUTE INAUGURATED
Prime Minister Narendra Modi on December 29, 2018
visited Varanasi and Ghazipur in Uttar Pradesh on
December 29, 2018.
The Prime Minister laid the foundation stone of medical
College in Ghazipur during the visit in the presence of
Chief Minister Yogi Adityanath. He took stock of the
preparations for the Pravasi Bharatiya Divas
The Prime Minister dedicated the 6th International Rice
Research Institute (IRRI), South Asia Regional Center
(ISARC) to the nation. The Institute is built at the
campus of National Seed Research and Training Center
(NSRTC) in Varanasi.

G
G
G

NEW SCHEMES TO PROVIDE RS 2 LAKH
COMPENSATION FOR FARMERS' DEATHS
West Bengal Chief Minister Mamata Banerjee
announced schemes for farmers, months ahead of the
2019 Lok Sabha elections.
The chief minister said the 'Krishak Bandhu' schemes
are expected to benefit over 72 lakh farmers in the state.
In case a farmer between the age of 18 to 60 dies,
compensation of up to Rs 2 lakh will be provided to
their family. The money will be available through the
agriculture department.

G
G

GOVT RELEASES 6 CRORE LPG CONNECTIONS
UNDER PRADHAN MANTRI UJJWALA YOJANA

G

G

G

G

G
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The governmentgave out the 6-crore free cooking gas
(LPG) connection as the scheme to make available
cleaner fuel in every household kitchens runs ahead of
schedule.
Vice President M Venkaiah Naidu handed over papers
for an LPG connection under the Pradhan Mantri
Ujjwala Yojana (PMUY) - which was launched on May
1, 2016, with a target to give 5 crore connections by
March 2019.
The scheme together with a government push to
replace polluting firewood in kitchens has led to LPG
coverage rising to almost 90 per cent of the population
from 55 per cent in May 2014.
MAKE MY EXAM – MARCH 2019
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GOVERNMENT TO ACHIEVE 100% HOUSEHOLD
ELECTRIFICATION AHEAD OF REPUBLIC DAY
The government is likely to achieve its 100 per cent
household electrification target in the country ahead
of Republic Day as it has already energised 2.39 crore
out of the targeted 2.49 crore households under Rs
16,320 crore Saubhagya scheme.
A power ministry statement said India has achieved
yet another milestone in the power sector with the
completion of electrification in hundred per cent
households in 25 states at the year-end.
The centre had launched the Pradhan Mantri Sahaj Bijli
Har Ghar Yojana, Saubhagya scheme to provide
electricity to all households by December 2018.

G
G
G

CABINET APPRISED OF MOU BETWEEN INDIA
AND MOROCCO ON COOPERATION IN THE AREA
OF CYBER SECURITY
The Union Cabinet chaired by Prime Minister Shri
Narendra Modi has been apprised of the Memorandum
of Understanding (MoU) between India and Morocco
on cooperation in the area of Cyber Security.
The MoU intends to promote closer cooperation for
exchange of knowledge and experience in detection,
resolution and prevention of security-related incidents
between India and Morocco.
Implementation of the MoU will result in significant
mutual benefits in the Cyber Security sector, through
institutional and capacity building with Morocco in the
field of Cyber Security.

G
G
G
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BHARTI AXA LIFE USES WHATSAPP TO DELIVER
POLICY, RENEWAL PREMIUM
Private sector insurer Bharti AXA Life Insurance said it
has started delivering policies and renewal premium
receipt to customers via instant messaging platform
WhatsApp.
It is a part of its alternative service option to the policy
holders, Bharti AXA Life Insurance said.
Bharti AXA Life Insurance, a joint venture between
Bharti Enterprises and French Insurance major AXA, is
one of the first few life insurers to provide its customers
with the option of policy contract, renewal premium
receipts and claim intimation through WhatsApp.

G
G
G

VEER SAVARKAR INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT IN
PORT BLAIR DECLARED AS AN AUTHORIZED
IMMIGRATION CHECK POST
Veer Savarkar International Airport in Port Blair has
been declared as an authorized Immigration Check post
for entry into/exit from India with valid travel
documents for all classes of passengers.
Information, Public Relations and Tourism Division of
Andaman and Nicobar Administration said this in a
press release.
This decision of the Union Government will open up
the Port Blair Airport for direct international flight and
immigration facilities. For this purpose, the
Superintendent of Police (CID), Andaman and Nicobar
Police has been appointed as the 'Civil Authority' for
the purpose of the immigration check post.

G
G
G
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. DECEMBER 2018 .

GOVERNMENT LAUNCHES ASIATIC LION
CONSERVATION PROJECT

PRESIDENT'S RULE IMPOSED IN JAMMU AND
KASHMIR AFTER 22 YEARS

G
G
G
G

The central government imposed President's rule in
Jammu and Kashmir starting from December 20, 2018,
as the Governor's rule expires in the state six months
after it was imposed.
A communication from the governor's office was sent
to the centre and subsequently, it was moved to the
Union Cabinet for its nod.
President's rule was first imposed in the state in 1986,
whereas the previous instance of President rule was
22 years ago.
According to Indian Constitution, President's Rule is
the imposition of Article 356 of the India Constitution
on a state which gets incapable of running the
constitutional machinery.

GOVERNMENT PUTS GOLD DORE IMPORTS
UNDER RESTRICTED CATEGORY
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The government put the imports of gold dore in
restricted category.
This means, now, an importer needs a license to import
this commodity.
Gold dore is a semi-pure alloy which is refined for
further purification. Refined gold bars are
manufactured from gold dore bar.
India, the world's second-biggest gold consumer after
China, imports about 900 tonnes of gold a year.

GUJARAT EMERGES AS BEST PERFORMING
STATE IN START-UP RANKING 2018

G
G
G

Gujarat has emerged as the best performing state in
the Startup Ranking 2018. The National Report on
States' Startup Ranking was unveiled by Department
of Industrial Policy and Promotion, Ministry of
Commerce and Industry in New Delhi.
Gujarat, with 100 percentile, has performed better than
all other states in all the seven areas including start up
policy, incubation support, seeding innovation and
scaling innovation.
Karnataka, Kerala, Odisha and Rajasthan, with a score
of more than 85 percentile, have been adjudged the
top performers.
8
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The Ministry of Environment, Government of India has
launched the "Asiatic Lion Conservation Project
The project aim to protect and conserve the world's
last ranging free population of Asiatic Lion and its
associated ecosystem.
Asiatic lions that once ranged from Persia (Iran) to
Palamau in Eastern India were almost driven to
extinction by indiscriminate hunting and habitat
loss.
The conservation of Asiatic Lions has always been a
priority of Government of India. The Ministry in the
past has supported Asiatic Lion in Gujarat by including
it in list of 21 critically endangered species for recovery
programme.

JAMMU AND KASHMIR BECOMES FIRST STATE
TO BRING LAW AGAINST "SEXTORTION"

G
G
G

Jammu and Kashmir has become the first state in the
country to have a law banning sexual exploitation of
women by those in positions of authority, having a
fiduciary relationship or a public servant.
The State Administrative Council (SAC) under the
chairmanship of Governor Satya Pal Malik approved
the 'Prevention of Corruption (Amendment) Bill, 2018'
and the 'Jammu and Kashmir Criminal Laws
(Amendment) Bill, 2018'
The Jammu and Kashmir Criminal Laws (Amendment)
Bill, 2018 seeks to amend the Ranbir Penal Code,
whereby specific offence under section 354 E is being
inserted to provide for the offence of 'Sextortion'.
MAKE MY EXAM – MARCH 2019
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DELHI HC BANS ONLINE SALE OF MEDICINES

DELHI GOVERNMENT LAUNCHES FREE
PILGRIMAGE SCHEME FOR SENIOR CITIZENS

G
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The Delhi High Court has ordered a ban on the sale of
medicines online by e-pharmacists across India and has
directed the Delhi government and the Centre to put
the order into effect immediately
The order was passed by Chief Justice Rajendra Menon
and Justice VK Rao, acting on a PIL filed by Zaheer
Ahmed, a New Delhi-based dermatologist.
The Union Health Ministry in September had put out
draft rules on sale of drugs online, aiming to regulate
the sale across India and make medicines available from
select authentic online portals.

NITI AAYOG LAUNCHES GLOBAL HACKATHON
ON ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

G
G
G

NITI Aayog organises hackathons to source sustainable,
innovative and technologically-enabled solutions to
address various challenges in the development space.
NITI Aayog organized its first hackathon, 'MoveHack'
in August, on the sidelines of the Global Mobility
Summit 2018, with the aim of garnering cutting-edge
mobility applications.
The 'AI 4 All Global Hackathon' was announced at the
AI conference organized by NITI Aayog, in partnership
with the ORF, held in Mumbai in November 2018.

TRAIN 18 IS INDIA'S FASTEST: COUNTRY'S
FIRST ENGINE-LESS TRAIN CROSSES 180 KMPH
SPEED LIMIT DURING TRIAL RUN

G
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G
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India's first locomotive-less train or Train 18 breached
the 180 kmph speed limit during a test run.

G
G
G

The scheme was approved by the Delhi Government
on July 9, 2018. Earlier, the Delhi Cabinet had on
January 8, 2018 approved the Revenue Department's
proposal to begin with the Mukhyamantri Tirth Yatra
Yojana.

FMCG major Hindustan Unilever Limited (HUL) has
approved the merger with GlaxoSmithKline Consumer
Healthcare (GSKCH India) through an-all equity deal,
valuing the total business of the latter at 31,700 crore.
The transaction is an all equity merger with 4.39 shares
of HUL being allotted for every share in GSKCH India,
which sells consumer healthcare products, including
popular drink brand Horlicks.
The merger includes the totality of operations within
GSK CH India, including a consignment selling contract
to distribute GSK CH India's over-the-counter and oral
health products in India.

THE FIRST EVER SWADESH DARSHAN PROJECT
IN THE STATE OF NAGALAND TO BE
INAUGURATED

G
G

It is about 15-20 per cent energy efficient and leaves
less carbon footprint.

G
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Under this free pilgrimage scheme, a Delhi resident
above 60 years will be eligible to take free pilgrimage
along with his or her spouse.

HINDUSTAN UNILEVER BOARD APPROVES
MERGER WITH GLAXOSMITHKLINE CONSUMER
HEALTHCARE INDIA

Train 18 breached the 180 kmph speed limit in the
Kota-Sawai Madhopur section.In the process, the Rs
100 crore indigenously designed train has become the
country's fastest train.

The train sports an advanced regenerative braking
system which saves power.

Delhi Chief Minister Arvind Kejriwallaunched the
'Mukhyamantri Tirth Yatra Yojana' which offers free
travel packages for senior citizens from Delhi to five
religious circuits. 1,100 senior citizens from every
constituency of Delhi will be able to avail this facility at
one go.

Development of Tribal Circuit: Peren-Kohima-Wokha
Project" will be inaugurated by the Chief Minister of
Nagaland, Shri Neiphiu Rio, in the presence of Union
Minister of State (I/C) for Tourism.
This is the first project to be implemented in the state
under Swadesh Darshan Scheme of Ministry of Tourism,
Government of India.
Swadesh Darshan scheme is one among the flagship
schemes of the Ministry of Tourism for development
of thematic circuits in the country in a planned and
prioritised manner.
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CABINET CLEARS RENAMING JHARSUGUDA
AERODROME AS VEER SURENDRA SAI AIRPORT

GOVT TO ISSUE RS 75 COIN TO MARK 75TH
ANNIVERSARY OF TRICOLOUR HOISTING BY
NETAJI SUBHASH CHANDRA BOSE

G
G
G

The government will release a Rs 75 coin to
commemorate the 75th anniversary of Netaji Subhash
Chandra Bose hoisting the Tricolour for the first time
at Port Blair.
The Ministry of Finance has issued a notification
regarding the release of the Rs 75 coin along with its
specifications.

G

A numeral 75th along with inscription "anniversary"
will be depicted below the portrait. The coin will carry
an inscription saying 'First Flag Hoisting Day' in both
Devnagari script and English.

G

UP CABINET APPROVES RENAMING OF
FAIZABAD AS AYODHYA

G
I
BG
T
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G

The Uttar Pradesh government approved renaming of
Faizabad and Allahabad divisions as Ayodhya and
Prayagraj respectively.
Prayagraj division will comprise Prayagraj, Kaushambi,
Fatehpur and Pratapgarh districts, while Ayodhya,
Ambedkarnagar, Sultanpur, Amethi and Barabanki
districts, Khanna.
The decision came a day after the Allahabad high court
asked the Centre and the state goverment to file counter
affidavits with a week on a petition challenging the
decision to rename Allahabad as Prayagraj.

ODISHA GOVERNMENT LAUNCHES 'SAURA
JALNIDHI' SCHEME

G
G
G

Odisha Chief Minister Naveen Patnaik launched the
'Saura Jalnidhi' scheme. The objective of this scheme
is to encourage the use of solar energy in irrigation by
farmers.
The state government has decided to increase the use
of solar photovoltaic pump sets in those areas so that
the irrigation facilities can be provided where the power
system is bad.
Under this scheme, farmers will be given 90 per cent
subsidy and 5,000 solar pumps. This will provide
irrigation benefits in 2,500 acres of the state
10

G

The Cabinet approved renaming Jharsuguda aerodrome
in Odisha as 'Veer Surendra Sai Airport'. Veer Surendra
Sai is a well-known freedom fighter of Odisha.
The renaming of the airport as 'Veer Surendra Sai
Airport, Jharsuguda' was cleared by the Union Cabinet
chaired by Prime Minister Narendra Modi.
The airport has been developed by the Airports
Authority of India (AAI) in collaboration with Odisha
government at an estimated cost of Rs 210 crore, with
Rs 75 crore contribution from the state.

UP'S FAIZABAD DISTRICT TO BE KNOWN AS
AYODHYA, SAYS YOGI ADITYANATH

G
G
G

Uttar Pradesh's Faizabad district will be known as
Ayodhya after the temple town that is home to the
Ram temple, said Chief Minister Yogi Adityanath.
He also announced a medical college named after King
Dashrath, Ram's father, and an airport to be called Raja
Ram.
The demand that the government rename Faizabad
picked pace soon after the government decided to
rename Allahabad as Prayag last month.

SMT. MANEKA SANJAY GANDHI INAUGURATES
THE 5TH EDITION OF 'WOMEN OF INDIA
NATIONAL ORGANIC FESTIVAL' IN NEW DELHI

G
G
G

The 5th edition of the 'Women of India National Organic
Festival' was inaugurated by Smt. Maneka Sanjay
Gandhi, Union Minister for Women and Child
Development, at the Indira Gandhi National Centre for
the Arts (IGNCA), New Delhi.
The Festival celebrates and promotes women
entrepreneurs/producers and farmers in the organic
field from across India.
The Minister also encouraged festive gifting with
organic products, and encouraged Delhiites too, to
adopt this unique gifting idea.
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5TH NATIONAL SUMMIT ON PUBLIC HEALTH
CARE BEGINS AT KAZIRANGA IN ASSAM

KERALA INTRODUCES NEW 'KOOL' OPEN
ONLINE LEARNING PROGRAMME

G
G
G

G
G
G

The 5th National Summit on Good and Replicable
Practices and Innovations in Public Health Care Systems
in India began at Kaziranga in Assam
AIR correspondent reports that the objective of the
summit is to share and learn the good practices being
implemented by several states and organizations for
the betterment of the health sector.
Addressing the summit Union Health Minister J P
Nadda stressed on perform, reform and transform as
emphasised by Prime Minister.

KERALA GOVT LAUNCHES GAU SAMRIDHI
SCHEME FOR DAIRY FARMERS

G
G
G

Kerala Chief Minister Pinarayi Vijayan launched the
'cow samridhi Plus Scheme to provide insurance
coverage to dairy farmers in the state

G

The Kerala Infrastructure and Technology for Education
(KITE) has rolled out-- KOOL, its Online Open Learning
training platform.
The platform can be used to train teachers, students
and the general public.
KOOL has been designed in a MOOC (Massive Open
Online Course) model, which is becoming popular
worldwide.
KOOL is a major step by the State of Kerala to become
India's first complete digital state in Education", said
Prof C Raveendranath, state Education minister.

LUCKNOW'S EKANA CRICKET STADIUM
RENAMED AFTER ATAL BIHARI VAJPAYEE

G
G
G

The Uttar Pradesh (UP) government changed the name
of the Ekana International Cricket Stadium to "Bharat
Ratan Atal Bihari Vajpayee International Cricket
Stadium"
UP Governor Ram Naik was the one who approved the
government proposal to this effect. Orders for the
same were issued by Principal Secretary (Housing) Nitin
Ramesh Gokaran.
The state government used the powers vested in it as
per this clause, on the eve of the high-decibel match,
and changed its name in the memory of Atal Bihari
Vajpayee, who passed away in August this year.

The government subsidized scheme, as Proposed will
give insurance coverage to dairy farmers at low
premium rates.
"Gau Samridhi plus scheme, which gives insurance
coverage to dairy farmers.

PRESIDENT INAUGURATES 'VISHWA SHANTI
AHIMSA SAMMELAN' IN MAHARASHTRA

G
G
G

President Ram Nath Kovind inaugurate the three-day
'Vishwa Shanti Ahimsa Sammelan' at Mangi Tungi in
Satana taluka
At the function, the president will present the first
international 'Bhagwan Rishabhdev Award' to
Teerthanker Mahaveer University, based in Moradabad
in Uttar Pradesh.
The award consisted of a cash prize of Rs. 11 lakh, a
memento and a citation. It was received by chancellor
of Teerthanker Mahaveer University Suresh Jain.
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JUSTICE ASIF SAEED KHOSA APPOINTED NEW
CHIEF JUSTICE OF PAKISTAN

. JANUARY 2019 .
UNITED NATIONS ADOPTS TWO RUSSIA
SPONSORED RESOLUTIONS BACKED BY INDIA
ON INTERNATIONAL INFORMATION SECURITY
The United Nations has adopted two Russian sponsored
resolutions backed by India on international
information security (IIS) system in what can be
described as important steps towards a multipolar
world order.
India and Russia joined their efforts for achieving
democratic, inclusive and transparent United Nations
negotiation process on security in the use of
information and communications technologies.
These documents became the world's first code of
conduct in the digital sphere, designed to create the
foundation for peaceful interaction and to prevent war,
confrontation and any other aggressive action.

G
G
G

G
G
G

Justice Asif Saeed Khan Khosa has been appointed new
Chief Justice of Pakistan with effect from January 19.
The Ministry of Law has appointed Justice Asif Saeed
Khosa, the senior most judge of the Supreme Court of
Pakistan, after President Dr Arif Alvi approved summary
to appoint him as Chief Justice.
Justice Khosa was born on 21 December 1954. He has
served as Justice of the Supreme Court since 18
February 2010 and also served as judge of the Lahore
High Court prior to that.

CHINESE ROVER POWERS UP DEVICES IN

I PAKISTAN CABINET APPROVES ISSUANCE OF PIONEERING MOON MISSION
G Chinese spacecraft and rover power up their
B 'PANDA BONDS' IN CHINESE CURRENCY
observation equipment after making a first-ever
cabinet has approved the issuance of firstT G Pakistan's
landing on the far side of the moon, the Chinese
ever renminbi-denominated bonds to raise loans from

Institute
Pvt. Ltd

China's capital markets, as the country moved a step
forward to give the Chinese currency a status at par
with the US dollar.
The 'Panda Bonds' was approved in a Cabinet meeting,
led by Prime Minister Imran Khan.
The approval for issuing bonds in the Chinese capital
markets came on the heel of the Finance Ministry's
decision to delay issuance of dollar-denominated
Eurobonds, worth $3 billion.

G

TRUMP SIGNS ASIA REASSURANCE INITIATIVE
ACT IN TO LAW
U.S. President Donald J. Trump signed into law the Asia
Reassurance Initiative Act (ARIA), which passed the U.S.
Senate earlier that month.
The act "establishes a multifaceted U.S. strategy to
increase U.S. security, economic interests, and values
in the Indo-Pacific region.
The ARIA Act was introduced into the Senate in April
by Senator Cory Gardner, and was co-sponsored by
Senators Edward Markey, Marco Rubio, and Ben Cardin.

G

G
G

G
G
G
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National Space Administration said.
The Jade Rabbit 2 rover has succeeded in establishing
a digital transmission link with a relay satellite that
sends data back to the Beijing control center, the space
agency said in a posting late Friday on its website.
Chang'e 4, named after a Chinese moon goddess, is
the first craft to make a soft landing on the moon's far
side, which faces away from Earth.

CHINA TO 'SINICIZE' ISLAM, PASSES LAW TO
MAKE RELIGION COMPATIBLE WITH SOCIALISM
Months after UN flagged China's 're-schooling'
campaign against Muslims in the Xinjiang region, Beijing
has passed a law to make Islam 'compatible' with
socialism within next five years.
The law to implement measures to 'Sinicize' Islam was
passed after Chinese government officials met
representatives from eight Islamic groups, as per a
Global Times report.
The government officials after the meeting agreed to
"guide Islam to be compatible with socialism and
implement measures to Sinicize the religion"

G
G
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FORMER INDIAN ENVOY TO MYANMAR, VIKRAM
MISRI, TOOK CHARGE AS INDIA'S NEW ENVOY
TO CHINA
India's new ambassador to China Vikram Misri took
charge of the post on Monday and met top Chinese
officials during which they discussed Sino-India ties.
A 1989-batch India Foreign Service (IFS) officer, Misri
54, replaced Gautam Bambawale who retired in
November last year.
He has served in various capacities at the headquarters
of the Ministry of External Affairs (MEA) as well as in
the Prime Minister's Office.

INDIA TO BUY $5 BILLION OIL, GAS FROM US
& SPEND $18 BILLION IN DEFENCE

G
G
G

INDIA RANKS 79TH, JAPAN TOPS LIST OF MOST
POWERFUL PASSPORTS
According to the Henley Passport Index, which
periodically measures the access each country's travel
document affords, India jumped two positions from
81st in 2018 to 79th this year.
Japan retained its top spot as the world's most travelfriendly passport due to the document's access to 190
countries.
South Korea edged up the ranking from October's index
to join Singapore, offering access to 189 jurisdictions.

G

G

G

G

G

G

India has committed to purchase USD 5 billion worth
of oil and gas from the US per annum and USD 18 billion
worth of defence equipment that are under
implementation.
At a reception hosted in his honour by the US-India
Business Council (USIBC), Shringla said India has been
sourcing and buying much more from the US than ever
in the past.
In the defense sector, India is looking at USD 18 billion
worth of orders that are under implementation.

INDIA, JAPAN BILATERAL CURRENCY SWAP
GETS CABINET NOD
The Union Cabinet ongave its nod to the $75-billion
bilateral currency swap arrangement between India and
Japan.
The arrangement is expected to bring stability to foreign
exchange and capital markets in India.
The Cabinet also approved setting up of 3 new AIIMS
at Vijayanagar in Samba in Jammu and Awantipur in
Pulwara in Kashmir and Rajkot in Gujarat.

INDIA, US HOLD 2+2 INTER-SESSIONAL
MEETING IN NEW DELHI
A 2+2 Inter-Sessional meeting between the United States
and India took place, focusing on the progress of defence
and foreign policy issues between the two countries.
The Indian delegation was led jointly by Joint Secretary
(AMS) from the Ministry of External Affairs Gourangalal
Das, and Joint Secretary (PIC) from the Ministry of
Defence, Shambhu S Kumaran.
During meeting, both India and the US also exchanged
views on regional developments as partners and
stakeholders for a free, open, inclusive, peaceful and
prosperous Indo-Pacific.

WEF RECOGNISES TATA STEEL'S NETHERLANDS
PLANT AS 'FACTORY OF THE FUTURE
The World Economic Forum announced that Tata Steel's
plant at IJmuiden in the Netherlands has been inducted
into its prestigious community, a distinction awarded
to manufacturing facilities which are seen as leaders in
technologies of the 'Fourth Industrial Revolution'.
This makes Tata Steel part of a network of just 16 key
factories to create the world's leading learning
platforms for production.
To aid the learning and adoption of technologies by
other companies, the 'Lighthouse' companies are
committed to open their doors and share their
knowledge with other manufacturing businesses.

MUKESH AMBANI, JACK MA, JEFF BEZOS IN TOP
'100 GLOBAL THINKERS' LIST OF 2019
Reliance Industries Chairman and Managing Director
Mukesh Ambani has made it to the prestigious Foreign
Policy magazine's 2019 list of '100 Global Thinkers'.
The other names on the list, which will be fully released
next week, include Alibaba's Jack Ma, Christine Lagarde,
managing director of the International Monetary Fund,
Amazon's founder and CEO Jeff Bezos, and Bill and
Melinda Gates.
The other Indian-origin names on the latest list of
thinkers include Fareed Zakaria, one of the most
influential foreign-policy analysts and TV hosts for
almost two decades, and author Amitav Ghosh.

G
G
G

G
G
G
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TRUMP SIGNS TRADE PACT WITH CANADA AND
MEXICO TO REPLACE NAFTA
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G
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As per the WEF's Global Gender Gap Report 2018sub
index.,while India has many challenges as it ranks
142nd out of 149 countries in the economic
opportunity and participation
The global list was topped by Iceland having closed
more than 85.8 per cent of its overall gender gap.
Iceland holds the top spot in the index for the 10th
consecutive year.

CO-OPERATION AND MUTUAL ASSISTANCE IN
CUSTOMS MATTERS

G
G
G
I
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Donald Trump and the leaders of Canada and Mexico
signed a revised North American trade pact, a deal that
fulfills a key political pledge by the US president but
faces an uncertain future in the US Congress.
The US-Mexico-Canada Agreement (USMCA) is meant
to replace the 24-year-old North American Free Trade
Agreement (Nafta), which Trump has long denigrated
as a "disaster".
The deal requires ratification by all three countries
legislatures before taking effect.

G
G

An Agreement between the Government of the
Republic of India and the Government of the Republic
of Peru on Co-operation and Mutual Assistance in
Customs Matters was signed on the side-lines of the
80th Session of the Policy Commission Meeting of the
World Customs Organisations.
The Agreement provides a legal framework for sharing
of information and intelligence between the Customs
authorities of the two countries and will help in the
proper application of Customs laws, prevention and
investigation of Customs offences.
The Agreement is expected to facilitate trade and
ensure efficient clearance of goods traded between the
two countries.

WEST JERUSALEM AS CAPITAL OF ISRAEL
RECOGNIZED BY ASTRALIA

NEPAL GOVERNMENT BANS USE OF INDIAN
CURRENCY NOTES ABOVE RS 100

G
G
G

The Nepal government has banned the use of Indian
currency notes of Rs 2,000, Rs 500 and Rs 200
denominations in the country, The government said
Rs 100 notes can be used in the country.
This move will affect Nepali workers in India and Indian
tourists. The Nepal government is also making
preparations to celebrate 2020 as the "Visit Nepal Year"
The announcement was made by Nepal's Minister for
Information and Communications Gokul Prasad
Baskota.

INDIA RANKS 108TH IN WEF GENDER GAP
INDEX 2018

G

India has been ranked 108th in World Economic Forum
(WEF) gender gap index, same as 2017, while recording
improvement in wage equality for similar work and fully
closing its tertiary education gender gap for the first
time.
14
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Israel signalled displeasure on Sunday with Australia's
recognition of West Jerusalem as its capital, with a
confidant of Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu
saying it was a mistake to gainsay Israeli control over
the whole city.
Israel captured Arab East Jerusalem in a 1967 war and
annexed it as its capital in a move not recognized
internationally. Palestinians want East Jerusalem as
capital of the state they hope to found in the occupied
West Bank and the Gaza Strip.
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PRESIDENT KOVIND TO EMBARK ON 4-DAY
VISIT TO MYANMAR

INDIA TOPS IN ROAD DEATHS; GLOBALLY
FATALITIES INCREASE BY 1 LAKH IN 3 YEARS:
WHO REPORT

G

G

G
G
G
G

President Ram Nath Kovind will be on a four-day visit
to Myanmar.
The visit is expected to maintain the momentum
generated by Prime Minister Narendra Modi's visit to
Myanmar in September last year and the visit of
Myanmar State Counsellor, Daw Aung San Suu Kyi to
New Delhi in January this year.
Through this visit, the President will reaffirm India's
commitment to developing an important partnership
with Myanmar.
He will also visit various development projects funded
by India. Myanmar is a country where India's "Act East"
and "Neighbourhood First" policies intersect.

INDIA SIGNS BILATERAL ANNUAL HAJ
AGREEMENT WITH SAUDI ARABIA FOR
PILGRIMAGE NEXT YEAR

G
G

G
G

India signed the Bilateral Annual Haj 2019 Agreement
with Saudi Arabia for the pilgrimage next year at
Jeddah.
At the event, Naqvi said the Saudi government has
always played an active and effective role to ensure
safety and better facilities to Indian Haj pilgrims, which
strengthened bilateral relations.
India-Saudi Arabia relations have achieved newer
heights under the leadership and guidance of Saudi
Arabia's King Salman Bin Abdul Aziz and Indian Prime
Minister Narendra Modi.
The Haj Committee of India has received more than
2.47 lakh applications for Haj next year of which around
1.36 lakh were online, Naqvi said, adding of the total
number of applicants, 47 per cent are women.
MAKE MY EXAM – MARCH 2019
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According to the Global Status Report on Road Safety,
India reported a maximum of about 1.51 lakh road
deaths in 2016 and globally the toll of road deaths
increased from 1.25 million to 1.35 in a span of three
years.
The spike in road deaths globally has come as a
shocker considering that the countries had pledged
to halve their road deaths by 2020 when the United
Nations had declared the 2010-2020 as the Decade
of Action for Road Safety.
The United Nations had declared the 2010-2020 as
the Decade of Action for Road Safety.

UN GENERAL ASSEMBLY ADOPTS GLOBAL
FRAMEWORK ON INTERNATIONAL MIGRATION

G

G
G

The UN General Assembly has adopted the Global
Compact for Safe, Orderly and Regular Migration, the
first-ever negotiated global framework on a common
approach to international migration in all its
dimensions.
It is meant to address issues that concern the world's
258 million people on the move and countries of
origin, transit and destination.
The compact was adopted by the General Assembly
with 152 votes in favour in Marrakesh, Morocco, on
December 10.

INDIA, SOUTH KOREA AGREE TO INCREASE
BILATERAL TRADE TO USD 50 BILLION BY
2030

G
G
G

India and South Korea explored new avenues of
Korean investment in India's infrastructure
modernisation, and agreed to intensify their efforts to
increase bilateral trade to USD 50 billion by 2030.
They also shared concerns that terrorism in all its forms
is a "global scourge" and resolved to combat it through
coordinated regional and global efforts.
The Indian side also extended an invitation to South
Korea to join the International Solar Alliance as South
Korea as an indispensable partner in India's 'Act East'
policy.
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BRITISH COUNCIL, ARUNACHAL PRADESH
SIGN MOU ON EDUCATIONAL COLLABORATION

AMAZON IS OVERTAKEN BY MICROSOFT AS
WORLD'S SECOND MOST-VALUABLE COMPANY

G
G

Amazon's shares took an unexpected down-turn, this
week - seeing them overtaken by rival Microsoft as the
world's second most-valuable company.
Apple Inc (AAPL.O) tops the list at over $1 trillion after
crossing that threshold in September. Microsoft's
market capitalization was Wall Street's highest in late
1998 through early 2000 before the dot-com bubble
burst.

PAYTM TEAMS UP WITH SOFTBANK, YAHOO TO
LAUNCH QR-BASED SERVICE IN JAPAN

G
G
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The British Council and Arunachal Pradesh Government
have signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU)
to strengthen educational and cultural cooperation, to
support the knowledge ambitions and economic growth
of Arunachal Pradesh.
The overarching MoU celebrates the British Council's
70th anniversary in India and seeks to strengthen the
relationship for the next 70 years.
The MoU will also work towards improving English
communication of Arunachal Pradesh's civil servants,
developing capacity-building initiatives in the state,
supporting improvements in the teaching of
Mathematics and Science.
As an immediate result of this MoU, 50 faculty
members from government higher education
institutions will be trained by British Council every year,
starting in December 2018.

WHO'S FIRST GLOBAL CONFERENCE ON AIR
POLLUTION AND HEALTH HELD IN GENEVA

G
G

G

G
G

The Objective of it is To combat one of the world's most
significant causes of premature death: Air Pollution.
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PayPay Corporation is the joint venture set up by
Japanese conglomerate SoftBank Corp. and Yahoo Japan
Corporation in June this year that aims to tap the
country's ongoing digital drive.
The Japanese government is taking measures to raise
the cashless payment ratio from the current 20% to
40% by 2025.

CABINET APPROVES MOU BETWEEN INDIA AND
KOREA IN THE FIELD OF TOURISM

G
G
G

The first Global Conference on Air Pollution and Health
will be held at WHO Headquarters in Geneva on 30
October - 1 November 2018.
The conference is being held in collaboration with UN
Environment, World Meteorological Organization
(WMO), the Secretariat of the UN Framework
Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC), the Climate
and Clean Air Coalition to Reduce Short-Lived Climate
Pollutants (CCAC) and the United Nations Economic
Commission for Europe (UNECE).

Paytm, India's largest digital financial services provider
teams up with Softbank, Yahoo to launch QR based
service "PayPay" in Japan.

The cabinet on approved the signing of a memorandum
of understanding (MoU) between India and Korea for
strengthening cooperation in the field of tourism
The main objectives of the MoU are to expand bilateral
cooperation in tourism, including cooperation in data
related to tourism, between tourism stakeholders.
"India and Korea have enjoyed a strong diplomatic and
long economic relationship. The two parties are now
desiring to strengthen and further develop the
established relationship for strengthening cooperation
in the field of tourism.

INDIA RANKED 12 GLOBALLY IN WEB-BORNE
THREATS: KASPERSKY LAB

G
G

Globally, India ranks 12th when it comes to the dangers
associated with surfing the web, according to a new
report from Russia-based global cybersecurity firm
Kaspersky Lab.
Among other methods, the attackers exploited
vulnerabilities in browsers and their plugins (drive-by
download).
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INDIA, CHINA SIGN AGREEMENT ON SECURITY
COOPERATION

G
G
G
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The first India-China high-level meeting on bilateral
security cooperation held in New Delhi.
During the meeting, the two sides discussed issues of
mutual interest including bilateral cooperation on
counter-terrorism and welcomed increased cooperation
between India and China in the area of security.
An Agreement on security cooperation was also signed
by Home Minister Rajnath Singh and State Councilor
and Minister of Public Security of China, Zhao Kezhi.
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It will further strengthen and consolidate discussions
and cooperation in the areas of counter-terrorism,
organized crimes, drug control and other such relevant
areas.
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27TH FUSION ENERGY CONFERENCE BEGINS IN
GANDHINAGAR

G
G
G
G

The 27th Fusion Energy Conference (FEC 2018) was held
recently in Gandhinagar, Gujarat, It was organised by
the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) and
hosted by Department of Atomic Energy and
Gandhinagar-based Institute of Plasma Research.
The 27th IAEA Fusion Energy Conference (FEC 2018)
aims to provide a forum for the discussion of key
physics and technology issues as well as innovative
concepts of direct relevance to the use of nuclear fusion
as a source of energy.
The scientific scope of FEC 2018 is intended to reflect
the priorities of this new era in fusion energy research.
The IAEA is the world's centre for cooperation in the
nuclear field. It was set up as the world's "Atoms for
Peace" organization in 1957 within the United Nations
family.
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F TB Radhakrishnan takes oath as first Chief Justice of _____ High Court
Telangana
F ______ has been appointed as new railway board chairman after the Ashwani Lohani retires
V K Yadav
F The MSME ministry has established an export promotion cell to create a sustainable ecosystem for micro, small
and medium enterprises (MSMEs).______ is the Minister of MSME
Giriraj Singh
F Vice President M Venkaiah Naidu handed over papers for an LPG connection under the Pradhan Mantri Ujjwala
Yojana (PMUY) , with a target to give 5 crore connections by March 2019. Pradhan Mantri Ujjwala Yojana started in
________ year
2016
F West Bengal Chief Minister Mamata Banerjee announced new schemes to provide Rs 2 lakh compensation for
farmers' deaths. _____is the name of scheme
Krishak Bandhu
F Home Ministry approved UP's proposal of renaming Allahabad as _________.
Prayagraj
F Veer Savarkar International Airport in _________has been declared as an authorized Immigration Check post for
entry into/exit from India with valid travel documents for all classes of passengers.
Port Blair
F The Union cabinet meeting chaired by Prime Minister Narendra Modi has approved the bill to amend the ST list of
______ State
Arunachal Pradesh
F In ______ City Indian Panorama Film Festival, being organized by Directorate of Film Festivals, Ministry of I&B, was
inaugurated by Secretary, Ministry of I&B
New Delhi
F The Rajya Sabha passed the Right of Children to Free and Compulsory Education (Amendment) Bill, 2019. Right to
education added as fundamental right in _____ year
2002
F The Government of India launched a Global Environment Facility- (GEF) assisted project, namely Green-Ag:
Transforming Indian agriculture for global environment benefits. _____ is the objective of it
transformative change of India's agricultural sector
F Vijay Mallya becomes first person to be declared a 'fugitive economic offender' under law. In______ year Fugitive
economic offender Bill has been passed
2018
F The two-day mega food international event, which going to be held from January 14, organized by _____ state
Gujarat
F ______ state has become the 'Partner State in the Indus' Food Meet 2019, the two-day mega food international
event
Odisha
F Prime Minister Narendra Modi laid foundation stone of revival of six irrigation projects, including North Koel (Mandal
Dam) project amounting to _______ crore rupees and Kanhar Stone Pipeline irrigation system
2500
F _____was appointed the next Ambassador of India to the Republic of Liberia who is also the ambassador of India to
the Republic of Cote d 'Ivoire
Y.K Sailas Thangal
F First Global Aviation Summit to open in ________ on Jan 15
Mumbai
F Gita Gopinath joins IMF as its first female Chief Economist. Headquarters of IMF are situated in ______ city
Washington D C
F India's longest 300-metre single lane steel cable suspension bridge was inaugurated in _____ State
Arunachal Pradesh
18
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F Shri Dharmendra Pradhan, Minister for Petroleum and Natural Gas, &Skill Development and Entrepreneurship
attended the Global Skill Summit 2019 held in _____ city
Ranchi
F ______ Union Territory ban single-use plastic products from March 1
Puducherry
F India's largest startup ecosystem inaugurated in______ State
Kerala
F By _____ year Vice President M. Venkaiah Naidu said that India is committed to be a five trillion dollar economy
2025
F Minister of Youth Affairs and Sports,____________ launched the National Youth Parliament Festival 2019 at a
function in New Delhi.
Rajyavardhan Rathore
F In _____ city the second World Orange Festival will be organized
Nagpur
F The _______ High Court disqualified Left-backed Independent MLA Karat Abdul Razack from the Koduvally Assembly
constituency for his defamatory campaign against the IUML's M.A. Razack Master during the May 2016 Assembly
polls
Kerala
F NITI Aayog's Atal Innovation Mission releases the Atal Tinkering Lab Handbook on eve of National Youth Day.
National Youth Day marked birth anniversary of Socialist
Swami Vivekananda
F Govt launches National Clean Air Programme to tackle air pollution. ______ is the Union Minister of Environment
Harsh Vardhan
F _______ State will be the first state to roll out Universal Basic Income (UBI) and has started the process to introduce
the unconditional direct cash transfer scheme
Sikkim
F 6 states sign agreement for Renukaji dam multipurpose project. _________state is not included in this Project
Punjab
F Naveen Patnaik launches scheme to distribute free LED bulbs in ________.
Odisha
F ______ cabinet ratifies renaming Jolly Grant airport after Vajpayee
Uttarakhand
F 'Jhiri Mela' is celebrated in ____ state
Jammu and Kashmir
F Ayushman Bharat umbrella policy for healthcare announced by the Prime Minister in Independence Day. _____
State tops in implementing Ayushman Bharat Scheme
Gujarat
F Bihar Chief Minister Nitish Kumar unveiled a _______feet tall statue of Lord Buddha, the second tallest statue of
Buddha in the country , at Rajgir in Nalanda district
70
F "Aadi Mahotsav" organized by Tribal Affairs Ministry continues in full fervour at Dilli Haat. ______ edition of Aadi
Mahotsav has been celebrated
4th editon
F Bihar Chief Minister Nitish Kumar unveiled a 70-feet tall statue of Lord Buddha at Rajgir. Rajgir is situated is _____
District
Nalanda
F In a bid to connect directly with beneficiaries, ensuring greater transparency and efficiency in delivery of services,
the PM Narendra Modi government has launched ______ Portal for Affordable Credit and Interest Subvention
Access
Paisa
F Shri Arvind Saxena recently appointed as Chairman of Union Public Service Commission (UPSC)._____ is the
retirement age of UPSC Chairman
65
F ______ famous personality awarded the Swarnajayanti Fellowship by the central government for 2017-18
Punyasloke Bhaduri
F India signed a ________million loan agreement with the Asian Development Bank (ADB) to provide round-theclock water supply to Karnataka's four coastal towns of Kundapura, Mangalore Puttur and Udupi, and to improve
sanitation infrastructure in Mangalore town
$ 75
F The first copy of the book "Making of New India: Transformation under Modi Government" was received by
_________
President
F Nation expected to achieve 100% household electrification by 31st December, 2018.Saubhagya - 'Pradhan Mantri
Sahaj Bijli Har Ghar Yojana' was launched in ______ year
2017
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F _____ State became the first Indian state to launch a single emergency number "112" which will connect to police,
fire, health and other helplines through an Emergency Response Centre (ERC) in the state
Himachal Pradesh
F SEBI issues norms for interoperability among clearing corporations. __________is the aim of it
Reducing Trading costs
F 49th International Film Festival of India (IFFI) ends with glittering ceremony. 49th International film festival concluded
in _____ state
Goa
F The chairman of UPSC is appointed by President under _____ articles of constitution
Article 316
F Reported by Bain & Company ; India is fastest growing e-commerce market. The Country's online retail market
witnessed a compound annual growth rate of ________ for the period 2013 to 2017.
53%
F _____ took Charge as 23rd Chief Election Commissioner (CEC) of India and will oversee the mammoth Lok Sabha
elections taking place next year
Sunil Arora
F ______ state of India has recently signed agreement with Estonian academy on e-governance
Nagaland
F The Delhi government launched a common mobility card ______ can be used by people for travelling in metro
trains, DTC and cluster buses. What is the tagline of card
One Delhi, One Ride
F Ministry of Home affairs introduce 'A Handbook for Students on Cyber Safety' to Aware Students & Adolescents
About _____ issues
Online Crimes and Threats
F "Development of Tribal Circuit: Peren-Kohima-Wokha Project" will be inaugurated by the Chief Minister of Nagaland.
This Project is launched under _____ Scheme
Swadesh Darshan
F ______ government launched a common mobility card which can be used by people for travelling in metro trains,
DTC and cluster buses
Delhi
F _____Online lending marketplace has launched a new feature by the name of 'Chance of Approval' on its website
which will help its loan applicants chose the most suited lender on the platform
Paisabazaar
F Forbes releases India Celebrity 100 list of 2018. ______ Celebrity tops in Forbes' richest Indian celebrity list for
third time
Salman Khan
F Online lending marketplace Paisabazaar has launched a new feature by the name of 'Chance of Approval' on its
website ______ will help its loan applicants chose the most suited lender on the platform
Naveen Kukreja
F ______ State Government launched a new programme for transparency and awareness on various government
schemes
Odisha
F S Ramakrishnan has been honoured with Sahitya Akademi award for his novel Sancharam which deals with the
lives of nadhaswaram artistes. He belongs to ______ State
Tamil Naidu
F Fitch Ratings slashed India's GDP growth forecast to ________ per cent for current fiscal , citing higher financing
cost and reduced credit availability
7.2
F 'Mukhyamantri Tirth Yatra Yojana' which offers free travel packages for senior citizens to five religious circuits.
1,100 senior citizens from every constituency has been launched by _____ city
Delhi
F Asian Games gold medalist Swapna Barman has become the brand ambassador for _____ digital banking platform
YONO
F Sahitya Akademi announces winners in 24 languages. In ______language Sahitya Akademi award has not been
given
Punjabi
F Cabinet approves Amendment of the Jallianwala Bagh National Memorial Act __________
1951
F Mumbai was termed as the world's_____ richest city with a total wealth of $950 billion
12th
F NITI Aayog organized its first hackathon, 'MoveHack' in August, on the sidelines of the Global Mobility Summit
2018_____ is the CEO of NITI Aayog
Amitabh Kant
F Union Minister Suresh Prabhu and Kerala Chief Minister Pinarayi Vijayan inaugurated the Kannur international
airport recently. Kannur airport is located in _____ State
Kerala
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F Shri Shyam Sundar Besra, Chief Inspector of Ticket working in Asansol Division of Eastern Railway has been conferred
the coveted Sahitya Akademi Award. He has been awarded for his novel "Marom" . Novel Marom is written in
_______ language
Santhali
F Urjit Patel has resigned as Governor of the Reserve Bank of India. His resignation comes against the backdrop of
increasing tensions between the Finance ministry and the Reserve Bank of India. He is ______ Governor of Reserve
Bank of India
24th
F _____ Indian Institute of Technology (IIT) has won the DSCI Excellence Award 2018 for cyber security education by
Data Security Council of India (DSCI)
Kharagpur
F The Government of India and the Asian Development Bank (ADB) signed a Loan Agreement for $31 million to
build-up the State Tourism Industry and boost visitor arrivals. This Loan Agreement is signed for _____ State
Tamil Nadu
F Union Minister of HRD, Shri Prakash Javadekar will inaugurate "Kala Utsav" (Festival of Arts) in _____City
New Delhi
F ______ of the following State Court will become the first in India to accept e-payments
Maharashtra
F Home Ministry has launched a Twitter account to spread awareness about cybercrimes and normal precautions to
be taken. _______ is the aim of this Twitter handles - @CyberDost
To provide basic knowledge about cybercrimes
F Kamal Nath Will Take Oath as Madhya Pradesh CM, final announcement is made by Congress president Rahul
Gandhi. Kamal Nath is ________ Chief Minister-designate of Madhya Pradesh, a central Indian state
18th
F Senior Congress leader CN Balakrishnan, passed away at the Amritha hospital in Kochi following deterioration in
health caused due to pneumonia. He was former minister of _____ state
Kerala
F The Delhi High Court has ordered a ban on the sale of ______ online product across India and has directed the Delhi
government and the Centre to put the order into effect immediately
Medicines
F Rashtra Samiti president K. Chandrashekhar Rao was sworn in as the Chief Minister of _____ state for the second
term by Governor E.S.L. Narasimhan
Telangana
F ______ has named as 15th chief minister of Rajasthan serving his third term since 1998 by congress Party
Ashok Gehlot
F ______ state become the first state in the country to have a law banning sexual exploitation of women
Jammu and Kashmir
F ______ assumes charge as secretary of National Commission for Scheduled Tribes (NCST)
Ashok Kumar Singh
F ______ actress has been named People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals (PETA) India's Person of the Year for
2018
Sonam Kapoor
F Prime Minister Narendra Modi laid foundation stones for two metro lines and affordable housing projects entailing
investment of over Rs. 33,000 crore in ______ State
Maharashtra
F The central government imposed President's rule in ______ state starting from December 20, 2018, as the Governor's
rule expires in the state six months after it was imposed
Jammu and Kashmir
F _______ State government has launched three schemes Farmers' Credit Subsidy Scheme (AFCSS), Farmers' Interest
Relief Scheme (AFIRS) and Farmers' Incentive Scheme (AFIS)
Assam
F _____ Stock exchange gets Sebi nod to launch copper large futures contract
NSE
F Scheme for Promotion of Academic and Research Collaboration (SPARC) launched by ____ minister
Prakash Javadekar
F Headquarter of National Stock Exchange are Situated in _____ City
Mumbai
F Punjab signs MoUs with Israel for research of _____ sector
Agriculture
F _____ sworn in as Sri Lankan Prime Minister
Mahinda Rajapaksa
F INDIAN Navy Undertake ANTI-SUBMARINE Exercise in Arabian Sea with _____ country
U.S Navy
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22nd National level meeting held between India and _____ country
Myanmar
India took ____ place in solar market countries
Second
5th Edition of 'Women of India National Organic Festival' inaugurated in ____ city
New Delhi
Leader Madan Lal Khurana passes away. He was former CM of _____ Union Territory
Delhi
British Council and _____ state Sign MoU On Educational Collaboration
Arunachal Pradesh
Confederation of Indian Industry (CII) will work with ____ Social media Channel to educate and train small-medium
business owners (SMEs)
Whatsapp
5th National Summit on Public Health Care begins in ______ state
Assam
Harsimrat Kaur Badal inaugurates _____ states first Mega Food ParK
Gujarat
Michael D Higgins re-elected as Irish president for ______ term
Second
5th National Summit on Public Health Care begins in _______State
Assam
5th National Summit on ___________ begins at Kaziranga in Assam.
Public Health Care
Cabinet clears renaming Jharsuguda aerodrome airport as ______________
Veer Surendra Sai
Cabinet clears renaming Jharsuguda aerodrome as Veer Surendra Sai airport. It is situated in which state
Odisha
PM Modi unveils world's tallest statue, credits Sardar Patel for united India. It is situated in_____ State
Gujarat
WHO's First Global Conference on Air Pollution and Health held in _____ City
Geneva
Approval was also given for renaming of Jharsuguda Airport, as "Veer Surendra Sai Airport, Jharsuguda". It is
situated in _____ State
Odisha
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_____ district in Uttar Pradesh to be known as Ayodhya
Cabinet approves setting up of Central Tribal University of _____State
Cricket Stadium Ekana Renamed After Atal Bihari Vajpayee situated in ____ State
______ State Government launches scheme to provide free education to Ockhi-hit kids
_____ State gets SEBI approval to launch State Shelter Fund
Headquartes of SEBI is situated in ______ city
_____ is the Capital of Nepal
______ State Bans Import Of Fish For 6 Months
UP cabinet approves renaming of Faizabad as_________

Faizabad
Andhra Pradesh
Uttar Pradesh
Kerala
Tamil Nadu
Mumbai
Kathamandu
Goa
Ayodhya

F Union Agriculture Minister launches NCDC's new scheme to promote young entrepreneurs in cooperatives. _____
is the name of it
Yuva Sahakar
F The 38th edition of India International Trade Fair Starts in _____ City

New Delhi

F HRD Ministry launches ____ programmes for higher education faculty

LEAP and ARPIT

F Justice Govind Mathur takes oath as _____ High Court Chief Justice

Allahabad

F _____ wins his third straight IBSF billiards crown

Pankaj Advani

F _____ constitutes Himalayan State Regional Council

NITI Aayog

F ______ State govt reveals Amaravati art-inspired state emblem

Andhra Pradesh

F India International Cherry Blossom Festival begins in _____ State

Meghalaya

F _____ Scheme launched by Kerala Govt launches for dairy farmers

Gau Samridhi

F ___ is the CEO of NITI Aayog

Amitabh Kant

F ____ is the Currency of Bangladesh

Taka

F _________ State govt has launch Wage Compensation scheme for Pregnant Women in tea gardens of state
Assam
F UN Food & Agriculture Organisation awards _____ state for becoming world's first totally organic agriculture state
Sikkim
F _____ is the CM of Haryana

Manohar lal Khattar

F Air Quality Warning System launched in _____ city to combat worsening air pollution

New Delhi

F IRCTC launched its E-ticketing Chatbot _______ on its website

Ask Disha

F Award Scheme has launched under 'Saubhagya' by _____ministry

Minister of Power

F Delhi Government Launches _____ Leaders Fellowship Programme

Urban

F ______ is appointed as Band ambassador of Nokia in India

Alia Bhatt

F Uttar Pradesh Cabinet approves renaming of _____ city to Prayagraj

Allahabad

F Punjab CM lays foundation stones for 5 projects in_____city of Punjab
F Krishna Kutir, a home for 1000 widows inaugurated by Smt Maneka Sanjay Gandhi in ____ city
F
F
F
F
F
F

Amritsar
Vrindavan

____ move has been taken by NITI Aayog to promote clean mobility
Cyclathon
Jitendra Singh inaugurates 10KW transmitter of AIR in _____State
J&K
PM addresses book release event to mark one year in office of _____
Vice President
____ is the Aim of One-Nation-One-Card For Public Transport mission
To Plan for the citizens first
Health Ministry releases draft rules for________ to regulate online sale of medicines
E Pharmacies
____ Month is observed as National Nutrition Month _____is celebrated across country to mark the fight against
malnutrition
September
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F _____ has been wins third term as PM in Bangladesh recently
Sheikh Hasina
F ______ Country Cabinet approves issuance of 'Panda bonds' in Chinese currency
Pakistan
F The Union Cabinet chaired by Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi has been apprised of the Memorandum of
Understanding (MoU) between India and ______ country on cooperation in the area of Cyber Security Morocco
F Brazil's far-right president-elect and controversial Social Liberal Party candidate Jair Bolsonaro has been sworn in
as the _______ President of the country.
42nd
F Trump Signs _________ Reassurance Initiative Act Into Law
Asia
F Arunima Sinha, First Female Amputee To Scale Mt Everest Now Climbs Mt Vinson In Antarctica. Arunima Sinha
belongs to ______ country
India
F ______ State top Asia Competitiveness Institute (ACI), Singapore's 2018 Ease of Doing Business (EDB) Index ABC
rankings for economies of 21 states of India
Andhra Pradesh
F ______ Country's Lunar rover named 'Yutu-2', lands on the far side of the moon
China
F ______ Country's central bank asked RBI to declare new Indian currency notes legal in a written plea
Nepal
F According to the Henley Passport Index, which periodically measures the access each country's travel document
affords, India Ranked ______ this year
79th
F The RBI has agreed to provide the funds under its SAARC (South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation) Swap
Facility. ______ country's Central Bank gets $400 million swap from RBI
Srilanka
F India is likely to become the world's ______largest economy by 2030, next only to China and overtaking the US,
according to Standard Chartered's long-term forecast released
Second
F The world's first television channel 'to lend voice the voiceless' dedicated to human rights was launched in _____
country
London
F _______ much percent of safeguard duty imposes on import of solar cells by the government from China and
Malaysia
25%
F The Union Cabinet ongave its nod to the $75-billion bilateral currency swap arrangement between India and ______
Country
Japan
F Indo-Russian Strategic Economic Dialogue was created by PM Narendra Modi and President Vladimir Putinin may
2018. _____ is the aim of it
To focus on economic Partnership
F Prime Minister Narendra Modi and Chinese President Xi Jinping will meet on the sidelines of the tenth upcoming
G20 meeting in November 30. Teenth G20 meeting will held in _____ country
Argentina
F _____ won the Abu Dhabi Grand Prix 2018, the 21st and final race of the 2018 F1, on 25th November 2018
Lewis Hamilton
F India recorded the highest average real wage growth in South Asia, according to a report by the International
Labour Organisation (ILO).Headquartes of International Labour Organisation are situated in _____ city Geneva
F _____ country has launched a Social Security Scheme for formal sector workers of the country
Nepal
F hosts inaugural Sustainable Blue Economy conference. The three-day conference has high global support with over
twenty world leaders in Nairobi for the event. ______ is the theme of this conference
Sustainable Development
F ______ Country hosts inaugural Sustainable Blue Economy conference for the first time
Kenya
F He Jiankui defends 'world's first gene-edited babies' He Jiankui belongs to _____country
China
F The European Union urged government, businesses, citizens and regions to join it in an ambitious plan to cut
emissions and make the bloc carbon neutral by ______ year
2050
F World Aids Day is celebrated on 1 December. ______ is the theme of World Aids Day 2018
Aids free world
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F Former U.S. President George H.W. Bush, who presided over the end of the Cold War and routed Saddam Hussein's
Iraqi army, died at the age of 94.He was _______ President of United State
41th
F World Soil Day is celebrated annually on the 5th of December at the Food and Agriculture Organization of the
United Nations (FAO) headquarters in Rome. ______ is the theme of World Soil Day2018
To raise awareness and call people to #Stop soil Pollution
F An Agreement between the Government of the Republic of India and the Government of _______ on Co-operation
and Mutual Assistance in Customs Matters was signed on the side-lines of the 80th Session of the Policy Commission
Meeting of the World Customs Organisations.
Peru
F The Union Cabinet chaired by Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi has been apprised of Memorandum of
Understanding (MoU) between India and ______ country concerning Scientific and Technical Cooperation in the
Earth Sciences
United States of America
F In ______ State a Startup India Venture Capital Summit is being held with an endeavor to showcase the Indian
startup opportunity for funds from around the world
Goa
F A model and volunteer Vanessa Ponce de Leon, has won the crown of Miss world 2018 . She is native of _____
Country
Mexico
F China launched _____ mission to the far side of the moon on Dec. 8, 2018 Beijing. With its mission, China hopes to
be the first country to make a soft landing
Chang'e 4
F _____ Country retain its position as the world's top recipient of remittances this year with its diaspora sending a
whopping USD 80 billion according to World Bank report
India
F Human Rights Day is observed every year on 10 December - the day the United Nations General Assembly adopted,
in 1948. _____ is the theme of Human Rights day 2018
Stand Up for Human Rights
F International Mountain Day 2018 will be an occasion to create a large social movement that can bring mountain
issues on the tables of politicians. _____ is the theme of International Mountain Day 2018
Mountains Matter
F India signed the Bilateral Annual Haj 2019 Agreement with ______ country for the pilgrimage next year at Jeddah
Saudi Arabia
F _______ neighbouring Country of India bans use of Indian currency notes above Rs 100
Nepal
F _____ country is going to install world's first floating nuclear power plant in December
Russia
F Catriona Elisa Gray was crowned Miss Universe 2018 at a gala ceremony, where representatives from South Africa
and Venezuela secured the first runner-up and second runner-up spots? Catriona Elisa Gray belongs to ______
country
Philippines
F Nation celebrates Vijay Diwas on 16 December to commemorate India's victory over Pakistan in _______ war
1971
F Sri Lanka's disputed Prime Minister Mahinda Rajapaksa resigns.______ became the new Prime Minister of Srilanka
Ranil Wickremesinghe
F Prime Minister Charles Michel has offered his resignation just days after one of his main coalition partners quit in
a row over migration? Charles Michel has former PM of _____ country
Belgium
F Lawyer Asma Jahangir wins UN Human Rights Prize posthumously. She belongs from _____ Country
Pakistan
F _____ Company ranked world's second most-valuable company
Amazon
F ____ Country to Become 3rd-largest Aviation Market by 2024
India
F ____ won World Billiards Championship title
Sourav Kothari
F Michael D Higgins re-elected as president of ______ country for second term
Irish
F ______ Organization to set up dispute panel on India-US case on export subsidies
WTO
F WTO to set up dispute panel on India-and ______ country case on export subsidies
US
F India-Italy tech meet focuses on technological entrepreneurship. ________ is the aim of it
All of these
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F India signs $950 million contract with ______ country to buy two stealth frigates
Russia
F Cabinet approves MoU between India and ____ country in the field of tourism
South Korea
F MoU has been signed between India and _______ for continuing training and education in the fields of Labour and
Employment.
Italy
F Cabinet approves signing, ratifying extradition pact between India and ______ Country
Morocco
F _____ Country moves to grant waiver to India on Chabahar Port and rail link to Afghan border
USA
F SIMBEX-18 Bilateral Navel Exercise is exercise between India and _____ Country
Singapore
F _____ became the Representative for Asia from India
Siddharth Tiwari
F India and ______ country sign pact to collaborate on cancer research
UK
F East Asia Summit held in _____ Country
Singapore
F India has signed loan agreement for Bullet train with ____ country
Japan
F Barham Salih Elected as _____ country's new president
Iraq
F ____ wins Russian Grand Prix
Lewis Hamilton
F _____ is the currency of Iraq
Iraqi dinar
F Cabinet approves MoU between India and ____ country on Bilateral Cooperation in the Road Transport and Road
Industry
Russia
F Vietnam Coast Guard ship arrives on maiden visit to _____ city
Chennai
F ____ is the President of Russia
Vladmir Putin
F Brett Kavanaugh sworn in as _____ country's Supreme Court justice
USA
F India pledges 20 million dollars to aid _____ country's development
Tajikistan
F At ____ position India ranks in Oxfam world inequality index
147
F _____ is the Capital of China
Beijing
F India's draft electronics policy aims $ _______billion manufacturing industry by 2025
400
F India and _____ country decided to boost cooperation on connectivity projects in North East
Japan
F World Health organisations headquarters are situated in _____ country
Geneva
F In Word UNICEF "C" Stands for
Children
F ____ country is recently Elected To UN Human Rights Council
India
F India and _____ country Launch Joint Programme to Train Afghan Diplomats
China
F 6th RCEP Inter-sessional Ministerial Meeting in held in_____ country
Singapore
F Paul Allen Who dies at 65 , was co-founder of ____company
Microsoft
F ____ is the Union Minister of Textiles
Smriti Zubin Irani
F ____ is the Capital of Argentina
Buenos Aires
F ______ Naval Ship Reaches Australia's Port Of Darwin For Maritime Exercise
Sahyadri
F AYUSH Minister to inaugurate the Fourth International Ayurveda Congress in ____country
Netherlands
F _____ country has took over the chairmanship of the 5th Summit of BIMSTEC
Srilanka
F Bi-annual talks between Indian and _____ country begin on border forces in Delhi
Bangladesh
F ____ country tops on India's FDI charts again in FY18
Mauritius
F _____Tsunami mock drill excercise begins,India along with 23 countries participates in exercise
IOWave18
F India and ____ country has sign Mous on combating money laundering and cooperation in the field of environment
Cyprus
F ____ Country launches joint military drills with NATO members
Ukraine
F International Women Entrepreneurs Summit 2018 Start in ______ country
Nepal
26
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F KAKADU-18 Excercise has been held in ____ Country

Australia

F 2nd World Hindu Congress has been going to held in ____Country

USA

F MOBILISE YOUR CITY agreement has sign between India and ____ country

France

F World health organization's headquarters are situated in ______ Country

Switzerland

F G20 Education Ministers' and Joint Ministerial Meeting held in ____ country

Argentina

F Juan Martin del Potro who is Runner up of US Open 2018 belongs to _____ Country

Argentine

F International Day for the Preservation of the Ozone Layer has observed on ____ Date

16 September

F _____ Country ranked third globally in terms of number of family-owned businesses with 111 companies by Credit
Suisse report
India
F India sign skill development agreement with____ country

Germany

F 'Sagarmatha Friendship-2018 has conducted between China and ____ country
F India has sign Air Services Agreement enabling greater connectivity with ____ Country

Nepal
Marocco

F India have agreed to intensify cooperation at the United Nations and other multilateral fora in order to address
global challenges with ____ Country
Romania
F ____ Country puts four more nuclear facilities under IAEA safeguards

India

F India and ____ Country have agreed to explore the possibility of using high resolution satellite images in boundary
survey work
Nepal
F ____ Country become the world's first country to double its tiger population

Nepal

F _____ US based company's market value Hit $1 Trillion

Apple

F ____ is the President of Kyrgyzstan

Jeenbekov

F ____ Government has change law for organ donation to address urgent need among India- origin People
F ____ has won his first European Tour title at Fiji International

UK

Gaganjeet Bhullar

F _____ country has been elected as the President of the Asia-Pacific Institute for Broadcasting Development (AIBD)
India
F _____ country freezes its trade relations with Canada

Saudi Arabia

F _____ is the objective of Sustainable Growth through Material Recycling

To generate employment

F ____ is the capital of Canada

Ottawa

F The world's first thermal battery plant has been inaugurated in ______ Indian state

Andhra Pradesh

F Biosphere Reserve from India to be included in the World Network of Biosphere Reserves by _____ agency
UNESCO
F ____ position has hold by India in Global Innovation Index 2018
F Imran Khan takes oath as ______ Prime Minister of Pakistan

57th
22

F Panini Language lab has been inaugrates in _____ Country

Mauritius

F Festival Esala Maha Perehera celebrates in _____ country

Srilanka

F Sri Dalada Maligawa Temple has been Situated in ____ country

Srilanka

F ____ Airport has emerged as the second fastest growing airport in the world
F _____ is the aim of International Buddhist Conclave 2018

Kempegowda International Airport
to boost tourism

F India signs Second Protocol amending bilateral trade pact with ____ country

Singapore

F ______ Countries Media has signed MoU with Prasar Bharati

Myanmar
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F State-owned Allahabad Bank has tied up with_____ Bank to sell the policies of the insurer from over 3,200 branches
State Bank of India
F In _____ Bank Centre infuses Rs 3,076 crore capital by the end of second quarter of 2018-19 (FY19) UCO Bank
F The Cabinet Committee on Economic Affairs (CCEA) approved the merger of state-run Vijaya Bank, Bank of Baroda
and ________.
Dena Bank
F Cabinet Clears Vijaya Bank, Dena Bank, Bank Of Baroda Merger recently. ______ is the CEO of Vijay Bank
R A Sankara Narayanan
F Syndicate Bank and ______ bank announced that they have signed a bancassurance pact to offer a comprehensive
financial planning solution to its customers
SBI
F ______ Bank's Mutual Fund has surpassed ICICI Prudential MF to become the country's largest asset management
company (AMC) after a gap of over two years
HDFC
F Syndicate Bank and SBI Life Insurance announced that they have signed a bancassurance pact to offer a
comprehensive financial planning solution to its customers.______ is the CEO of Syndicate Bank
Mrutyunjay Mahapatra
F _______regulatory body allows custodial serices in commodity market, paves way for MF entry
SEBI
F ______ has resigns from Bandhan Bank after appointment as the chief economic advisor (CEA) KV Subramanian
F The government has amalgamated three Regional Rural Banks -- Malwa Gramin Bank and Sutlej Gramin Bank and
______ bank -- into a single RRB with effect from January 1
Punjab Gramin Bank
F The government has amalgamated three Regional Rural Banks -- Punjab Gramin Bank, Malwa Gramin Bank and
Sutlej Gramin Bank -- into a single RRB with effect from January 1._____ is the Chairman of National Bank for
Agriculture and Rural Development
Harsh Kumar
F Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) was signed between the Indian Army and ______Bank on the Defence
Salary Package
Punjab National Bank
F According to the World bank ______ is India's GDP forecast for FY19, Global Economic Prospects report
79th
F The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) has imposed a penalty of Rs 3 crore on ______ Bank for not complying with directions
regarding the 'fit-and-proper criteria' for directors of the bank
Citi Bank
F Private sector lender IDFC Bank said its name has been changed to IDFC First Bank Ltd with effect._____ is the CEO
of IDFC Bank
Rajiv Lall
F ______ Bank appoints Brahm Dutt as non-executive part-time chairman
Yes Bank
F ______Organisation unveils rules for reclassification of promoter as public investor
SEBI
F The Reserve Bank relaxed norms for external commercial borrowings (ECBs) by reducing the mandatory hedging
provision to _______ from the current 100%.
70%
F ______ of the these banks has designed PaiSA portal for processing interest on bank loans to beneficiaries of
National Urban Livelihoods Mission (DAY-NULM)
Dena Bank
F The Reserve Bank relaxed norms for external commercial borrowings (ECBs) by reducing the mandatory hedging
provision to 70% from the current 100%.The relaxed norms will apply to the ECBs with a maturity period between
_____ and _____ years
3 and 5
F Country's _____ largest lender Bank increased the fixed deposit rates by up to 10 basis points or 0.10 percent to
6.80 percent on select maturities
State Bank of India
F In a move to make more liquidity available to non-banking finance firms, ______ banking institution has relaxed the
securitisation norms by relaxing the minimum holding period requirement
RBI
F _____ country's State Bank gets RBI approval to merge operations with its Indian subsidiary
Mauritius
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F India's economy grew at 7.1 per cent for the second quarter of 2018-19 according to data released by_____
Organization
Central Statistics Office
F The RBI said NSFR norms that mandate banks to maintain a stable funding profile in relation to the composition of
their assets and off-balance sheet activities will be operational from ______ year
2020
F _______ has been appointed as nominee of ICICI Bank on 5 December? He would replace Lok Ranjan, who has been
laterally transferred to Department of Personnel and Training (DOPT).
Lalit Kumar
F Dharmesh Mehta has resigned as the managing director and chief executive officer. He is former CEO of _____ Bank
Axis Bank
F Export-Import Bank of India (Exim Bank) has extended a credit facility of ________ million (about Rs 3,542 crore) to
Tanzania for water supply projects in the African country
USD 500
F ______ Fully digitized bank is recently providing Bankable Debit Card for cricket fans who like deals and offers on
online shopping, gym membership, health & wellness products, food delivery
Jana Small Finance Bank
F Shri Radha Mohan Singh launched a portal ENSURE- National Livestock Mission-EDEG developed by ______ Financial
Institution
NABARD
F Bandhan Bank shares surged over 6 per cent in early trade as the Reserve Bank of India allowed Bandhan Bank to
open______ many new branches
40
F ______ Market regulator eases norms around cyber security for small market intermediaries
SEBI
F Infrastructure Development Finance Company Bank (IDFC Bank) and _______ non-banking financial company
completed their merger process recently
Capital First
F ______ Bank recently re-named it
IDFC
F IDFC Bank to be renamed as IDFC _____ Bank
First
F _____ Bank to inject Rs 40,000 cr into banking system via OMO
RBI
F ____ Bank is going to issue and encash electoral bonds from Oct 1 to 10
SBI
F India Rank ______Position in ease of doing business Index
77th
F Atul Goel takes over as MD, CEO of ____ Bank
UCO
F Kirloskar group gets RBI nod for NBFC biz; to invest ______ cr
1000
F World Bank inks _______ million project agreement with AP
$172
F Centre to infuse Rs 3,054 cr as capital in _____ Bank
Allahabad Bank
F Ashok Chawla resigns as ______ Bank's non-executive chairman
Yes Bank
F _____ Bank launches India's first interactive credit card with buttons
IndusInd
F Government of India and the Asian Development Bank (ADB) sign______ Million Loan to support India Infrastructure
Finance Company Limited (IIFCL)in India
$300
F ____ Bank approves proposal to raise Rs 5,431 crore fund from government
PNB
F Vijaya Bank approve merger proposal to create second largest PSU lender with _____ Bank
BOB
F _____ Bank has reduced ATM withdrawal limit From 40,000 to Rs 20,000
SBI
F _____ Corporation launches digital engagement solution for banks
Infosys
F _____ bank decides to increase the Refinance Limit from Rs. 24,000 crore to Rs.30,000 crore for the Current Year
National Housing Bank
F In World Bank's Human Capital Index _____ country tops
Singapore
F World Bank's Human Capital Index released India take ____rank in it
115th
F _____ Bank appoints Vinay Razdan as Chief Human Resources Officer
HDFC
F India's economic growth rate to grow at _______ % in current financial year declared by RBI
7.4
F SBI and ____ banks hike benchmark lending rate by up to 0.2%
ICICI
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F Digital Payments firm PayU India CEO has been getting into a larger role at South Africa-based parent firm. _____
is the CEO of PayU
Amrish Rau
F _____ has been named African Footballer of the Year for a second successive year recently
Mohamed Salah
F ____ is the CEO of Security and Exchange board of India
Ajay Tyagi
F ______ is the CEO of ICICI bank
Sandeep Bakshi
F Yes Bank set to name Brahm Dutt as interim chairman. _____ is the CEO of Yes Bank
Rana Kapoor
F ______ is the CEO of Punjab National Bank
Sunil Mehta
F ____ is the CEO of Whatsapp
Jan Koum
F ______ is declared Brazil's next president
Jair Bolsonaro
F _____ resigns as FTII chairman
Anupam Kher
F ____ has been sworn as Chief Justice of Uttarakhand
Ramesh Ranganathan
F Justice Ramesh Ranganathan sworn in as HC chief justice of ____ state
Uttarakhand
F ____ is the CM of UttarPradesh
Yogi Adityanath
F _____ is the CM of Manipur
Nongthombam Biren Singh
F Vinod Dasari is former CEO and MD of ______ company
Ashok Leyland
F _____ is the CM of Andhra Pradesh
N. Chandrababu Naidu
F _____ is the CEO of Alibaba
Deniel Zhang
F _____ is Chief Minister of Kerala
Pinarayi Vijayan
F _____ is the Vice Chairman of NITI Aayog
Rajiv Kumar
F Pandit Tulsidas Passed away recently was famous _________
Harmonium exponent
F ____ is the CEO of Flipkart
Kalyan Krishnamurthy
F ____ is the CEO of NITI Aayog
Amitabh Kant
F ____ has been sworn-in as the first female high court Chief Justice in Pakistan
Tahira Safdar
F ___is the CEO of NITI Aayog
Amitabh kant
F _____ is elected as 13th President of Pakistan
Arif Alvi
F ____ has been launches Coffee Connect app, Coffee Krishi Tharanga services for coffee stakeholders
Suresha Prabhu
F _____ actor has become the Brand Ambassoder of Lal Bahadur Shastri Memorial Foundation
Akshey Kumar
F ____ is the Chairman of ISRO
K Sivan
F _____ Actress is appointed as ambassadors of Skill India Campaign
Anushka Sharma
F Who becomes the youngest Indian woman to reach the peak of Mount Kilimanjaro
Shivangi Pathak
F ____ is the Chairman of NABARD
Harsh kumar Bhanwala
F is the Chairman of Rajya Sabha______
Venkaiah Naidu
F The name of Robot ____ is recently Developed by Ranchi man
Rashmi
F Sushma Swaraj has visted _____country to Discuss bilateral ties
Kyrgyzstan
F ____ is the CEO of Apple
Tim cook
F K.S. Deshpande _____ Passes away recently was renowed
Library Scientist
F _____ Footballer has been retired from German National Team
Mario Gomez
F _____ has been elected as Deputy Chairman of the Rajya Sabha
Harivansh Narayan
F Ivan Duque sworn as ______ Country's president
Colombia
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. NEW APPOINTMENT .
F ______ has appointed as New Chief Information Commissioner
Sudhir Bhargava
F Axis Bank MD & CEO Shikha Sharma retires._______has been appointed as new MD and CEO of Axis Bank
Amitabh Chaudhry
F ______ was nominated as the Executive Chairman of National Legal Services Authority
AK Sikri
F _______ has been appointed new Chief Justice of Pakistan with effect from January 18
Asif Saeed Khan Khosa
F ______ has been appointed as chairman of panel on digital payments by RBI recently
Nandan Nilekani
F _____ has joined as the chief economist of the International Monetary Fund, becoming the first woman to occupy
the top post at the global lender.
Gita Gopinath
F _____ has been appointed as Additional Solicitor Generals of India for the Supreme Court
Sanjay Jain
F ______ has been appointed as 26th Chief Justice of Pakistan recently
Asif Saeed Khosa
F ______ is appointed as Band Ambassador of Uber Eats
Alia Bhatt
F UNICEF appoints _____ singer as first 'Youth Advocate' of northeastern region
Nahid Sharma
F _____ has been appointed the new Chief Election Commissioner by President Ram Nath Kovind? He will take over
from OP Rawat on December 2.
Sunil Arora
F Hospitality firm OYO has appointed Max Healthcare Executive Director _________ as the chief executive officer
(CEO) of its new real estate businesses, effective 6 December
Rohit kappor
F ______ country has become the first North Atlantic Treaty Organisation(NATO) nation to appoint a female Chief of
Armed Forces
Slovenia
F _______ has been appointed as Chief Executive officer of International Association of Athletics Federation on the
first day of its 215th Council Meeting in Monaco
Jon Ridgeon
F ______ has been appointed as Chief Economic Advisor for a period of 3 years by Narendra modi
Krishnamurthy Subramanian
F Reserve Bank of India (RBI) Governor Urjit Patel stepped down from his position with immediate effect, citing
personal reasons. ______ has been appointed as new Governor of Reserve Bank of India(RBI)
Shaktikanta Das
F ______is appointed as board chairman in Society for Worldwide Interbank Financial Telecommunication(SWIFT)
recently
Arundhati Bhattacharya
F The United Nations Panel of Auditors consists of External Auditors of the United Nations and its agencies. ______
has appointed as Vice-Chair of the UN Panel of Auditors
Rajiv Mehrishi
F _____ has been appointed as yes bank's non-executive interim chairman after former finance secretary Ashok
Chawla resigned from the position last month in order to recover Share Prices
Brahm Dutt
F ______ has appointed as president of the Film and Television Institute of India (FTII) and chairman of the institute's
governing council by the Ministry of Information and Broadcasting
BP Singh
F _______ has been appointed as new Indian Ambassador to United States
Harsh Vardhan Shringla
F _____ has appointed as new CEO of Paytm
Satish Kumar
F _____ is Appointed As Acting Chief Justice of Allahabad High Court
Govind Mathur
F ______ has appointed as HDFC Bank CEO for 2 years
Aditya Puri
F ______ is appointed as the new CCI Chairman
Ashok Kumar
F ______ is appointed as the Chief Justice of the Allahabad High Court
Govind Mathur
F _____ Senior IPS officer appointed ITBP chief
S S Deswal
F ____ has appointed as India's next ambassador to China
Vikram Misri
F ____ has appointed as director general of the Border Security Force
Rajni Kant Misra
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H Loknath passed away at a private hospital in Bengaluru. He belongs to ______ Field
Acting
Famous personality Mrinal Sen passed away recently. He belongs to ______ Field
Film Maker
Yashwant Dev passes away recently. She belongs to _____ field
Music
Ananth Kumar was died recently is former CM of ______ state
Benguluru
M.N Roy, who recently Passes away was ________
Poet
The founding leader of Pakistan's MQM passed away recently. Name the Leader is_______
Saleem Shahzad
Shantaram Potdukhe, who Died recently belongs to ____Political Party
Indian National Congress
Senior Congress Leader MM Jacob passed away recently. He was the former Governor of _______
Meghalaya
Kannada poet and film song lyricist _________passed away at the age of 73.
M.N. Vyasa Rao
Kannada poet and film song lyricist _________passed away at the age of 73.
M.N. Vyasa Rao
The founding leader of Pakistan's MQM passed away recently. Name the Leader is____
Saleem Shahzad
________, the first restaurant critic to win the Pulitzer Prize for criticism, died. He was 57.
Jonathan Gold
_______ prime minister just died
Atal bihari vajpayee
The former finance minister of Chhattisgarh passed away recently. Name the Minister is______
Ramachandra Singh Deo
F Arun Date, who recently passed away, was a famous __________.
Singer
F Renowned lyricist Gurukrushna Goswami recently passed away. He was related with __________ music industry.
Odia
F Nirmal Hirawat passed away recently. He is the former minister ________
Madhya Pradesh

. AWARDS .
F Writer Namita Gokhale has won the Sushila Devi Literature Award for her novel.______ is the name of her novel
Things to leave Behind
F ______ wins First Ever Philip Kotler Presidential Award For "outstanding Leadership And Selfless Service
Narendra Modi
F _____ is the first Indian to be nominated for Laureus World Sports Awards
Vinesh Phogat
F ______ famous personality has been honoured by Harvard University for promoting girls education recently? She
had also won the Nobal Prize in 2014
Malala Yousafzai
F ______ became the First Indian To Win 'Breakthrough Table Tennis Star' Award at the prestigious ITTF Star Awards
in South Korea
Manika Batra
F ______ State has been selected for "Krishi Karman" award in the rice category from the Union Ministry of Agriculture
Jharkhand
F _____ Country won Commonwealth Association for Public Administration and Management Award, 2018 India
F _____ Famous Personality received its 1st World Agriculture Prize
MS Swamiathan
F The Union government has awarded the ______ state Police for "good practices" under the Crime and Criminal
Tracking Network & Systems (CCTNS), an e-governance project
Assam
F James Allison, Tasuku Honjo win Nobel Prize 2018 in ____field
Physiology and medicine
F Frances H Arnold, George P Smith and Gregory P Winter win Nobel prize in _____ field
Chemistry
F ____ won Nobel peace prize 2018
Both a&b
F William Nordhaus and Paul Romer won Nobel Prize 2018 in ______ field
Economics
F _____ Famous Personality was awarded the 8th Social Entrepreneur of the Year award, 2018
Prema Gopalan
F ______ will receive Dr B C Roy National Award as an Eminent Medical Person of the Year
B K Misra
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. BOOKS & AUTHORS .
F Ramakrishnan is a full-time writer who has been active over the last 27 years in diverse areas of Tamil literature like
short stories, novels. He recently Sahitya Akademi award for _____ novel
Sancharam
F The Republican Ethic" and "Loktantra ke Swar" books released by Shri M. Venkaiah Naidu. The books contain selected
Speeches of ______ Indian Politician
Ram Nath Kovind
F Yoga And Mindfulness' launched by VP Venkaiah Naidu is written by ____
Mansi Gulati
F Noted writer Kavita Mahajan passes away at 51.She wrote books in ____ language
Marathi
F ____ wrote final book "brief answers to big questions
Stephen Hawking
F Bhagwati Kumar Sharma who passed away recently was renowed author of _____ language
Gujarati
F Union HRD Minister Prakash Javadekar has launched ____ book on Gandhi ji's basic education
Nai Talim
F _____ was the Author of novel "Yes! It's All about My Daughter: Diagnosed with Rett Syndrome at 8 Months"
Muthuvel Karunanidhi
F ____ is the editor of Thuglak magazine
Swaminathan Gurumurthy
F ____ is the author of Book 'Untold Story of Broadcasting'
Gutam Chatterjee
F 'Ghats of Banaras' Book has been wrote _____
Sachidanand joshi
F ____ wrote "A Thousand Splendid Suns" book
Khaled Hosseini
F Atal Ji Ne Kaha: A book on Vajpayee has been launched by _____
prime Minister
F The book launched by Vice President of India M. Venkaiha Naidu "Human Rights, Values and Cultural Ethos" is
written by __________.
Dr. R.P. Dhokalia

. SPORTS .
F ______ Indian Player has been Named as named ICC women's cricketer of the year
Smriti Mandhana
F Dronacharya awardee cricket coach Ramakant Achrekar, who is credited with shaping the early career of Sachin
Tendulkar, died recently. He received Dronacharya award in________ year
1990
F Under ______ Captain India become first team to win bilateral series across formats versus Australia Virat Kohli
F Gurgaon's 8-year-old Kartik Singh has won the under-8 category at the Kids' Golf World Championship organised
by US kids Golf in _____
Malaysia
F _______ Crickter beats Sachin Tendulkar to become the fastest to reach 19000 international runs
Virat Kohli
F ______ has became the first Indian as well as the first Asian captain to win a Test series in Australia Virat Kohli
F Mary Kom won World Championship for _______ time
6th
F _____ is the captain of women T20 2018
Harmanpreet Kaur
F World women Boxing Championship held in _____ Country
India
F Australia have wrapped up their fourth World Cup T20 crown, cruising past England in the final at Sir Vivian Richards
Cricket Ground. Sir Vivian Richards Cricket Ground is situated in ______ country
Antigua
F The opening ceremony of the 14th Men's Hockey World cup has nicely set up the tournament proper to begin in
_____ state after it was open by chief minister Naveen Patnaik
Odisha
F Esha Singh, who is the daughter of a national level rally driver, won medals in the youth, junior and senior categories
of National Shooting Championships. She hails from ______ state
Telangana
F ______ has been named permanent chairman of Cricket Australia following the resignation of David Peever
Earl Eddings
F ______ Olympic Gold medalist was conferred with shooting's highest award by the International Shooting Sport
Federation (ISSF) at the General Assembly in Munich
Abhinav Bindra
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F Vinesh Phogat, Sakshi Malik win gold at wrestling nationals recently. Vinesh had earlier won _____ many Nationals
in a row from 2012 to 2016.
Five
F Board of Control for Cricket in India is India's national cricket governing body, BCCI headquartes are situated in
_____ city
Mumbai
F ______ city has been officially confirmed as the host city of the 2023 International Association of Athletics Federations
(IAAF) World Championships
Budapest, Hungary
F Khelo India Youth Games-2019 begins from the 9th to 20th of January. In _____ state Khelo India youth Games
2019 will be held
Maharashtra
F Manipur government conferred MC Mary Kom, six times World Women Boxing Champion and Olympic bronze
medalist, with the title ___________for her outstanding achievement in the field of boxing
Meethoileima
F ______ country has won the 2018 men's Hockey World Cup
Netherlands
F Dwayne Bravo retires from international cricket. He belongs to _____ country
West Indies
F Asian Champions Trophy Hockey title won by ______ Country
Both A & B
F Union Home Minister Rajnath Singh inaugurated the 'Run for Unity' marathon from Stadium in New Delhi
Dhyan Chand
F _______Player named as brand ambassador of 2018 Women's World Boxing Championships
Marry Kom
F 2018 Women's World Boxing Championships will be held in which country?
India
F Azhar Ali announces retirement from ODIs. He Played Cricket for _____Country
Pakistan
F _____ becomes first batsman to hit four T20I hundreds
Rohit Sharma
F _____ wrestler becomes number one in world in 65kg
Bajrang Punia
F Women's World Boxing Championships begins in _____ City
Delhi
F John Hastings Retires From International Cricket Due To Lung Disease. He Played Cricket for _____ Country
Australia

. SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY .
F Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO) has launched Samwad with Students as part of its outreach programme.
Headquarters of ISRO has situated in ______ city
Bangalore
F After almost six months of the ban, the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) has allowed Paytm Payments Bank to restart
opening new accounts for its consumers. Paytm payment Bank is launched in _______ year
2017
F Private sector insurer Bharti AXA Life Insurance has started delivering policies and renewal premium receipt to
customers via ______ instant messaging platform
Whatapp
F The Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO) is likely to launch ________mission, the country's second mission
to the Moon
Chandrayaan-2
F The North Central Railway (NCR) has launched a mobile application that will help those arriving in Allahabad for the
Kumbh Mela starting from January 15. ______ is the name of Mobile app
Rail kumbh Seva Mobile App
F NASA's ______ Satellites was sent with mission in search for new planets
TESS
F _________ launches 10 Iridium Communications Satellites
Space X
F ______country successfully launched the Epsilon-4 rocket carrying seven satellites from the Uchinoura Space Center
in Kagoshima
Japan
F ______ among the following NASA's Satellites was sent with mission in search for new planets
TESS
F ______ Renowned scientist has been appointed as Atomic Energy Regulatory Board chairman for the period of
three Years
Guntur Nageswara Rao
F The Indian Space Research Organization (ISRO) has launched India's ______ earth observation satellite along with
30 other foreign satellites, including 23 from the US
Hysis
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F _______ aerospace manufacturer and space transportation services company launched 64 satellites into orbit in
one fell swoop for a record-setting mission
Space X
F Indian Space Research Organisation or ISRO's launched "Big Bird" into space from the French space port of Kourou
in South America. It is also called
GSAT11
F ______organises hackathons to source sustainable, innovative and technologically-enabled solutions to address
various challenges in the development space
NITI Aayog
F ______ company Chief Executive Officer (CEO) Ananth Narayanan has resigned from his post, marking another high
profile exit after Binny Bansal recently stepped down from Flipkart
Myntra
F The Indian Ports Association (IPA) has launched _______ port community system, a cloud-based technology that
offers services like notification, work-flow and track and trace
PCS1x
F ______ consumer Electronics company announced a partnership with the Federation of Indian Micro and Small and
Medium Enterprises(FISME) to empower Micro, Small & Medium Enterprises (MSMEs) to leverage growth
opportunities in the e-commerce sector
Amazon
F ISRO has launched ______ military communication satellite from Sriharikota, Andhra Pradesh
GSAT-7A
F _____ company is going to acquire software company Red Hat for $34 billion
IBM
F New web-based tool design to help monitor fake news on _________
Facebook and Twitter
F India conducts successful night trial of _____ missile
Agni I
F IIT-Madras creates India's first indigenous microprocessor. _____ is the name of it
Shakti
F _____ online portal Launched to promote women farmers and entrepreneurs
Mahila-E-Haat
F India GSLV MkIII-D2 successfully launches GSAT ______.
29
F 4th India International Science Festival held in _____ city
Lucknow
F _____ app has launched to provide correct, Scientific and authentic health information to airwarriors and all citizens
of India
MedWatch
F Google to shut down _____ company after failing to disclose user data breach
Google+
F ______ Country launched two remote sensing satellites to conduct electromagnetic environmental probes China
F NITI Aayog and ____ corporation co-design programme to skill students in new age tech
IBM
F Central University of _____ state signs MoU with ISRO to set up Space Applications Center
Jammu
F Niti Aayog and _____ company to bring AI tools for agriculture and healthcare
Microsoft
F Internet Society inks pact with ____ Association to secure Internet infrastructure
ISPAI
F 6th edition of Bengaluru Space Expo inaugurated in ____city
Bengaluru
F ____ agency has successfully tests anti-tank missile
DRDO
F _____ Space Research Organization successfully launched two satellites NovaSAR and S1-4 from the Satish Dhawan
Space Centre
PSLV-C42
F The fourth edition of India International Science Festival will be inaugurated by President of India in ____ City
Lucknow
F _____ Missile has been recently tested by Defence Research & Development Organization
Interceptor Advanced Area Defence
F ____ is the objective of 'Shaur nahin' Mobile app
To Stop Unnecessary Noise
F "PARIVESH" single window hub has been launched for _____ Department
Environment
F _____ is the World's first mission to touch the sun
lift off
F _____ is India's second moon mission launched recently
Chandrayaan-2
F ____ satellite has been lauched by ISRO's to study the Sun
Aditya-L1
F ______ space agency has confirmed presence of ice on Moon using spacecraft
NASA
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F Army Day is celebrated on 15 January every year in India. ______ was first Commander-in-Chief of the Indian Army
from General Sir Francis Butcher
Kodandera M. Cariappa's
F Raksha Mantri Launches _____ mission, aimed to provide a boost to IPR culture in indigenous defence industry
Mission Raksha Gyan Shakti
F Air forces of India and ______ country are scheduled to participate in a 12-day joint exercise 'Cope India 2019' at
two air force stations in West Bengal
United States
F Air forces of the United States and India are scheduled to participate in a 12-day joint exercise. _____ is the name of
exercise
Cope India 2019
F The first Directorate General Armed Forces Medical Services (DGAFMS) Military Medicine Conclave was held in
New Delhi. ____ week is observed as Armed Forces week
December
F The Indian Navy will conduct a large-scale coastal defence exercise next month to test the robustness of the entire
coastal security apparatus. _______ is the name of exercise
Exercise sea vigil
F The Indian Coast Guard has conducted the Regional Level Marine Oil Pollution Response Exercise at sea off Port
Blair. ______ is the title of Exercise
Clean Sea- 2018
F ______ nuclear-capable ballistic missile has been successfully test fired by India, which has a strike range of 5,000
km
Agni V
F The Indian and Russian air forces will begin a 12-day war game in Jodhpur with an aim to enhance their operational
coordination._____is the name of exercise between India and Russia
Aviaindra
F India began 7th round of their 'Hand-in-Hand' military drills in city Chengdu as part of the focussed efforts by the
two militaries to improve ties after last year's standoff at Doklam. Hand in Hand is military Drill between India and
______ Country
China
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F

______ Corporation launches Naval training ship for Indian Coast Guard
Reliance
_____ is the theme of 10th Nuclear Energy Conclave
Nuclear Power- Towards a clean & Base Load Energy
_____ is the name of Indo-Russian military exercises Starts this November
Indra
India and ____ country agree to boost Defence and Military Technical Cooperation
Kazakhstan
____ has Redesignated As Deputy National Security Advisor
R N Ravi
____ Country Launches Air Exercises With NATO Countries
Ukraine
Indian navy ships & aircraft arrive in Sri Lanka to participate in ____ joint exercise
SLINEX-2018
_____ country refuses to participate in first BIMSTEC joint military exercise
Nepal
Indo-Mongolia joint exercise kicks off in ___ city
Ulaangbaatar
First joint military exercise with BIMSTEC countries will held in ____ city
Pune
Joint Military Exercise Yudh Abhyas 2018 begins between India and ____ Country
US
Defence Acquisition Council approves procurement of____ missile system
Akash
India successfully test fires _____ missile recently
Prahaar
____ Ministry Signs Pact with ISRO to Set up Emergency Response Control Room
Home Minister
In _____ city defence industrial corridor has been launched by Defence Minister Nirmala Sitharaman and Uttar
Pradesh Chief Minister Yogi Adityanath
Aligarh
_____ Missile has been tested from Indian Army at Pokhran range
Helina
Joint Military Exercise has been held between India and ____ country
Thailand
Missile has been recently tested by DRDO
BrahMos
The Indian Army signed a Memorandum of Understanding with _________ on the Defence Salary Package.
State Bank of India
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World Braille Day celebrated on ______ Day/ Date
4 January
World Hindi Day observed on 10 January. It was first celebrated in _____ Year
1975
National Youth Day is observed on ______ day/ Date
12 January
Law Day is observed on which day
26 November
Uttarakhand foundation day is celebrated on _____ day
9 November
People's participation, awareness key for encouraging organ donation stated by Health and Family Welfare minister.
Organ Donation Day observed on _______ date
27 November
National Flag Day is observed on _____ Day
30 November
The 70th National Cadet Corps (NCC) Day was celebrated in city with cadets dressed in Khaki (Army), White (Navy)
and Blue (Air Force) uniforms presenting colourful cultural programmes at Kalamandira. NCC day is observed on
______ day this year
25 November
International Day of Persons with Disabilities is an international observance promoted by the United Nations since
1992.International day of Person with Disabilities is observed on ______ Day/Date
3 December
The International Day for the Abolition of Slavery is a yearly event on December 2, organized by the United Nations
General Assembly. The Day was first celebrated in _____ year
1986
Navy day is observed every year to celebrate the achievements, and role of the naval force in protecting and
guarding the country. Navy day is observed on _____ day/Date
4 December
The Armed Forces Flag Day or the Flag Day of India is a day dedicated to India towards collection of funds from
people of India for the welfare of the Indian Armed Forces personnel. Armed Force Day is observed on _______
Day/Date
7 December
International Anti-Corruption Day has been observed annually , since the passage of the United Nations Convention
Against Corruption on 31 October 2003 to raise public awareness for anti-corruption. International Anti- Corruption
Day is Observed on _______ Day/Date
9 December
Human Rights day is adopted by United Nations General Assembly in 1948. Human Rights day is observed on
_____ Day/Date
10 December
Mountains are early indicators of climate change and as the climate changes the liveability and development gets
hampered due to many challenges thus faced by the mountain community. International Mountain day is observed
on _____ Day/Date
11 December
The Energy Conservation Act in India was executed by the Bureau of Energy Efficiency BEE in the year 2001. National
Energy conservation Day observed on ______ Day/Date
14 December

F The United Nations' (UN) International Human Solidarity Day is observed annually which aims to remind people on
the importance of solidarity in working towards eradicating poverty. International Solidarity Day is observed
on________ day/Date
20 December
F National cancer awareness day is observed on ______ day

7 November

F Legal Service day is observed on _____ Day

9 November

F Legal Services Day First Observed in_____ Year
F National Education Day is celebrated on _____ day

1995
11 November

F World Animal Day is observed on ____ Day

4 October

F World Teachers day is observed on ____ day

5 October

F World Postal day observed on _____ day

9 october

F World Mental Health Day is observed on ____ day
F Air Force Day is observed on ____ day
MAKE MY EXAM – MARCH 2019
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WHO GOODWILL AMBASSADOR YOHEI
SASAKAWA TO GET GANDHI PEACE PRIZE FOR
2018

G
G
G
. JANUARY 2019 .
SWACHH SURVEKSAHAN AWARD FOR GREATER
HYDERABAD MUNICIPAL CORPORATION
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Gandhi Peace Prize for 2018 will be conferred on Yohei
Sasakawa who is Goodwill Ambassador of the World
Health Organization for Leprosy Elimination.
The award will be given to Mr Sasakawa in recognition
of his work towards the eradication of the disease in
India and across the world.
Ekal Abhiyan Trust has been chosen for the award for
the year 2017 while Akshaya Patra Foundation and
Sulabh International will share the award for 2016.
Vivekananda Kendra, Kanyakumari bagged the award
for 2015.
As chairman of The Nippon Foundation, Japan's largest
charitable foundation, he is seen as a pioneer in guiding
public-interest activities by the private sector in modern
Japan.

DETAINED CHINESE LAWYER YU WENSHENG
WINS FRANCO-GERMAN HUMAN RIGHTS
AWARD

G
G
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The Greater Hyderabad Municipal Corporation was
awarded Best Capital City in the Solid Waste
Management in the Swachh Survekshan 2018 rankings.
According to a press release, the Swachh Survekashan
survey ranks cities on various sanitation parameters.
The GHMC was also at the 27th place among 4,041
cities.

RAMNATH GOENKA EXCELLENCE IN JOURNALISM
AWARDS
The Ramnath Goenka Excellence in Journalism Awards,
the most prestigious annual event in the Indian media
calendar, is a recognition of the highest standards of
journalism.
Home Minister Rajnath Singh Friday presented awards
to 29 winners in 18 categories - across print, broadcast
and purely-digital - for outstanding work done in 2017.
The awards aim to celebrate excellence in journalism,
recognise courage and commitment and showcase the
outstanding contributions of journalists from across
the country.

G
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G
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The French and German ambassadors to Beijing have
granted a human rights award to a detained
Chinese lawyer, with his wife picking up the prize on
his behalf.
Mr Yu Wensheng - best known for suing the Beijing
government over the city's once chronic pollution - was
detained in January last year and charged with "inciting
subversion of state power".
Beijing has stepped up its crackdown on civil society
since President Xi Jinping took power in 2012,
tightening restrictions on freedom of speech and
detaining hundreds of activists and lawyers.
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FOUNDATION AWARDS
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She was nominated due to her comeback after battling
a long injury lay-off to win a gold medal at the Gold
Coast Commonwealth Games and Jakarta Asian Games.
She had become the first Indian woman wrestler to win
the yellow metal in wrestling at the continental meet.

PM MODI WINS FIRST EVER PHILIP KOTLER
PRESIDENTIAL AWARD FOR "OUTSTANDING
LEADERSHIP AND SELFLESS SERVICE".
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The global software major's Infosys Science Foundation
awarded its Infosys Prize 2018 to six winners, including
two Indian Institute of Science (IISc) professors.

G

The winners included IISc professor at its centre for
Nano Science and Engineering Navakanta Bhat in
Engineering and Computer Science, professor at IISc's
Centre for Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences SK
Satheesh in Physical Sciences.

G

The annual prize aims to celebrate the success of the
recipients in science and research by recognising their
achievements in the six categories of Engineering and
Computer Sciences, Humanities, Life Sciences,
Mathematical Sciences, Physical Sciences and Social
Sciences.

Prime Minister Narendra Modi received the first-ever
Philip Kotler Presidential award, which focuses on the
triple-bottom-line of 'people, profit and planet'. It is
an award which is offered annually to the leader of the
nation.
Modi was selected for his "outstanding leadership and
his selfless service towards India, combined with his
tireless energy has resulted in extraordinary economic,
social and technological advances in the country".
The Philip Kotler Presidential Award is constituted to
honour mastery in the field of marketing and
management.

PRESIDENT TO CONFER PRADHAN MANTRI
RASHTRIYA BAL PURASKAR 2019 AT
RASHTRAPATI BHAWAN
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NAMITA GOKHALE WINS SUSHILA DEVI
LITERATURE AWARD
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Writer Namita Gokhale has won the Sushila Devi
Literature Award for her novel "Things to Leave
Behind".
She was awarded in the 'Best Book of Fiction Written
by a Woman Author' category at the inaugural edition
of Bhopal Literature and Art Festival.

G

The literature festival was inaugurated by the Union
Tourism Minister, KJ Alphons, on January 12, at Bharat
Bhawan the multi-cultural hub in Bhopal.

G

VINESH PHOGAT FIRST INDIAN TO BE
NOMINATED FOR LAUREUS WORLD SPORTS
AWARDS

G

Asian Games gold medallist Vinesh Phogat has become
the first Indian athlete to earn a nomination in one of
the seven main categories of the Laureus Sports Awards
MAKE MY EXAM – MARCH 2019
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The President of India, Ram Nath Kovind will confer
the Pradhan Mantri Rashtriya Bal Puraskar 2019 at
Rashtrapati Bhawan.
The awards will be given to 26 shortlisted awardees
including one joint award for National Child Award (now
renamed as Bal Shakti Puraskar) under the category of
innovation, scholastic, sports, arts & culture, social
service and bravery.
A total of 783 applications were received for the Baal
Shakti Puruskar this year. 2 individuals and 3
institutions will also be awarded under National Child
Welfare Awards category (now renamed as
BalKalyanPuraskar).
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ELIUD KIPCHOGE AND CATERINE IBARGUEN
NAMED IAAF ATHLETES OF THE YEAR
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The awards, in the form of a casket containing an
engraved copper-plaque, a shawl and a cheque of Rs 1
lakh, will be presented to the authors at a special
function in January next year at Kamani Auditorium.

MANUSHI CHHILLAR CROWNS MISS WORLD
2018 A YEAR AFTER SHE WON THE TITLE
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Kenyan distance runner Eliud Kipchoge and Colombian
long and triple jumper Caterine Ibarguen have been
named male and female world athletes of the year.
Kipchoge, 34, won the London Marathon and set a world
record of two hours, one minute and 39 seconds in Berlin.
Ibarguen, also 34, claimed claimed triple and long jump
honours in the Central American and Caribbean Games,
the Continental Cup and the Diamond League finals.
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which deals with the lives of nadhaswaram artistes.
Ramakrishnan is a full-time writer who has been active
over the last 27 years in diverse areas of Tamil literature
like short stories, novels, plays, children's literature and
translations.
Among the many important awards won by him are
Tagore Literary Award for his novel Yamam. Sangeetha
Nataka Academy Award for best young playwright.

SAHITYA AKADEMI ANNOUNCES WINNERS IN
24 LANGUAGES
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The Sahitya Akademi award is among the most
prestigious literary honours bestowed on writers for
their works across genres and languages.

G
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Miss Belarus Maria Vasilevich, Miss Jamaica Kadijah
Robinson and Miss Uganda Quiin Abenakyo were also
among the final five.
It is the eighth time the Miss World final has been held
in Sanya, which first hosted the pageant in 2003.

Shri Shyam Sundar Besra, Chief Inspector of Ticket
working in Asansol Division of Eastern Railway has been
conferred the coveted Sahitya Akademi Award.
He has been awarded for his novel "Marom" in Santhali
language which is primarily based upon natural, social,
economic and political conditions of Santhal Pargana.
The novel highlights the situation emerged after the
two main industrial development of the Santhal area
after Independence i.e Masanjore Dam at Dumka and
Railway locomotive workshop at Chittaranjan.

AMITAV GHOSH HONOURED WITH JNANPITH
AWARD 2018

The awards relate to books first published during the
five years immediately preceding the year of award,
between January 1, 2012 and December 31, 2016.

Winners include Anees Saleem in English, Rama Kant
Shukla in Sanskrit, Rajesh Kumar Vyas in Rajasthani,
Rahman Abbas in Urdu, Lok Nath Upadhyay in Nepali,
Chitra Mughal in Hindi and S. Ramakrishnan in Tamil.

Miss Mexico Vanessa Ponce de Leon, 26, has a degree
in international business, volunteers for "Migrantes en
el Camino" and is on the board of directors of a rehab
centre for girls.

INDIAN RAILWAY EMPLOYEE CONFERRED WITH
PRESTIGIOUS SAHITYA AKADEMI AWARD FOR
HIS NOVEL "MAROM" IN SANTHALI LANGUAGE

I TAMIL WRITER S RAMAKRISHNAN GETS G
B SAHITYA AKADEMI AWARD
writer S Ramakrishnan (52) has been honoured
G
T G Tamil
with Sahitya Akademi awardfor his novel Sancharam
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A Mexican model and volunteer Vanessa Ponce was
crowned Miss World at a glitzy event on the tropical
Chinese island of Hainan

Noted English writer Amitav Ghosh has been honoured
with this year's Jnanpith Award, a literary award given
to an author for "outstanding contribution towards
literature.
The decision was taken in a meeting of Jnanpith
Selection Board chaired by eminent novelist, scholar
and Jnanpith laureate Pratibha Ray.
Ghosh, one of the most prominent contemporary
Indian writers, is known for a series of novels such as
Shadow Lines, The Glass Palace, The Hungry Tide, and
the Ibis Trilogy -- Sea of Poppies, River of Smoke and
Flood of Fire -- chronicling the opium trade between
India and China run by the East India Company.
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PAKISTANI LAWYER ASMA JAHANGIR WINS UN
HUMAN RIGHTS PRIZE POSTHUMOUSLY

MAHE CHANCELLOR DR RAMDAS M PAI
CONFERRED LIFE TIME ACHIEVEMENT AWARD
BY FICCI
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Pakistan's iconic human rights activist and lawyer Asma
Jahangir was posthumously awarded the 2018 UN
Human Rights Prize.
She was one of the four winners of the award which
was announced by the United Nations.
The "United Nations Prize in the Field of Human
Rights" is an honorary award given for outstanding
achievement in human rights.

G

Dr. Ramdas M Paiwas awarded the 'Lifetime
Achievement Award 2018', in recognition of his
enormous contributions in the fields of Education and
Healthcare by the Federation of Indian Chambers of
Commerce & Industry (FICCI) in New Delhi on 30th
October 2018.
Dr Pai, a recipient of Padma Bhushan, "Is an epitome
of dedication and perseverance, who has contributed
immensely at national and international level. He has
spent his entire life working with all the Group of
Institutions and his name has till date been
synonymous with perseverance, dedication and
attaining a larger purpose in all human endeavor.
His principled stance, his unwavering commitment to
promoting affordable and accessible education and
healthcare has greatly benefited the public at large.

PROF. MS SWAMINATHAN RECEIVES 1ST
WORLD AGRICULTURE PRIZE

ATHLETICS BODY WINS FICCI AWARD

G
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The Athletics Federation of India has been chosen
winner of the FICCI (Federation of Indian Chambers
of Commerce and Industry) India Sports Awards 2018
for the category of Best National Sports Federation
(NSF). The eminent Jury was chaired by Justice (retd)
Mukul Mudgal.
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This is a true recognition of the work done by AFI for
growth and development of Sports in the country.
The award will be presented at the India Sports Awards
ceremony, at Federation House, New Delhi.

G

DR. SAROJ SUMAN GULATI CONFERRED WITH
GLOBAL EDUCATION LEADERS AWARD 2018

G
G

G

Dr. Saroj Suman Gulati, Director, Blue Bells Group of
Schools has been conferred with the coveted Global
Education Leaders Award 2018

G

An educationist par excellence, Dr. Gulati was among
the nine eminent education leaders from India who
were awarded for their exemplary contribution in
various spheres of education.

G

The event was held at The Atlantis, Dubai in the
presence of His Excellency Navdeep Singh Suri, Indian
Ambassador to UAE, Mr. Manpreet Singh Badal.
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Renowned agricultural scientist and the chief architect
of the green revolution in India, Prof. MS Swaminathan
was awarded the very 1st World Agriculture Prize for
his immense contributions to Indian agriculture by
Indian Vice-President Venkaiah Naidu.
Naidu called the eminent agricultural scientist as a
Vishwaguru in Agriculture, a teacher and a scholar who
continues to leave his inspirational, ideational thoughts
and prints on the world.
Concerned over the decrease in number of people
engaged in agriculture, the Vice President called for
concerted, coordinated action to address a number of
issues that impact the growth of agriculture sector.
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Rahul Chhabra concurrently accredited as the next
Ambassador of India to the Federal Republic of Somalia
Shri Rahul Chhabra , presently High Commissioner of
India to the Republic of Kenya, has been concurrently
accredited as the next Ambassador of India to the
Federal Republic of Somalia, with residence in Nairobi.
India is represented in Somalia through its embassy in
Nairobi, Kenya and Somalia maintains an embassy in
New Delhi.
He is expected to take up the assignment shortly.
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Sudhir Bhargava Appointed New Chief Information
Commissioner
The government has appointed Sudhir Bhargava as new
Chief Information Commissioner along with four new
Information Commissioners in the Central Information
Commission (CIC) which had been functioning with just
three of them as against a sanctioned strength of 11,
including the Chief Information Commissioner.
President Ram Nath Kovind has approved the
appointment of former IFS officer Yashwardhan Kumar
Sinha, former IRS officer Vanaja N Sarna, former IAS
Neeraj Kumar Gupta and former Law Secretary Suresh
Chandra as Information Commissioners in the Central
Information Commission.
The Supreme Court had asked the centre and states to
maintain transparency in appointments of Chief
Information Commissioner and Information
Commissioners and upload the details of search
committees and applicants on website.
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Sheikh Hasina wins third term as PM in Bangladesh
Bangladesh Prime Minister Sheikh Hasina is set to
return to power for an unprecedented third
consecutive time after the ruling alliance emerged
victorious in the parliamentary elections.
Hasina's Awami League won 287 of the 298 seats, while
the main opposition Bangladesh Nationalist Party (BNP)
managed just seven seats.
Bangladesh - Capital: Dhaka, Currency: Taka
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Axis Bank MD & CEO Shikha Sharma retires;
Amitabh Chaudhry takes charge
Axis Bank on Monday said its Managing Director and
CEO Shikha Sharma has retired, effective December 31,
2018.Amitabh Chaudhry will be the new managing
director and CEO of the bank with effect from January
1, 2019.
Chaudhry, 54, started his career in corporate banking
with the Bank of America in 1987, where he worked in
diverse roles.
However, in April this year, Sharma wanted her new
term to be reduced to seven months from a three-year
tenure without citing any reasons, which was accepted
by the board.
Ashwani Lohani retires, V K Yadav new railway
board chairman
Railway Board Chairman Ashwani Lohani retired on
Monday, despite strong indications that the Narendra
Modi government could grant him an extension.
Yadav belongs to the 1980 batch of the Indian Railway
Service of Electrical Engineers. Till Monday, he was
general manager of South Central Railway.
Yadav is credited with bringing in innovative practices
to enhance productivity and ensure workforce welfare.

President appoints senior advocates Sanjay Jain, K M
Nataraj as Additional Solicitor Generals
President Ram Nath Kovind has appointed senior
advocates Sanjay Jain and K M Nataraj as Additional
Solicitor Generals of India for the Supreme Court.
Additional Solicitor General, appointed under Law
Officers Act 1987, is the third largest law officerof the
Central Government. It is a duty of the Additional
Solicitor Genral to assist theSolicitor General.
Jain was appointed as ASG for the Delhi High Court in
2014 and had resigned from the post last year.
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India coach Stephen Constantine resigns after
Asian Cup exit
India went down fighting against Bahrain in their last
Group A match.
The 56-year-old Constantine, who had earlier coached
India from 2002 to 2005, was handed over reins of the
team again in 2015.
Englishman Stephen Constantine has resigned as India's
head coach after they were knocked out of the AFC
Asian Cup following a 1-0 defeat by Bahrain in Sharjah.
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TB Radhakrishnan takes oath as first Chief
Justice of Telangana High Court
Justice Thottathil Bhaskaran Nair Radhakrishnansworn
in as the first Chief Justice of Telangana High Court,
which came into existence on New Year's day more than
four and a half years after the bifurcation of Andhra
Pradesh in 2014.
Justice Radhakrishnan was administered the oath of
office and secrecy by Governor of Telangana and Andhra
Pradesh ESL Narasimhan at a simple ceremony in Raj
Bhavan at 8.30am.
Last week, the central government issued a notification
for the bifurcation of the high court between the two
states with effect from January 1.
Gita Gopinath joins IMF as its first female
Chief Economist
Prominent Indian-American economist Gita Gopinath
has joined as the chief economist of the International
Monetary Fund, becoming the first woman to occupy
the top post at the global lender.
Gopinath, 47, joined last week at a time, when she
believes the world is experiencing a retreat from
globalisation, posing challenges to multilateral
institutions.
The John Zwaanstra professor of International Studies
and Economics at Harvard University, Gopinath, a US
citizen, succeeds Maurice (Maury) Obstfeld as
Economic Counsellor and Director of the IMF's Research
Department. Obstfeld retired December 31.
Justice AK Sikri nominated as Executive
Chairman of NALSA
Justice AK Sikri was nominated as the Executive
Chairman of National Legal Services Authority
(NALSA).President Ram Nath Kovind nominated Justice
Sikri as Executive Chairman of NALSA with effect from
December 31, 2018.
The NALSA was constituted under the Legal Services
Authorities Act, 1987 to provide free legal services to
the weaker sections of the society and to organise Lok
Adalats for settlement of disputes.
The functions of the NALSA also includes spreading legal
literacy and awareness, undertaking social justice
litigations.
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Jair Bolsonaro Sworn In as Brazil's President
Brazil's far-right president-elect and controversial Social
Liberal Party candidate Jair Bolsonaro has been sworn
in as the 42nd President of the country.
Last year, by the end of October, Bolsonaro, a former
army captain, was elected as the President after
defeating ex-Sao Paulo mayor and Workers Party (PT)
candidate Fernando Haddad.
During his election campaign, Bolsonaro had promised
to crack down on recession, a heightening sense of
insecurity, and corruption scandals, which are among
major factors rampant across the South American
country.

Vijay Mallya becomes first person to be declared a
'fugitive economic offender' under new law
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A special court in Mumbai declared absconding liquor
baron Vijay Mallya a fugitive economic offender (FEO)
on a plea of the Enforcement Directorate.
Mallya has become the first businessman to be
declared EFO under the provisions of the new Fugitive
Economic Offenders Act which came into existence in
August last year.
A fugitive economic offender is offences involving
amount of at least Rs 100 crore or more and has left
India so as to avoid criminal prosecution.any individual
against whom warrants for arrest is issued for his
involvement in select economic

Kerala HC disqualifies LDF-backed Independent MLA
Karat Razack for defaming rival leader
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The Kerala High Courtdis qualified Left-backed
Independent MLA Karat Abdul Razack from the
Koduvally Assembly constituency for his defamatory
campaign against the IUML's M.A. Razack Master
during the May 2016 Assembly polls.
The HC found that he had indulged in a corrupt practice
hence his election was declared void, as it was in
violation of the Representation of People's Act.
The disqualification was as per the provisions of the
Representation of the Peoples Act 1951. The
Representation of the Peoples act defines the corrupt
practices for the disqualification of the elected
representative.
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Shri Ravindra Kumar assumes charge as Technical
Member in the Appellate Tribunal for Electricity
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Shri Ravindra Kumar Verma has assumed the charge
as Technical Member in the Appellate Tribunal for
Electricity (APTEL), Ministry of Power for a period of
03 years.
Verma has served in various capacities in Central
Electricity Authority (CEA) for more than 37 years. "He
has rich and varied experience of power sector in
generation, transmission, distribution and grid operation
Verma had superannuated as Chairperson of CEA and
Ex-officio Secretary to the Government of India on 30
June this year.

Bank of Maharashtra appoints AS Rajeev as MD, CEO
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A S Rajeev has joined Bank of Maharashtra as Managing
Director & Chief Executive Officer on 2nd December
2018. Prior to this, he was Executive Director of Indian
Bank from 22 January 2016.
Rajeev is having about three decades of professional
experience in three Banks - Syndicate Bank, Vijaya Bank
and Indian Bank.
State-owned Bank of Maharashtra announced that A S
Rajeev has joined the lender as its Managing Director
& Chief Executive Officer.
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Pawan Singh first Indian to be elected in ISSF's
judges committee
Pawan Singh has become the first Indian to be elected
one of seven members of the Judges Committee of the
International Shooting Sports Federation (ISSF).
Mr Singh also holds the post of the Joint Secretary
General of the National Rifle Association of India (NRAI).
Mr Singh got elected onto the seven members' Judges
Committee for which 22 candidates from all over the
world were in the fray. Members of the administrative
council of ISSF voted to select the committee during
the elections held at Munich.

Former international Athlete and businessman jon
Ridgeon announced as new IAAF Chief Executive office
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The IAAF announced the appointment of Jon Ridgeon
as its new CEO following approval by the IAAF Council
on the first day of its 215th Council Meeting in Monaco.
Ridgeon, 51, has spent his life in sport, starting out as
an athlete competing in both the 110m hurdles and
400m hurdles between 1984 and 1996. He is former
British record holder and silver medallist in the 110m
hurdles in the 1987 World Championships in Rome.
International Association of Athletics Federation
Headquarters in Monaco.

Shaktikanta Das appointed as the new RBI Governor
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Former economic affairs secretary Shaktikanta Das was
named the 25th governor of the Reserve Bank of India
to succeed Urjit Patel.The appointment will be for three
years. He is likely to join at the earliest
The appointment means that the central bank will once
again be headed by a former Indian Administrative
Services (IAS) officer. Patel, who had said he was
resigning for personal reasons, and his predecessor
Raghuram Rajan are economists.
Das, 63, a veteran Tamil Nadu cadre officer, will first
have to work on normalising the relationship between
the central bank and the government that had turned
frosty in the past few months as the two differed on
many issues.
Shaktikanta Das is a 1980 batch IAS officer of Tamil
Nadu Cadre and a very prominent bureaucrat who
served under both NDA and UPA governments.
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Salman Khan tops Forbes' richest Indian celebrity list
for third time, Shah Rukh drops out of top 10
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Bollywood superstar Salman Khan is the richest Indian
celebrity, according to the 2018 Forbes India Celebrity
100 list, which he has topped for the third consecutive
year. Shah Rukh Khan has fallen out of the top 10 list.
The 2018 Forbes India Celebrity 100 List rankings are
based on estimates of entertainment-related earnings
of celebrities. The period under consideration is
October 1, 2017 to September 30, 2018.
The actor's earnings are pegged at Rs 253.25 crore.
Salman, 52, cemented his place in the top spot thanks
to the commercial success of his movies
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Manipur government confers boxer MC Mary
Kom with 'Meethoileima' title
Manipur government conferred MC Mary Kom, six
times World Women Boxing Champion and Olympic
bronze medalist, with the title "Meethoileima" for her
outstanding achievement in the field of boxing.
The title "Meethoileima" (loosely translated as great
or exceptional lady) was conferred by Manipur Chief
Minister N. Biren Singh in a felicitation ceremony held
at Khuman Lampak Sports Complex in Imphal. The
function was attended by cabinet Ministers, MLAs and
sportspersons.
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She was honoured by Chief minister N.Biren Singh who
also handed over a cheque of Ten lakh rupees.
SWIFT India ropes in former SBI chief Arundhati
Bhattacharya as board Chairman
SWIFT India said it has appointed former SBI chief
Arundhati Bhattacharya as the new Chairman of its
board.
SWIFT India is a joint venture of top Indian public and
private sector banks and SWIFT (Society for Worldwide
Interbank Financial Telecommunication).
Bhattacharya will succeed former banker M. V. Nair,
who is stepping down after completing five years with
the company Bhattacharya will succeed former banker.
The company was created to deliver high-quality
domestic financial messaging services to the Indian
financial community.
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Govt appoints Krishnamurthy Subramanian
as Chief Economic Advisor
Narendra Modi-led NDA government appointed
Krishnamurthy Subramanian as Chief Economic Advisor
for a period of 3 years.
A PhD from Chicago-Booth and a top-ranking IIT-IIM
alumnus, Krishnamurthy Subramanian is serving as
Associate Professor of Finance (with tenure) and
Executive Director for the Centre for Analytical Finance
at the Indian School of Business.
A PhD from Chicago-Booth and a top-ranking IIT-IIM
alumnus, Krishnamurthy Subramanian is serving as
Associate Professor of Finance (with tenure) and
Executive Director for the Centre for Analytical Finance
at the Indian School of Business.
Axis Capital CEO Dharmesh Mehta resigns
Dharmesh Mehta has resigned as the managing director
and chief executive officer of Axis Capital, the
investment banking firm's parent entity Axis Bank Ltd
The private-sector lender has elevated Salil Pitale and
Chirag Negandhi as joint MDs and co-CEOs with
immediate effect to replace Mehta. It has sought
regulatory approvals for the appointments.
The private-sector lender has elevated Salil Pitale and
Chirag Negandhi as joint MDs and co-CEOs with
immediate effect to replace Mehta. It has sought
regulatory approvals for the appointments.
Urjit Patel resigns as RBI Governor
Reserve Bank of India (RBI) Governor Urjit Patel on
Monday, 10 December, stepped down from his position
with immediate effect, citing "personal reasons" His
resignation comes against the backdrop of increasing
tensions between the Finance ministry and the Reserve
Bank of India.
Urjit Patel, 55, who took over as the 24th Governor of
the central bank on September 5, 2016, had the
shortest tenure since the year 1992.
The next RBI board meeting was scheduled for
December 14. Patel has resigned just days before that.
In a tweet, Finance Minister Arun Jaitley acknowledged
Urjit Patel's contribution.
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Michael D Higgins re-elected as Irish president
for second term

Justice Ramesh Ranganathan sworn in as Uttarakhand
HC chief justice

G

Michael D Higgins has been re-elected as Irish president
after receiving 56% of the country's election vote.
Businessman Peter Casey came second with 23.1%,
while none of the other four candidates polled more
than 10%.
Jair Bolsonaro declared Brazil's next president

G

Jair Bolsonaro, a 63-year-old former paratrooper who
built his campaign around pledges to crush corruption
was therefore elected Brazil's next president.
Jair Bolsonaro won 55.2% of the votes surpassing his
rival Fernando Haddad of Workers' Party, who had
secured 44.8% in the presidential election.
The president-elect, Jair Bolsonaro, has exalted the
country's military dictatorship, advocated torture and
threatened to destroy, jail or drive into exile his
political opponents.
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Myntra, Jabong to merge; Ananth Narayanan to
continue as CEO
Online fashion retailer Myntra integrate its sister
company Jabong, which will continue to operate as a
separate brand.
Myntra chief executive officer Ananth Narayanan will
lead the Myntra-Jabong team.

G
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Flipkart had acquired online fashion portal Myntra in
2014 and Myntra had acquired Jabong in 2016.
Sanjay Kumar Mishra Appointed As Full-Time
Chief Of Enforcement Directorate
IRS officer Sanjay Kumar Mishra was appointed as the
full-time chief of the Enforcement Directorate (ED)
Mr Mishra, a 1984-batch Indian Revenue Service (IRS)
officer of the Income Tax cadre, was appointed as the
principal special director in the central probe agency.
An order issued by the Prime Minister Narendra Modi
headed Appointments Committee of the Cabinet
(ACC) gave a two-year tenure to Mr Mishra "from the
date of assumption of the charge of the post or until
further orders, whichever is earlier.
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Justice Ramesh Ranganathan was sworn in as the Chief
Justice of the Uttarakhand High Court. He was
administered the oath of office by Governor Baby Rani
Maurya at the Raj Bhawan in Dehradun. Justice
Ranganathan, a qualified Chartered Accountant and
a Company Secretary, has a Law Degree from
Bangalore University.
He enrolled as an advocate in the Andhra Pradesh High
Court in 1985. In 2005, he was appointed as an
Additional Judge of the High Court, and in 2006, he
was appointed a permanent judge of the Andhra
Pradesh High Court.
In July 2016, he was appointed the acting chief justice
of the High Court of Judicature at Hyderabad for
Telangana and Andhra Pradesh.
Atul Goel takes over as MD, CEO of UCO Bank
Atul Kumar Goel on assumed charge as Managing
Director and CEO of UCO Bank. Prior to this
assignment, he was executive director of Union Bank
of India.
Goel takes over from R K Takkar who completed his
three-year tenure on November 1, 2018.
He started his carrier as Chartered Accountant in
Allahabad Bank in 1992 and worked various segments
including corporate credit, foreign exchange and
treasury.
Mary Kom named brand ambassador of 2018
Women's World Boxing Championships
Olympic bronze medalist MC Mary Kom was named as
the brand ambassador of the 10th edition of the
Women's World Championship in New Delhi.
The World Championships will see close to 300
pugilists from 70 countries across 10 weight
categories, the tournament's highest-ever
participation, including Olympic medalists, World and
European Champions.
BFI President Ajay Singh said that India will definitely
do well at home, who also unveiled the logo and
anthem of the championships.
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ARUNIMA SINHA, FIRST FEMALE AMPUTEE TO
SCALE MT EVEREST NOW CLIMBS MT VINSON
IN ANTARCTICA
Setting a first-of-its-kind record, Indian mountaineer
Arunima Sinha became the first female amputee to
climb Mount Vinson, the highest peak of Antarctica.
She was also the world's first woman amputee to climb
Mount Everest in 2013.
She was congratulated by Prime Minister Narendra
Modi, who called her "the pride of India" for
distinguishing herself through her "hardwork and
perseverance"
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. JANUARY 2019 .
INDIA'S SMRITI MANDHANA NAMED ICC
WOMEN'S CRICKETER OF THE YEAR

VIRAT KOHLI LEADS INDIA TO FIRST-EVER TEST
SERIES WIN IN AUSTRALIA
A dominant India won their first-ever Test series in
Australia by a margin of 2-1 after play in the fourth
and final Test in Sydney was abandoned due to rain.
Australia were still trailing by 316 runs when the match
was called off as a draw, ending India's 71-year wait
after wins in Adelaide and Melbourne. It is the first
time India managed the feat since they began touring
Australia in 1947-48.
Consequently, Virat Kohli became the first Indian as
well as the first Asian captain to win a Test series in
Australia.
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India's Smriti Mandhana was crowned women's
cricketer of the yearby the sport's world governing body,
capping off a prolific run-scoring season for the opener.
The left-handed batswoman was also named ODI
cricketer of the year for accumulating 669 runs off 12
one-day internationals. She scored 622 runs in 25 T20
matches this year.
Mandhana, 22, is only the second Indian woman to
win an International Cricket Council award after fast
bowler Jhulan Goswami who was named the women's
player of the year in 2007.

VIRAT KOHLI BEATS SACHIN TENDULKAR TO
BECOME THE FASTEST TO REACH 19000
INTERNATIONAL RUNS
Virat Kohli beats Sachin Tendulkar to become the
fastest to reach 19000 international runs
Virat Kohli has beaten his idol Sachin Tendulkar as the
quickest batsman to 19,000 international runs. The
Indian skipper reached the milestone in 399 innings
while Sachin did it in 432.
The comparisons between Tendulkar and Kohli have
been in discussions among cricket fans and pundits for
the past couple of years at least.
The 30-year-old Delhi lad ended 2018 with a total of
2735 international runs, which comprised 11 hundreds,
to cap-off another stellar calendar year.
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MOHAMED SALAH ONCE AGAIN NAMED
AFRICAN FOOTBALLER OF THE YEAR
Mohamed Salah has been named African Footballer of
the Year for a second successive year.
The Egypt forward edged the same two players last year
in a vote decided by the technical directors and head
coaches of 56 Caf member associations.
Among other awardees, Houston Dash and South Africa
forward Thembi Kgatlana was named Women's Player
of the Year.
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8-YEAR-OLD KARTIK SINGH BECOMES YOUNGEST
TO WIN JUNIOR WORLD TITLE IN GOLF
Gurgaon's 8-year-old Kartik Singh has won the under8 category at the Kids' Golf World Championship
organised by US kids Golf in Malaysia, which makes
him the youngest Indian to win the title.
Kartik is well known all across DLF Golf and country
club for his dedication and hard work.
He started playing Golf three years ago, when he
accompanied his father to a match and was spotted by
the coaches there. He has the best hand-eye
coordination.
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CHENNAI'S GUKESH CROWNED WORLD'S
SECOND YOUNGEST GRAND MASTER
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Tamil Nadu lad D Gukesh became the second youngest
Grand Master in the world and the youngest Indian to
achieve the feat at 12 years, seven months and 17 days,
erasing the mark set by his state-mate R
Praggnanandhaa in June last year.
He achieved his third and final GM norm at the ongoing
17th Delhi International Open Chess tournament in
Delhi after beating compatriot D K Sharma in the ninth
round. Gukesh becomes India's 59th Grand Master.
Ukraine's Sergey Karjakin remains the youngest-ever
GM, having achieved the feat at the age of 12 years
and seven months in 2002.

INDIAN BOXING'S FIRST CWG GOLDMEDALLIST MOHAMMED ALI QAMAR NAMED
WOMEN'S CHIEF COACH
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Mohammed Ali Qamar, the man who won India's first
Commonwealth Games gold medal in boxing, has taken
over as chief coach for the country's women pugilists,
becoming the youngest ever to get the top job.
Ali Qamar, who turns 38 in a couple of months' time,
was appointed to the position, replacing veteran Shiv
Singh. Ali Qamar has been an assistant coach in the
national camp for more than a year.
Arjuna Awardee has helmed the Railways Sports
Promotion Board's women's team for more than three
years

MOHAMMED SHAMI BECOMES FASTEST INDIAN
TO REACH 100 ODI WICKETS
Mohammed Shami became the fastest Indian to claim
100 wickets in One-day Internationals, reaching the
mark in the opening match against New Zealand here.
Shami's wicket number 100 was New Zealand opener
Martin Guptill, who played onto his stumps a delivery
that moved in after pitching on a good length.
Shami is part of arguably India's best ever fast bowling
attack in Test matches. In 2018, Shami picked up 47
wickets in 12 games with two five-wicket hauls. He is
also an integral part of the one-day squad.
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VIRAT KOHLI-LED INDIA BECOME FIRST TEAM
TO WIN BILATERAL SERIES ACROSS FORMATS
VERSUS AUSTRALIA DOWN UNDER
Yuzvendra Chahal returned to ODIs with a bang as he
bagged a career-best 6 for 42 to help India fold Australia
for a score of just 230 runs in the series decider at the
Melbourne Cricket Ground (MCG).
It was India's first win in the format since 1947 that
includes a total of 12 tours to the nation.
The win also made India the first nation since South
Africa in 2008/09 to win both the Test and ODI series
on a tour of Australia.
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BENGALURU RAPTORS
BADMINTON LEAGUE

WIN

PREMIER

KHELO INDIA YOUTH GAMES: MAHARASHTRA
FINISH TOP WITH 228 MEDALS
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The Khelo India Youth Games concluded in Punewith
the hosts Maharashtra walking away with the overall
trophy.
They amassed 228 medals,comprising 85 gold, 62 silver
and 81 bronze. Haryana,were second with 62 gold, 56
silver and 60 bronze for a total of 178 medals, while
Delhi were third with 48 gold, 37 silver and 51 bronze
for a total of 136 medals.
The glittering Trophy was presented to the Maharashtra
sportspersons and officials by Union Minister for
Human Resource Development, Prakash Javadekar,
andMaharashtra's Minister of Sports and Youth
Welfare, Vinod Tawde,at a closing ceremony held at
the Shree Shiv Chhatrapati Sports Complex.
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Bengaluru Raptors edged the Mumbai Rockets 4-3 to
win their maiden Premier Badminton League title.
World No. 18 Anders Antonsen lost narrowly to the
Bengaluru skipper Srikanth when the two faced off in
that battle at the beginning of this week.
Bengaluru Raptors have become the fifth team after
Chennai Smashers, Delhi Dashers, Hyderabad Hotshots
and Hyderabad Hunters to win the title.
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ABHINAV BINDRA CONFERRED WITH
SHOOTING'S HIGHEST HONOUR BY ISSF
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Bagging her sixth National title, Vinesh just conceded
two points in five bouts. She had earlier won five
Nationals in a row from 2012 to 2016.
Sakshi began with a walkover from fellow Railways
grappler Apoorva and then overwhelmed UP's Pooja
Tomar, winning by technical superiority.

VIRAT KOHLI HITS 25TH TEST TON; SECOND
FASTEST TO ACHIEVE FEAT AFTER SIR DON
BRADMAN
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Abhinav Bindra, the 2008 Olympic gold medallist was
conferred with shooting's highest award by the
International Shooting Sport Federation (ISSF) at the
General Assembly in Munich .
The Arjuna awardee on receiving the prestigious Blue
Cross took to Twitter to express that he feels
"extremely humbled."
The 36-year-old Bindra had created history during the
Beijing Olympics when he became the first Indian
individual to clinch a gold medal.

GAUTAM GAMBHIR ANNOUNCES RETIREMENT
FROM ALL FORMS OF CRICKET
Indian cricketer Gautam Gambhir announced his
retirement from all forms of cricket. He is a left-handed
opening batsman who played domestic cricket for
Delhi, and captained Kolkata Knight Riders in the Indian
Premier League (IPL).
The 37-year-old, who represented India in 58 Tests, 147
ODIs and 37 T20Is, made the announcement on social
media.
The aggressive opener was India's top-scorer in the
finals of the 2007 World T20 in South Africa and the
2011 ODI World Cup, both of which the country won.
He made his One Day International (ODI) debut against
Bangladesh in 2003, and played his first Test the
following year against Australia.
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In Cricket, Indian skipper Virat Kohli has became the
second fastest to score 25 Test centuries, only behind
Sir Don Bradman. He achieved the feat when he scored
123 on the third day of the Perth Test against Australia
It was also India's first Test ton in Perth since Sachin
Tendulkar's famous knock in 1992. Kohli also equalled
Tendulkar's record of most Test tons by an Indian - that
is six - in Australia.
Replying to Australia's first innings score of 326, India
had resumed play this morning at the overnight score
of 172 for 3, with Kohli and Ajinkya Rahane.

MANIKA BATRA FIRST INDIAN TO WIN
'BREAKTHROUGH TABLE TENNIS STAR' AWARD
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Pvt. Ltd
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VINESH PHOGAT, SAKSHI MALIK WIN GOLD AT
WRESTLING NATIONALS

G

Vinesh Phogat announced her return from injury after
a successful day out by grabbing the 57-kilogram title
while Sakshi Malik too did not disappoint the crowd
as she emerged the champion in the 62 kg on the
second day of the Tata Motors Senior Women's
National Championship.
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Manika Batra became the first Indian to win a
'Breakthrough Table Tennis Star' award at the
prestigious ITTF Star Awards in South Korea.
Manika also reached her career-best ranking of 52 in
2018 and became India's highest ranked female player.
Manika started the year on a high at the 2018
Commonwealth Games, guiding India to its first-ever
gold medal in the Women's Team category as they
defeated four-time gold medallists and defending
champions Singapore 3-1.
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KHELO INDIA YOUTH GAMES TO START FROM
JANUARY 9

BCCI APPOINTS WV RAMAN AS HEAD COACH OF
INDIA WOMEN'S CRICKET TEAM
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Khelo India Youth Games-2019 will be held in Pune of
Maharashtra from the 9th to 20th of January.
The Minister said, under Khelo India programme, the
government is providing scholarships to 1500 students
from across the country.
Addressing a press conference in New Delhi today, Sports
Minister Col Rajyavardhan Rathore said, nine thousand
youth will participate in this edition of the game.

G

The Board of Control for Cricket in India (BCCI)
appointed WV Raman as the head coach of India
women's cricket team.
According to a media release by the BCCI, his selection
was based on recommendations of the ad-hoc
committee comprising Kapil Dev, Anshuman Gaekwad
and Shantha Rangaswamy.
The ad-hoc committee decided on the following three
names in the order of preference -- Gary Kirsten, WV
Raman and Venkatesh Prasad," the BCCI said in a
statement.
The 53-year-old played 11 Test matches and 27 OneDay Internationals (ODIs) for the national team. In the
first-class cricket he had featured in 132 matches,
notching up over 7,900 runs for Tamil Nadu.

BELGIUM BEAT NETHERLANDS IN SHOOTOUT
TO WIN MEN'S HOCKEY WORLD CUP 2018

PV SINDHU BEATS NOZOMI OKUHARA TO WIN
MAIDEN BWF WORLD TOUR FINALS TITLE
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PV Sindhu scripted history by becoming the first Indian
to win a World series final title.
The Indian shuttler was at her best in a real humdinger
of a contest against Japanese Nozomi Okuhara as she
walked away with the match 21-19, 21-17. Sindhu, who
had finished second in the Olympics, Commonwealth
Games, Asian games and World Championships.
The BWF World Tour Finals is an annual badminton
competition that takes place at the end of every year.
The badminton players having most points from all
the events of the BWF World Tour in that calendar
year compete with each other in this tournament.

37TH SENIOR NATIONAL ROWING CHAMPIONSHIP BEGINS IN PUNE
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The 37th Senior National Rowing Championship will
start in the Army Rowing Node in Pune.
Around 500 rowers and coaches from various rowing
associations across the country will take part in the
Championship which will run up to 22nd of this month.
The Rowers for the World Championships-2019 will be
selected from this event. World Championship -2019
is the first qualifying Championship for the 2020 Tokyo
Olympics
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Belgium defeated former champions the Netherlands
in sudden death in a thrilling summit clash to win their
maiden men's hockey World Cup title at the Kalinga
Stadium in Bhubaneswar.
Olympic silver medallist Belgium created history by
eking out a 3-2 win in the penalty shoot-out after the
final match of the game's showpiece event ended in
a goalless draw.
16 Teams Participated in the 2018 Men's Hockey
World Cup Championship and they Played 32 Matches
in this Championship.
Odisha Chief Minister Naveen Patnaik released Men's
Hockey World Cup anthem 'Jai Hind' composed by
renowned music director and composer A.R. Rahman
and penned by veteran lyricist Gulzar.
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ASIAN CHAMPIONS TROPHY HOCKEY FINAL
INDIA & PAKISTAN DECLARED JOINT WINNERS

ROHIT SHARMA BECOMES FIRST BATSMAN TO
HIT FOUR T20I HUNDREDS
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India and Pakistan will share the trophy. Both teams
have won the tournament twice each in the past.
The start of the final match was delayed due to heavy
rain. As the turf was completely waterlogged the teams
couldn't play.
Both India and Pakistan were declared joint winners of
the Asian Hockey Champions Trophy.
India had won the Asian Hockey Champions Trophy in
2011 and 2016.

SOURAV KOTHARI WINS WORLD BILLIARDS
CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE
India's Sourav Kothari defeated Peter Gilchrist of
Singapore 1134-944 of to clinch the 2018 WBL World
Billiards Championship title
The former national and Asian Billiards champion was
pipped at the post for the coveted World Billiards crown
on two occasions in the last two years, including a loss
to Gilchrist in the 2016 final in Bengaluru.
Earlier in the semis, Kothari steered his way to a
dramatic victory in the dying minutes of the game over
6-time World and defending champion David Causier
of England by 1317-1246.
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He also became the first captain to score two T20I
hundreds.He also became the first captain to score
two T20I hundreds.

Indian mountaineer Satyarup Siddhanta became the
first Indian to climb Mt Giluwe - the second highest
mountain in Papua New Guinea.
Satyarup reached the summit of the mountain which
is at an elevation of 4,367 metres on November 11.
In September this year, Satyarup Siddhanta and
Mousumi Khatua created history by climbing Asia's
highest volcanic peak Mount Damavand and became
the first Bengalis to do so.

F1: LEWIS HAMILTON WINS BRAZILIAN
GRAND PRIX
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He also overtook Virat Kohli to become India's leading
run-getter in T20Is, and ended up second on the list
of the highest run-getters in the world, just behind
New Zealand's Martin Guptill.

MOUNTAINEER SATYARUP SIDDHANTA
SCALES MT GILUWE IN PAPUA NEW GUINEA
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AZHAR ALI ANNOUNCES RETIREMENT FROM ODIS
Senior Pakistan batsman Azhar Ali announced his
retirement from limited overs cricket in order to
concentrate fully on Test cricket.
Azhar, who had to step down as captain of the ODI team
last year, however felt that he could have done more
in 50-over cricket.
Azhar has been one of Pakistan's most prolific runscorers in Test cricket as he scored a triple century and
a double hundred in Tests in the UAE and Australia in
2016 and 2017 respectively.

Rohit Sharma became the first batsman to hit four T20I
hundreds. His whirlwind, unbeaten knock of 111 of 61
balls powered India to 195-2 in their second T20I
against the West Indies.

Mercedes driver Lewis Hamilton, who scored his 10th
victory of the Formula 1 season, won Brazilian Grand Prix
Hamilton lead through the first half of the race before
he was passed by Max Verstrappen who then looked
all set to take the podium.
Team Mercedes also lifted the Constructors title for
the fifth consecutive time.

UNICEF APPOINTS HIMA DAS AS INDIA'S
FIRST EVER YOUTH AMBASSADOR
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Teenage sprint sensation Hima Das, who won three
medals, including gold in 4x400m women's relay at
the Asian Games and a historic gold medal at the U-20
World Championship in Finland, has been appointed
India's first ever Youth Ambassador by UNICEF.
In her role as a Youth Ambassador, Hima will be
working towards raising awareness about the rights
and needs of children.
She will help amplify the voices of children and young
people as active participants in decision making, thus
contributing to their holistic development.
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Banking & Financial

Awareness

CENTRE INFUSES RS 3,076 CRORE CAPITAL
INTO UCO BANK

G
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GOVERNMENT TO INFUSE RS 10,086 CRORE
CAPITAL IN BANK OF INDIA

G

State-run lender UCO Bank on Monday said the central
government has infused Rs 3,076 crore of capital into
it by way of preferential allotment.
By the end of second quarter of 2018-19 (FY19), its
capital adequate ratio (Basel III) stood at 7.57 per cent
as against 9.32 per cent year-ago.
Gross NPA of the Bank as a percentage of total loans
decreased during September quarter by 0.34 basis
points to 25.37 per cent from 25.71 per cent during
the June quarter.

RBI LIFTS SIX MONTH BAN, PERMITS PAYTM
PAYMENTS BANK TO ONBOARD NEW CUSTOMERS
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The Central government will infuse around Rs 10,086
crore in Bank of India (BoI). The government has
intimated BoI about the capital infusion.
The government had earlier announced an infusion of
Rs 65,000 crore in PSBs in FY19, of which Rs 23,000
crore has already been disbursed, while Rs 42,000 crore
is remaining.
There are 11 PSBs under the Prompt Corrective Action
(PCA) framework that restricts them from lending to
high credit risk categories, in turn preventing the
growth of their loan books.

BANKS RECOVER RS 40,000-CRORE FROM
DEFAULTERS : RBI
Banks have seen a significant improvement in recovery
of stressed assets helped by the Insolvency and
Bankruptcy Code (IBC) and amendments in the
Securitisation and Reconstruction of Financial Assets
and Enforcement of Security Interests (SARFAESI) Act,
during FY18, the RBI data showed.
In the fiscal year 2018, banks recovered Rs 40,400 crore
worth of bad loans as against Rs 38,500 crore in FY17.
Besides recovery through various resolution
mechanisms, banks are also cleaning up theirs balance
sheets through sale of doubtful/ loss assets to assets
reconstruction companies (ARCs) and other banks/
NBFCs/financial institutions by taking haircuts, the
report said.
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The year 2019 seems to have brought good luck to
Paytm. After almost six months of the ban, the Reserve
Bank of India (RBI) has allowed Paytm Payments Bank
to restart opening new accounts for its consumers.
Launched in May 2017, Paytm Payments Bank is a
mobile-first bank with zero charges on all online
transactions (such as IMPS, NEFT, RTGS) and no
minimum balance requirement.
Paytm Payments Bank stopped enrolling new
customers on June 20, 2018, following an audit by the
RBI, which made certain observations about the process
the company follows in acquiring new customers and
its adherence to know-your-customer (KYC) norms.

SYNDICATE BANK AND SBI LIFE INSURANCE
SIGN A BANCASSURANCE PACT
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Syndicate Bank and SBI Life Insurance announced that
they have signed a bancassurance pact to offer a
comprehensive financial planning solution to its
customers.
The agreement was signed in the presence of Syndicate
Bank Managing Director and Chief Executive Officer
Mrutyunjay Mahapatra and MD and CEO of SBI Life,
Sanjeev Nautiyal.
The two banks said they were hopeful of ensuring
greater reach and penetration in the market with 3,000
branches of Syndicate Bank spread across the country
offering SBI Life's diverse range of protection, wealth
creation and savings insurance products to its
customers.
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GOVT AMALGAMATES THREE RRBS INTO A
SINGLE BANK
The government has amalgamated three Regional Rural
Banks -- Punjab Gramin Bank, Malwa Gramin Bank and
Sutlej Gramin Bank -- into a single RRB with effect from
January 1.
In a filing to the BSE, Punjab and Sind Bank said the
central government, after consulting the sponsor banks
of the three RRBs, felt that in the interest of the banks
and the areas served by them, they should be
amalgamated into a single RRB.
National Bank for Agriculture and Rural Development
(NABARD) Chairman: Harsh Kumar Bhanwala,
Headquarters: Mumbai

RBI LIMITS CUSTOMER LIABILITY IN
FRAUDULENT PPI TRANSACTIONS
The Reserve Bank of India has decided to limit the
liability of customers in case of unauthorised electronic
payment transactions in Prepaid Payment Instruments
(PPIs) issued by non-banks.
Under new norms on customer liability, the regulator
said frauds due to third-party breach where neither the
customer nor the PPI issuer is at fault, there cannot be
any liability for the customer, in case the incident in
reported within three days.
If the fraud is reported between three and seven days,
customer liability will amount to the transaction value
or 10,000, whichever is lower.

CABINET CLEARS VIJAYA BANK, DENA BANK,
BANK OF BARODA MERGER
The Cabinet Committee on Economic Affairs (CCEA)
approved the merger of state-run Vijaya Bank, Bank of
Baroda and Dena Bank.
This marks the first-ever three-way merger in the
country's banking sector. The merged entity will
become the third largest bank in the country, after
government-owned State Bank of India and private
sector lender ICICI Bank.
The merger will come into force on April 1, 2019.

RBI APPOINTS NANDAN NILEKANI AS
CHAIRMAN OF PANEL ON DIGITAL PAYMENTS
Panel to suggest measures to strengthen safety of
digital payments ecosystem.
The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) has appointed Nandan
Nilekani, co-founder of Infosys, as the chairman of a
five-member high-level committee that will work
towards deepening digital payments in India.
Besides, it will suggest measures to strengthen the
safety and security of digital payments and provide a
road map on how to increase customer confidence while
accessing financial services through digital modes.
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ESAF SMALL FINANCE BANK GETS RBI NOD TO
OPERATE AS SCHEDULED BANK
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SRI LANKA'S CENTRAL BANK GETS $400
MILLION SWAP FROM RBI
Sri Lanka's Central Bank said that the Reserve Bank of
India (RBI) has agreed to provide USD 400 million under
a swap arrangement to boost the island nation's
reserves.
The RBI has agreed to provide the funds under its SAARC
(South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation)
Swap Facility.
Central Bank Governor Indrajith Coomaraswamy last
week said that the nearly two-month long political crisis
had an adverse impact on the country's economy.
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ESAF small finance bank which received the first banking
license in Kerala since independence has got RBI
approval to operate as scheduled bank.
This makes Thrissur-based ESAF small finance bank
(SFB) the fifth scheduled bank from Kerala. ESAF micro
finance institution, started in 1992, was one among
the ten applicants to receive approval from RBI to start
banking operations in 2016.
The bank has established a network of 432 banking
outlets spread across 13 States and has a customer
base of 2.6 million.
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YES BANK APPOINTS BRAHM DUTT AS NONEXECUTIVE PART-TIME CHAIRMAN
Yes Bank, India's fourth-largest private sector bank, on
Saturday announced the appointment of Brahm Dutt
as non-executive part-time chairman.
Brahm Dutt has been on Yes Bank's board since July
2013 as an independent director, and contributed to
almost all the sub-committees of the board over the
past five and a half years, it added.
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NEPAL'S CENTRAL BANK ASKED RBI TO
DECLARE NEW INDIAN CURRENCY NOTES LEGAL
IN A WRITTEN PLEA
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Nepal has asked the RBI to declare newly circulated
Indian currency notes of denominations higher than
Rs 100 legal tender in the country.
The Nepal Rastra Bank (NRB), the country's central
monetary authority, has written a letter on Friday to
the Reserve Bank of India (RBI), asking it to make Indian
bank bills Rs 200, Rs 500 and Rs 2,000 legal tender in
Nepal.
The RBI has only allowed the circulation of Indian
currency notes of Rs 100 and less in Nepal and provides
exchange facilities for bills of these denomination.

RESERVE BANK SLAPS RS 3 CRORE PENALTY ON
CITIBANK
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The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) has imposed a penalty
of Rs 3 crore on Citibank India for not complying with
directions regarding the 'fit-and-proper criteria' for
directors of the bank.
The RBI in a statement, however, added that the action
is based on deficiencies in regulatory compliance and
is not intended to pronounce upon the validity of any
transaction or agreement entered into by the bank with
its customers.
The US-based Citibank has been operating in India for
over 115 years. The bank has 35 branches in India and
a network of 541 ATMs, according to the latest RBI
data.

FIN MIN WANTS PSU BANKS TO BRING DOWN
GOVT EQUITY TO 52%
In a bid to align with the best corporate practices, the
Finance Ministry has asked the public sector banks to
gradually bring down the government's equity to 52
per cent.
The country's largest lender State Bank of India (SBI)
has already initiated step for Rs 20,000 crore share sale
through qualified institutional placement.
A notification under the Securities Contracts
Regulations (Amendment) Rules makes it mandatory
for all listed entities to have a minimum public float of
25%.

G
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IDFC BANK RE-NAMED IDFC FIRST BANK
Private sector lender IDFC Bank said its name has been
changed to IDFC First Bank Ltd with effect
IDFC Bank and non-banking financial company Capital
First had announced completion of their merger on
December 18, creating a combined loan asset book of
Rs 1.03 lakh crore for the merged entity.
Following the merger, the board of IDFC Bank had
approved the appointment of V Vaidyanathan, founder
and chairman of Capital First Ltd, as managing director
and chief executive officer of the merged entity.
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RBI SETS NEW EXTERNAL COMMERCIAL
BORROWINGS FRAMEWORK, LIFTS SECTORAL
CURBS

STAGE SET FOR RBI RATE CUT AS RETAIL
INFLATION FALLS TO 2.19%

G

G
G

India's retail inflation and wholesale inflation fell to
multi-month lows in December amid signs of weakening
economic recovery, creating wiggle room for the
Reserve Bank of India's (RBI) monetary policy
committee to cut interest rates at its meeting on 7
February.
Data released by the Central Statistics Office (CSO)
showed consumer price index (CPI) based inflation at
an 18-month low of 2.19% in December against 2.33%
a month ago, as food prices continued to slide.
Wholesale inflation (measured by WPI) softened to an
eight-month low of 3.8% in December from 4.64% in
November, 2018.
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The Reserve Bank came out with a new policy for
overseas borrowings, allowing all eligible entities to
raise foreign funding under the automatic route and
removing sectoral curbs.
All eligible borrowers can now raise External
Commercial Borowings (ECB) up to $750 million or
equivalent per financial year under the automatic route
replacing the existing sector wise limits.
The "liberalisation/rationalisation" in the new
framework ECB and rupee-denominated bonds has
been done to further improve the ease of doing business.
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NASA'S NEW HORIZONS: 'SNOWMAN' SHAPE OF
DISTANT ULTIMA THULE REVEALED
A new picture returned from Nasa's New Horizons
spacecraft shows it to be two objects joined together to give a look like a "snowman".
The US probe's images acquired as it approached Ultima
hinted at the possibility of a double body, but the first
detailed picture from Tuesday's close flyby confirms it.
The event set a record for the most distant ever
exploration of a Solar System object. The previous mark
was also set by New Horizons when it flew past the
dwarf planet Pluto in 2015.

G
G
ISRO LAUNCHES SAMWAD WITH STUDENTS TO
ENGAGE THEM ON SPACE SCIENCE ACTIVITIES

G

MOU BETWEEN INDIAN ARMY AND PNB
Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) was signed
between the Indian Army and PNB on the Defence
Salary Package.
The signing ceremony was chaired by the Adjutant
General, Lt Gen Ashwani Kumar and was attended by
top dignitaries of PNB headed byMr Naveen Kumar.
A number of additional facilities have been incorporated
in the MoU after concerted efforts.The Army hopes this
MoU will benefit a large number of serving and retired
Army personnel who have accounts with PNB and also
provide them an opportunity to access modern
banking facilities.
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Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO) has launched
Samwad with Students as part of its outreach
programme. The Indian Space agency will engage
youngsters across the country in activities concerning
space science under this programme.
During the inauguration in Bengaluru , 40 students and
10 teachers from select schools interacted with ISRO
Chairman Dr. K Sivan about the Indian Space
Programme and their benefits to the common man.
The Chairman asked students to study science and
mathematics with absolute seriousness which would
enable them to take up challenging careers.

CENTRE TO INTRODUCE COMMERCIAL SPACE
ACTIVITIES BILL IN BUDGET SESSION
The Centre is likely to introduce a Bill to commercialise
space activities in the budget session next year.
It will help the Centre establish a regulatory mechanism
through an appropriate body to authorise and license
space activities.
The bill provides for a non-transferable licence to be
provided by the Central Government to any person
carrying out commercial space activity.
The bill empowers the Central Government to
formulate the appropriate mechanism for licencing,
eligibility criteria, and fees for the licence.

G
G
G
G
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SPACEX LAUNCHES 10 IRIDIUM COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITES
A SpaceX Falcon 9 rocket carrying 10 Iridium
Communications satellites has blasted off from California.
SpaceX will try to land the Falcon's first stage on an
autonomous vessel floating in the ocean.
The payload is the eighth and final set of satellites to
be launched as Iridium replaces its entire globe-circling
fleet with next-generation orbiters. Deployment of the
satellites is scheduled to be completed a little over an
hour after liftoff.
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G

SPACEX DRAGON RETURNS TO EARTH AFTER
2ND SPACE STATION DELIVERY
SpaceX's fourth Dragon capsule to make two trips to
the International Space Station successfully returned
to Earth overnight, with splashdown confirmed in the
Pacific Ocean.
The SpaceX-CRS-16 Dragon successfully delivered more
than 2,500 kilograms (5,600 pounds) of cargo to the
space station and orbited Earth for five weeks.
The International Space Station is a habitable artificial
satellite, in low Earth orbit.

G
G
G
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JAPAN LAUNCHES EPSILON-4 ROCKET WITH 7
SATELLITES

NIRAMALA SITHARAMAN INAUGURATES TAMIL
NADU DEFENCE INDUSTRIAL CORRIDOR
Defence Minister Nirmala Sitharaman inaugurated the
Tamil Nadu Defence Industrial Corridor, taking a step
forward to boost indigenous production of defence
equipment.
Total investments worth over Rs 3,038 crore in this
defence corridor were announced during the
inauguration.
The Tamil Nadu Defence Industrial Corridor - also called
the Tamil Nadu Defence Production Quad as the nodal
cities form a quadrilateral with one of them at the
centre - includes Chennai, Hosur, Salem, Coimbatore
and Tiruchirappalli as nodes.
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Japan successfully launched the Epsilon-4 rocket
carrying seven satellites from the Uchinoura Space
Center in Kagoshima.
The Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency or JAXA
shouldered the cost of the launch, which adds up to
roughly USD 50 million, to encourage space exploration
by the private sector, reports NHK World.
In fact, the largest satellite has been successfully placed
in orbit shortly after take-off at an altitude of 514
kilometres.

SPACEX LAUNCHED 64 SATELLITES IN RECORDBREAKING MISSION

G
G

ISRO TO LAUNCH TWO UNMANNED SPACE

I MISSIONS IN 2020 AND 2021
G
B G Indian Speace Research Organisation (ISRO)announced
it will send two unmanned mission to space in
T that
December next year and in July 2021.
G Country's first manned space flight - Gaganyaan - will G
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send three humans into space for seven days by
December 2021. Dr Sivan said ISRO's unmanned test
missions for Gaganyaan in 2021 will carry
humanoidsnot animals.

Dr Sivan said 32 planned missions including
Chandrayaan-2 are in the pipeline. He said
Chandrayaan-2 is a complex and challenging mission
and it will land near south pole.

BHEL, LIBCOIN TO BUILD INDIA'S FIRST
LITHIUM-ION BATTERY PLANT: GOVT

G
G
G

State-run BHEL and Libcoin are in talks to form a
consortium to initially build a 1GWh lithium-ion battery
plant in India.
The plant's capacity will be scaled up to 30GWh in due
course.
BHEL will be sending a team of senior officers for study
of the facilities, R&D infrastructure and other technocommercial issues soon.
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SpaceX delivered 64 satellites into orbit in one fell
swoop for a record-setting mission.
It marked one of the largest satellite ride-sharing
missions ever launched and the most crowded single
mission in US history, according to Spaceflight, SpaceX's
customer for the launch.
The latest version of SpaceX's Falcon 9 rocket, called
Block 5, is designed to fly as many as 100 times before
retirement, and up to 10 times without significant
refurbishment between flights.
SSO-A was the first mission Spaceflight has filled a
rocket entirely with its small satellite customers. They
came from 34 companies and organizations across 17
countries.

DGAFMS MILITARY MEDICINE CONCLAVE 2018
HELD IN NEW DELHI
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The first Directorate General Armed Forces Medical
Services (DGAFMS) Military Medicine Conclave was
held in New Delhi.
The aim of the conclave was to deliberate on issues
and challenges being faced by the AFMS today and to
utilize the collective wisdom and experience of veteran
leaders of the Corps who have led the Corps to its
glorious present status.
DGAFMS and Senior Colonel Commandant AMC Lt Gen
Bipin Puriwelcomed the delegates and highlighted the
significance of this unique endeavour.
December 1, 2018 marked the start of the Armed Forces
week till December 7, 2018.
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INDIA SUCCESSFULLY TEST FIRES NUCLEARCAPABLE AGNI-5 MISSILE
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India successfully test-fired nuclear-capable ballistic
missile Agni-5, which has a strike range of 5,000 km,
from Dr Abdul Kalam Island off the Odisha coast.
This is the seventh trial of the indigenously-developed
surface-to-surface missile.
Agni-V is a three stage missile, 17 metres tall, two
metres wide and capable of carrying 1.5 tonne of
nuclear warheads.
The first two flights of Agni-5 in 2012 and 2013 were
in open configuration.
The Agni-5 also has advantages of higher reliability,
longer shelf life, less maintenance and enhanced
mobility, according to sources.

INDIAN NAVY TO CONDUCT 'EXERCISE SEA
VIGIL' NEXT MONTH TO TEST ROBUSTNESS OF
COASTAL SECURITY APPARATUS

G
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MICROSOFT LAUNCHES E-COMM PLATFORM FOR
HANDLOOM WEAVERS

The Indian Navy will conduct a large-scale coastal
defence exercise next month to test the robustness of
the entire coastal security apparatus.
The 'Exercise sea vigil' will involve all stake holders
across mainland and Island territories, and will see the
participation of all operational ships, submarines and
aircraft as well as units of Indian coast guards
Theatre level operational readiness exercise 'Tropex' will
begin from January and culminate in March, next year.
Maiden Bilateral Exercises with UAE and Indonesia and
Maiden CORPAT with Bangladesh were also commenced
this year.
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Indian Space Research Organisation or ISRO's GSAT-11
satellite also called the "Big Bird " was successfully
launched into space from the French space port of
Kourou in South America.

G

The satellite, launched at 2.07 am (IST), will help provide
satellite-based internet to remote places where cablebased internet cannot reach.

G

The "Big Bird" has cost about Rs. 600 crore. The ariane5 heavyweight rocket was hired from Arianespace by
ISRO. The satellite is expected to have a life span of 15
years.
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This e-commerce platform will help connect artisans
to buyers directly, enabling them to expand to newer
customers and markets.
The new e-commerce website hosts signature
collections created by weaver communities and
showcases traditional designs and products created
from natural dyes.

CABINET APPROVES MoU BETWEEN INDIA AND
THE USA CONCERNING SCIENTIFIC AND
TECHNICAL COOPERATION

INDIA'S MOST POWERFUL SATELLITE, 'THE BIG
BIRD', LAUNCHED SUCCESSFULLY

G

Microsoft India has launched a new e-commerce
platform re-weave.in for handloom weavers under its
Project ReWeave, part of its philanthropic initiatives.

The Union Cabinet chaired by Prime Minister Shri
Narendra Modi has been apprised of Memorandum of
Understanding (MoU) between India and the United
States of America (USA) concerning Scientific and
Technical Cooperation in the Earth Sciences.
The collaboration between India and the USA will enable
sharing of the expertise available with organizations in
both countries, and adoption of the latest state-of-theart technology in the field of Earth Science.
The cooperation under this MoU is envisaged through
various modes viz. exchange of technical information,
visits, training and cooperative research consistent
with on-going programmes of both countries in the
fields.
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Relative Speed:1.

If two objects are moving in same direction with
speeds X and Y, then the relative speed is XY.

Example. Two persons are moving in the same direction at 5km/
h and 7 km/h. Total distance between them is 12 km.
Find the time when they meet.
Solution:

Distance = 12 km.
Relative speed = (75) = 2 km/h

Quantitative Aptitude
SPEED
Speed is a basic concept in motion. It is about moving of object and
how fast or slow it moves. Speed can be defined as the amount of
Distance covered in a given Time period.
Formula of Distance:- Distance = Speed × Time
Speed =

Distance
time

Distance
Time =
speed
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Note:- Distance is directly proportional to Velocity when time is
constant.
Example:- A person goes at a speed of 60 km/h and travel for 2
hours. What is the distance covered by him?
Solution: Distance = Speed × time
Distance = 60 × 2 = 120 km
Conversion of speed:1. Convert from kmph (km/h) to mps(m/sec)
For converting kmph to mps, multiply it by 5/18
Speed in km/h × 5 /18 = Speed in m/sec
2. Convert from mps (m/sec) to kmph (km/h)

Time = 4distance*time
Time = 12* 2 = 6 hours
2.

If two objects are moving is opposite direction with
speeds X and Y, then their relative speed is X+Y.

Example. Two persons are moving in the opposite direction at
5km/h and 7 km/h. Total distance between them is 12
km. Find the time when they meet.
Solution:

Distance = 12 km
Relative speed = (7 + 5) = 12 km/h
Time = distance *time
Time = 12/12 = 1 hour

Circular Motion
1. The distance covered by the winner = length of the race
2. Losers distance = winners distance  (beat distance + start
distance)
3. Winners time = losers time  (beat time + start time)
4. If a race ends in a deadlock, i.e. both reach the winning post
together then beat time = 0 and beat distance = 0
5. When two runners are on the same circular track, the time
taken for them to meet for the first time is given by the
following expression:Length of the track / Relative speed of the runners
Number of times two runners meet on the circular track =
Number of rounds gained by faster runner over the slower one.

EXAMPLES

For converting m/sec to km/h, multiply it by 18/5.
Speed in m/sec × 18 /5 = Speed in km/h
Note: Time is inversely proportional to speed when Distance is
constant. If the ratio of the speeds of A and B is 1:2, then the ratio of
the times taken by them to cover the same distance is 2: 1
Average speed:Average speed =

total distance
total time takes

Suppose a man covers a certain distance at x km/hr and an equal
distance at y km/hr. Then,
The average speed during the whole journey is :- 2xy/(x + y)
Example. A man travels half of his journey at 60 km/h and remaining
at 40 km/h. Find the average speed of the journey.
Solution:
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1. Distance of 400 km is to be covered by car and bus. If the
first 100 km covered by car and the rest by bus, it takes 6
hours in all. If car is used for 150 km more, it takes 60
minutes less for the entire journey. How much is speed of
car more than speed of bus?
(A) 40km/h

(B) 60km/h

(C) 80km/h

(D) 100km/h

(E) 50km/h
2. A train covers 430 km in 5 hours. The speed of a bike is half
the speed of the train. How much time will the bike take to
cover a distance of 301 km?
(A) 6 hours

(B) 7 hours

Average speed = 2xy/(x + y)

(C) 8 hours

(D) 9 hours

Average speed = 2×60×40 60+40 = 48 km/h

(E) None of these
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3. Amit goes to school at 20 km/h and reaches 6 minutes late.
Next time he goes at 24 km/h and reaches the school 4
minutes earlier than the scheduled time. What is the distance
of his house from his school?
(A) 12 km

(B) 15 km

(C) 18 km

(D) 20 km

(E) None of these
4. A man takes 6 hours 35 minutes in walking to a certain place
and riding back. He would have taken 2 hours less by riding
both ways. What would be the time he would take to walk
both ways?
(A) 4 hours 35 minutes

(B) 8 hours 35 minutes

(C) 10 hours

(D) 8 hours 25 minutes

(E) None of these
5. A bus started its journey from Delhi and reached Noida in
44 minutes at its average speed of 50 km/hour. If the average
speed of the bus is increased by 5 km/hour, how much time
will it take to cover the same distance?
(A) 40 minutes

(B) 38 minutes

(C) 36 minutes

(D) 31 minutes

(E) 49 minutes

SOLUTIONS
1. (A) 100 km (car) + 300 km (bus) = 360 min
250 km (car) + 150 km (bus) = 300 min
From both equations,
400 km (car) = 240 min
Speed of car =

400
× 60 = 100 km/hr
240

Speed of bus =

600
× 60 = 60 km/hr
600

Difference in speed = 100  60 = 40 km/hr.

430
= 86 km/hr
5
86
Speed of bike =
= 43 km/hr
2
301
Time taken by bike =
= 7 hrs.
43

2. (B) speed of train =

3. (D)

20 km/hr

1hr =10 (time difference)
60 min =10 min
1 min =

1
= 20 km/hr
6
Alternate solution.
Let time is = t
distance = n km
in first case - speed is 20 km/hr
120 = 120 ×

6 ⎞
⎛
x = 20 ⎜ t + ⎟
60
⎝
⎠
in second case when speed is 24 km/hr
4 ⎞
⎛
x = 24 ⎜ t – ⎟
⎝ 60 ⎠
I is II will be equal.

...(i)

...(ii)

9
6 ⎞
4 ⎞
⎛
⎛
20 ⎜ t + ⎟ = 24 ⎜ t – ⎟ t =
60
60
10
⎝
⎠
⎝
⎠
⎛9 1⎞
x = 20 ⎜ + ⎟ = 20 km
⎝ 10 10 ⎠
4. (B) time taken in walking = m
Time taken in riding = n
m + n = 6 hr 35 min
Time taken in riding both ways
= 4 hr 35 min
n + n = 4 hr 35 min
Using eq (i) & (ii)
(m + 2) hr 17.5 min = 6 hr 35 min
m = 4 hr 17.5 min
Time taken in walking
Both ways = 2m = 8 hr 35 min
5. (A) Time taken by the bus was 44min =
=

I
B
(i)
T
(ii)

44
hour
60

11
hour
15

Average distance d covered by bus in 11/15 hour with
an average speed of 50 km/hr = average speed × time

29 km/hr

= 50 ×

11 110
=
km
15
3

After increasing speed by 5 km/hrs, new speed = 55
km/hrs
Time taken by bus to cover the same distance with
increased speed = distance/speed

120

6

10
1
=
60
6

15
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t=

110 / 3
hr = 40 min.
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Reasoning Ability
SYLLOGISM (VENN DIAGRAM)
Introduction:- The word 'Syllogism' is also referred to
'Logic'. Syllogism is an important section of logical reasoning
and hence, a working knowledge of its rules is required to
solve the problems. In banking and SSC exams they ask 5
questions on this hence it is an important topic for exams.
In this chapter, we deal with questions which aims at
predicting a candidate's ability to relate a certain given group
of items and illustrate it diagrammatically. Figures
representing groups of items are called Venn Diagrams
named after the British logician John Venn. To represent
these diagrams, we use different geometrical figures like
circles, triangles, rectangles, etc. Different Types of
Questions Based on Venn Diagrams In this chapter, we will
deal with basically three entities. There are following five
types of questions which are generally asked in various
competitions.
TYPE 1: UNIVERSAL AFFIRMATIVE SYLLOGISM

I
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When one group of items is completely included in the
second group of items and the second and again the second
group of items completely belongs to the third group called
Universal Affirmative, the Venn Diagram would be as follows.

TYPE 2: UNIVERSAL NEGATIVE SYLLOGISM
If all the items clearly belong to three different groups, i.e.,
they are not correlated with each other in any sense, called
Universal Negative.
3. Intelligence, Stress, Strength
Explanation:
Strength

intelligence

Stress

Stress, Intelligence and Strength are entirely different
from each other.
Because stress means- A vague unpleasant emotion
that is experienced in anticipation of some (usually
ill-defined) misfortune.
Intelligence means- The ability to comprehend; to
understand and profit from experience.
Strength means- The property of being physically or
mentally strong.
4. Snake, Sparrow, Fish
Explanation:
Sparrow

Snake

1. Triangle, Circle, Pentagon
Fish

Explanation:
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They all belong to different categories.
TYPE 3: PARTICULAR SYLLOGISM
Pontagon
Circle
Triangle

All Pentagons are Circles and all Circles are Triangles.
Hence, this case comes under Universal Affirmative.
2. State, Village, District
Explanation:
Venn diagram would be shown as follows:

Village
District
State

A village is situated in a district and the district is
situated within a state.
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In this type, two items are correlated to each other and statements
arise like some-first entity belongs to the second entity.
5. Athletes, Students, Boys
Explanation:
Boys

Students

Athletes

Here, some Athletes may be Students and some
Athletes may be Boys. Also, some Students may be
Boy. So, the given items are partly related to each other.
TYPE 4: MISCELLANEOUS SYLLOGISM
In this type of syllogism , we deal with the questions which
belong to at least two types which are discussed earlier.
Different types of cases that can be studied under this type
are as follows:
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CASE-1
If two separate groups of items are completely unrelated to
each other, but they are completely included in the third group,
then the relationships can be diagrammatically shown as:
6. (a) Restaurant, Customers, Waiters
Explanation:

(b) Murderer, Criminal, Judge
Explanation:

Murderer

Judge

Criminal
Customers

Waiters

Restaurant

Customers and Waiters are entirely different. But
both are parts of Restaurant.
(b) Truck, Vehicle, Bike
Explanation:

We know all Murderers are Criminal but Judge
are entirely different to both of these.
CASE-4
If one group of items is partly included in the second group
of items and the third group is completely unrelated to these
two groups, their relationship is diagrammatically shown as:
9. Wood, Table, Clothes
Explanation:
Wood

Trucks

Table

Clothes

Bikes

Vehicles

Trucks and Bikes are entirely different. But both
are parts of Vehicle.
CASE-2
When two groups of items have some common relationship
and both of them are completely included in the third group,
the relationships are shown by two smaller intersecting
circles in a third large circle.
7. Human, Boys, Students
Explanation:

Some Woods are made of Table but Clothes is entirely
different.
CASE-5
If one item belongs to the class of second and the third item
is partly related to these two, they are represented as shown:
10. Males, Fathers, Professors
Explanation:
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Professors
Fathers
Males

Boys Students
Human

Some Boys are Students and some Students are Boys
but all Boys and Students are Humans.
CASE-3
If one item belongs to the class of the second while, the
third item is entirely different from the two, then they may
be represented by the following diagram.
8. (a) Drivers, Human, Elephants
Explanation:

All Fathers are Males but some Males and some
Fathers can be Professors. So, the circles representing
Professors would intersect both of the two concentric
circles.
CASE-6
If one item belongs to the class of second and the third item
is partly related to the second, they are represented as shown.
11. Females, Sisters, Mothers
Explanation:

Sisters
Elephants

Mothers

Driver

Females
Human

We know all Drivers are Human but Elephants are
entirely different to both of these.
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All Sisters are Females. This would be represented by
two concentric circles but some Females are Mothers
but Mother cannot be Sisters.
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ENGLISH LANGUAGE

Rules to Changing Voice:

VOICE

a) Subject should be placed in place of Object and object
should be in place of Subject.

Voice is that form of a verb which tells us whether the subject
does something or has something done to it.

c) We can change voice of only a transitive verb that is a verb
with an object.

b) By is used with a noun or a pronoun for showing doer

What is Voice?

Example:
Active Voice: He is reading a novel.
Passive Voice: A novel is being read by him.

d) We cant change voice of an intransitive verb that is a verb
without an object.
e) The voice of Future Continuous Tense cannot be changed.
f) The voice of all the Perfect Continuous Tenses cannot be
changed.

Rules to Change of verb:-
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Tense

Verb in Active Voice

Verb in Passive Voice

Present Indefinite

V1 + s, es, ies

Is / are / am + PP verb

Past Indefinite

Past Verb (V2)

Was / Were + PP verb

Future Indefinite

Shall \ will + V1

Shall / will +be + PP verb

Present Continuous

Is / are / am + V1+ing

Is / are /am being + PPVerb

Past Continuous

Was /were + V1+ing

Was /were + being + PP verb

Present Perfect

Has + Have + V3

Has + have + been + PP verb

Past Perfect

Had + V3

Future Perfect

Shall / Will + Have + PPVerb

Examples: Present
a) You do not tell a lie (Active Voice)
A lie is not told by you (passive voice)
b) I eat a mango (active voice)
A mango is eaten by me (passive)
Examples: Past
a) He wrote a letter (active Voice)
A letter was written by him (Passive Voice)
b) You did not take tea (Active Voice)
Tea was not taken by you (Passive Voice)
Examples: Future
a) I shall take tea (Active Voice)
Tea will be taken by me (Passive voice)
b) She will sing a song (Active Voice)
A song will be sung by her (Passive Voice)
Examples: Present Continuous
a) He is driving a car (Active Voice)
A car is being driven by him (Passive Voice)
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Shall/Will+hav +been +PP verb

b) I am writing a letter (Active Voice)
A letter is being written by me (Passive Voice)
Examples: Past Continuous
a) She was offering prayers (Active Voice)
Prayers were being offered by her (Passive Voice)
b) What were you doing? (Active Voice)
What was being done by you? (Passive Voice)
Examples: Present Perfect
a) I have bought two pens (Active Voice)
Two pens have been bought by me (Passive Voice)
b) He has posted the letter (Active Voice)
The letter has been posted by him (Passive Voice)
Examples: Past Perfect
a) I had taken food (Active Voice)
Food had been taken by me (Passive Voice)
b) Had he broken your pen? (Active Voice)
Had your pen been broken by him? (Passive Voice)
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Example: Future Perfect
a) I shall have finished the work (Active Voice)
The work will have been finished by me (Passive Voice)
b) He will have posted the letter (Active Voice)
The letter will have been posted by him (Passive Voice)

EXAMPLES
Direction (1-10):The given sentences are given in the
Active voice and four alternatives are given against each
sentence. You need to select the right alternative which
has the right passive voice. If the right alternative is
not given, choose option (d) as your option.
1. I dont like the food they serve at that restaurant.
(a) The food being served by them at the restaurant
is liked by me.
(b) The food they serve at the restaurant is liked by me.
(c) The food served by them at the restaurant is liked
by me.
(d) None of the above
2. I surf the Internet every day.
(a) Internet is surfed by me every day.
(b) Internet is being surfed by me every day.
(c) Internet was surfed by me every day.
(d) None of the above
3. Dont you clean your room every day?
(a) Isnt your room clean by you every day?
(b) Isnt your room cleaned by you every day?
(c) Every day, isnt your room cleaned by you?
(d) None of the above

7. Had you cleaned up the mess by the time they came
home?
(a) Had the mess been cleaned by you by the time
they came home?
(b) Had the mess been cleaned up by you by the time
they came home?
(c) Had the mess being cleaned up by you by the time
they came home?
(d) None of the above
8. He will have received the letter by tomorrow.
(a) The letter will have been received by him by
tomorrow.
(b) The letter will has been received by him by
tomorrow.
(c) The letter will have been received by him by the
next day.
(d) None of the above
9. He has finished his homework.
(a) The homework has been finished by him.
(b) The homework had been finished by him.
(c) The homework has finished by him.
(d) None of the above
10. After Rani had finished the work, she went to lunch.
(a) After the work was finished by Rani, she went to
lunch.
(b) After the work was finished by Rani, lunch was
being done by her.
(c) After the work had been finished by Rani, she went
to lunch.
(d) None of the above

4. We will visit the museum in the afternoon.
(a) The museum will visit by me in the afternoon.
(b) The museum will be visit by me in the afternoon.
(c) The museum will be visited by me in the afternoon.
(d) None of the above
5. You are not watching the movie.

ANSWERS
1.
2.
3.
4.

(c)
(a)
(b)
(d)

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

(b)
(a)
(b)
(a)
(d)

(a) The movie is not being watched by us.
(b) The movie is not being watched by you.
(c) The movie was not being watched by us.
(d) None of the above
6. Were you visiting your cousin last weekend?
(a) Was your cousin being visited by you last weekend?
(b) Was your cousin visited by you last weekend?
(c) Was your cousin being visited last weekend?
(d) None of the above
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10. (c)

is the correct alternative.
is the correct alternative.
is the correct alternative.
is the correct alternative as the correct Passive
Voice would be The museum will be visited by
us in the afternoon.
is the correct alternative.
is the correct alternative.
is the correct alternative.
is the correct alternative.
is the correct alternative as the correct Passive
Voice would be His homework has been finished
by him.
is the correct alternative.
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BANKING AWARENESS
What do you mean by Economics?
Economics is the study of given ends and scarce means.
Many people hear the word economics and think it is all
about money. Economics is not just about money. It is about
weighing different choices or alternatives. Some of those
important choices involve money, but most do not. Most of
your daily, monthly, or life choices have nothing to do with
money, yet they are still the subject of economics. For
example, your decisions about whether it should be you or
your roommate who should be the one to clean up or do the
dishes, whether you should spend an hour a week
volunteering for a worthy charity or send them a little money
via your cell phone, or whether you should take a job so you
can help support your siblings or parents or save for your
future are all economic decisions.
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Thus Economics is defined as the study of how groups and
individuals make decisions with limited resources as to best
fulfill their desires, requirements, and wants. The economics
is defined as the study of how groups and individuals make
decisions with limited resources as to best fulfill their
desires, requirements, and wants.
Types of Economics
Microeconomics: Microeconomics is focuses on the
activities of industries and individuals like the dynamics
between sellers and buyers, lenders and borrowers.
Macroeconomics: Macroeconomics takes a much broader
aspect by analyzing the economic activity of an international
or whole country market.
Importance of Economics
The economics is a social science and its important in our
political life, daily life, social life and economic life. Its
based on the pillar of a nation that who a country is advancing
in the economic area, who it is people, is developing in the
economic area.
1. The economic activity is human being essential activity
and predominant.

production, including: labor, capital, entrepreneurs, physical
resources and information resources. In everyday terms,
these production factors involve the employees and money
a company has at its disposal, as well as access to
entrepreneurs, the people who want to run companies or start
their own businesses. The physical materials and resources
needed to run a business, along with the data and knowledge
companies use to be successful, are also factors in
production. Different economic systems view the use of
these factors in different ways.
Types of Economic Systems
In this world there are three main types of economic systems.
Governments and their leaders claim to have their own
peculiar systems, but they are all basically mixed economies.
Economic systems can be basically classed into three
categories.
Market economy: Here prices are determined by levels of
supply and demand, instead of central and or local
government. Market forces determine what is produced, how
much is produced, how it is distributed, plus the prices of
goods and services.
All decisions regarding investment and salaries are also driven
by market forces in a market economy.
In a market economy, the government plays a minor role and
only lays down the rules so that businesses can thrive. An
outdated word for this type of economy is Capitalism.
Planned economy: All decisions regarding production,
distribution, salaries, investment and prices are made by a
central authority  usually the government. The closest
examples to this type of economy today are North Korea
and Cuba (to a lesser extent).
In a planned economy, also known as a centralized economy,
controlled economy or command economy, central
government has planners who make all the decisions.
According to economists, the most fundamental difference
between a market and planned economy is the existence of
private property, i.e. it exists in the free market and does not
in the command economy.

What do you mean by Economic System?

Mixed Economy: market economies sometimes get into
trouble, at which point the government feels compelled to
intervene. Sometimes, when lawmakers believe some players
are being exploited unfairly, or the level playing field for
business is under threat, the government may become
involved.

Economic systems are the means by which countries and
governments distribute resources and trade goods and
services. They are used to control the five factors of

Similarly, the leaders of a command economy may decide
that more investment is required, and the only way to
accomplish this is by allowing more freedom.

2. Laws of all society are the result of it is economic
development and conditions.
3. People style of thinking in all society is the production of
their economic development and conditions.
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The moment the government of a command economy loosens
its grip, or that of a market economy begins to intervene,
they integrate some aspects of the other. When this occurs,
the result is a kind of hybrid system  a mixed economy.
With the exception of North Korea, every country in the world
has a mixed economy. Even Cuba has elements of a mixed
economy  it has a huge black market which the government
semi tolerates.

5. Define household production and housework and
explain the difference between them. In each of...
Ans. Household production involves the production of
goods and services by members of a household for
their own use and consumption. To produce these
goods and services, they use their own capital and...
6. What is a consumer surplus in economics?

Small, ancient societies that depended on hunting and
subsistence farming had Traditional Economies. Some small
societies today still have this type of economy, such as a
traditional Inuit village in North America or a tribe in the
Amazon rainforest.

Ans. In economics, a consumer surplus represents the
difference between what a customer is willing to pay
for a product and the actual price of the product itsel

According to BusinessDictionary.com, a mixed economy is:

Ans. The euro system has created a large zone within
Europe in which various countries all share the same
currency. This single currency system has one major
advantage.

An economic system in which both the private enterprise
and a degree of state monopoly (usually in public services,
defense, *infrastructure, and basic industries) coexist. All
modern economies are mixed where the means of production
are shared between the private and public sectors.
* Infrastructure refers large structures and services without
which our society as we know it could not function properly
 including roads & railway networks, tunnels, bridges,
sanitation, water, power generation and generation, etc.

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS
1. What are some pros and cons of raising the
minimum wage?
Ans. Proponents and opponents of raising the minimum
wage nationwide are both equally convinced about the
correctness and effects of their position. While
everyone seems to favor an improved economy,..

7. What are the advantages and disadvantages of the
euro system? Explain.

8. How have low oil prices affected the Malaysian
economy?
Ans. Not well. Unlike most other countries in Asia,
Malaysia has for a long time been a net oil exporter.
Actually, it very recently became a net oil importer
like most countries, and if that persists
9. What is the effect of reduction in per unit tax on
market supply of a good?
Ans. The question asks about the effect of a reduction in
per unit tax on the market supply of a good. We will
assume that this refers to a tax placed on the item at
point of sale and assessed by the

2. The U.S. GDP 2nd quarter/2018 report indicated
that "Prices of goods and services purchased by...
Ans. According to the U.S. Department of Commerce's
Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA), the price index
for gross domestic purchases during the second quarter
of 2018 did in fact increase by 2.3 percent...
3. What is meant by the terms price elasticity, crossprice elasticity and income elasticity?
Ans. Each of these is an economic term related to the
relationship between price and demand. Price
elasticity is the simplest. It basically refers to the
amount that demand for a good or service will.
4. What are the advantages of a free market?
Ans. The advantages of a free market are: consumer choice,
limited bureaucracy, increased risk-taking, and
innovation. The free market increases consumer
choice by allowing more parties to participate..
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1. Your business has contracted with another company
to have them host and run an application for your
company over the Internet. The company providing this
service to your business is called an
a) Internet service provider
b) Internet access provider
c) Application service provider d) Outsource agency
e) None of these
2. A(n) __________ allows you to access your e-mail
from anywhere.
a) forum
b) webmail interface
c) message board
d) weblog
e) None of these
3. Which of the following would you find on Linkedin?
a) Games
b) Connections
c) Chat
d) Applications
e) None of these
4. __________ is a technique that is used to send more
than one call over a single line.
a) Digital transmission b) Infrared transmission
c) Digitizing
d) Multiplexing
e) None of these
5. The search companion can
a) locate all files containing a specified phrase
b) restrict its search to a specified set of folders
c) locate all files containing a specified phrase and
restrict its search to a specified set of folders
d) cannot locate all files containing a specified phrase
or restrict its search to a specified set of folders
e) None of these
6. Which of the following cannot be part of an e-mail
address?
a) Period
b) At sign
c) Space
d) Underscore
e) None of these
7. Which of the following must be contained in a URL?
a) A protocol identifier b) The letters www.
c) The unique registered domain name
d) www.and the unique registered domain name
e) None of these
8. Which of the following information systems focuses
on making manufacturing processes more efficient
and of higher quality?
a) Computer aided manufacturing
b) Computer integrated manufacturing
c) Computer aided software engineering
d) Computer aided system engineering
e) None of these
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9. A mistake in an algorithm that causes incorrect results
is called a
a) logical error
b) syntax error
c) procedural error
d) compiler error
e) None of these
10. A device for changing the connection on a connector
to a different configuration is
a) a converter
b) a competent
c) an attachment
d) an adapter
e) None of these
11. To navigate to a new web page for which you know the
URL, type that URL in the browser's __________
and press Enter
a) Address bar
b) Domain bar
c) Address button
d) Name button
e) None of these
12. The CPU also called the
when talking about PCs,
does the vast majority of the processing for a
__________ computer.
a) Macroprocessor
b) RAM
c) Memory system
d) microprocessors
e) None of these
13. A computer's type, processor and operating system
define its
a) Brand
b) Size
c) Platform
d) Speed
e) None of these
14. A kiosk
a) is data organised and presented in a manner that has
additional value beyond the value of the data itself
b) combines microscopic electronic components on
a single integrated circuit that processes bits
according to software instructions
c) is a computer station that provides the public with
specific and useful information and service
d) describes a computer's type, processor, and
operating system e) None of these
15. The part of the CPU that accesses and decodes
programme instructions, and coordinates the flow of
data among various system components is the
a) ALU
b) Control unit
c) Megabertz
d) Motherboard
e) None of these
16. Computer programs are written in a high level
programming language, however, the human readable
version of a program is called
a) cache
b) instruction set
c) source code
d) word size
e) None of these
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17. What is the difference between a CD-ROM and a CDRW?
a) They are the same just two different terms used by
different manufacturers
b) A CD-ROM can be written to and a CD-RW cannot
c) A CD-RW can be written to, but a CD-ROM can
only be read from
d) A CD-ROM holds more information than a CDRW
e) None of these
18. What is the term for how words will appear on a page?
a) Text formatting
b) Character formatting
c) Point size
d) Typeface
e) None of these
19. The process of a computer receiving information form
a server on the Internet is known as
a) Pulling
b) Pushing
c) Downloading
d) Transfering
e) None of these
20. When sending an e-mail, the
line describe the
contents of the message
a) Subject
b) To
c) Contents
d) CC
e) None of these
21. All the deleted files go to
a) Recycle bin
b) Task bar
c) Tool bar
d) My computer
e) None of these
22. You organise files by storing them in
a) Archives
b) Folders
c) Indexes
d) Lists
e) None of these
23. A website address is a unique name that identifies a
specific __________ on the web
a) Web browser
b) Website
c) PDA
d) Link
e) None of these
24. __________ are specially designed computer chips
that reside inside other devices, such as your car or
your electronic thermostat
a) Servers
b) Embedded computers
c) Robotic computers d) Mainframes
e) None of these
25. Which of the following places the common data
elements in order from smallest to largest?
a) Character, file, record, field, database
b) Character, record, field, file, database
c) Character, field, record, file, database
d) Bit, byte, character, record, field, file, database
e) None of these
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26. Which of the following statements is false concerning
file names?
a) Files may share the same name or the same
extension but not both
b) Every file in the same folder must have a unique
name
c) File extension is another name for file type
d) None of these
27. A disk's content that is recorded at the time of
manufacture and that cannot be changed or erased by
the user is
a) Memory only
b) Write only
c) Read only
d) Run only
e) None of these
28. Distributed processing involves
a) solving computer component problems from a
different computer
b) solving computing problems by breaking them into
smaller parts that are separately processed by different
computers
c) allowing users to share files on a network
d) allowing users to access network resources away
from the office e) None of these
29. The operating system determines the manner in which
all of the following occurs except
a) user creation of a document
b) user interaction with the processor
c) printer output
d) data displayed on the monitor
e) None of these
30. Office LANs that are spread geographically apart on a
large scale can be connected using a corporate
a) CAN
b) LAN
c) DAN
d) WAN
e) None of these
31. You can keep your personal files/folders in
a) My folder
b) My documents
c) My files
d) My text
e) None of these
32. The primary purpose of software is to turn data into
a) Websites
b) Information
c) Programs
d) Objects
e) None of these
33. A directory within a directory is called
a) Mini Directory
b) Junior Directory
c) Part Directory
d) Sub Directory
e) None of these
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34. A compiler translates a program written in a high-level
language into
a) Machine language
b) An algorithm
c) A debugged program d) Java
e) None of these
35. When your turn on the computer, the boot routine will
perform this test
a) RAM test
b) disk drive test
c) memory test
d) power on self test
e) None of these
36. A __________ is a unique name that you give to a file
of information
a) Device letter
b) Folders
c) File name
d) File name extension
e) None of these
37. Hardware includes
a) all devices used to input data into a computer
b) sets of instructions that a computer runs or executes
c) the computer and all the devices connected to it
that are used to input and output data
d) all devices involved in processing information
including the central processing unit, memory and storage
e) None of these
38. A __________ contains specific rules and words that
express the logical steps of an algorithm
a) Programming language b) Syntax error
c) Programming structure d) Logic chart
e) None of these
39. The simultaneous processing of two or more
programs by multiple processors is
a) multiprogramming
b) multitasking
c) time-sharing
d) multiprocessing
e) None of these
40. The secret code that restricts entry to some programs
a) Password
d) Access code
b) Passport
e) None of these
c) Entry code
41. Computers use the __________ number system to
store data and perform calculations.
a) Binary
d) Hexadecimal
b) Octal
e) None of these
c) Decimal
42. The main function of the ALU is to
a) perform arithmetic and logical operations
b) store data and information for future use
c) control computer output, such as printing
d) monitor all computer activities
e) None of these
43. __________ is the process of carrying commands.
a) Fetching
b) Storing
c) Executing
d) Decoding
e) None of these
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44. Softcopy is the intangible output, so then what is
hardcopy?
a) The physical parts of the computer
b) The printed parts of the computer
c) The printed output
d) The physical output devices e) None of these
45. A(n) __________ is a program that makes the
computer easier to use
a) utility
b) application
c) operating system
d) network
e) None of these
46. A complete electronic circuit with transistors and
other electronic components on a small silicon chip
is called a(n)
a) workstation
b) CPU
c) magnetic disk
d) integrated circuit
e) None of these
47. Computer systems are comprised of
a) hardware, programs, processors, procedures and people
b) hardware, programs, information, people and procedures
c) hardware, programs, information, people and networks
d) hardware, software, procedures, networks and people
e) None of these
48. An error in a computer program
a) Crash
b) Power Failure
c) Bug
d) Virus
e) None of these
49. What is output?
a) What the processor takes from the user
b) What the user gives to the processor
c) What the processor gets from the user
d) What the processor gives to the user
e) None of these
50. The person who writes and tests computer programs
is called a
a) programmer
b) computer scientist
c) software engineer
d) project developer
e) None of these

. ANSWER KEY .
1.
6.
11.
16.
21.
26.
31.
36.
41.
46.

(d)
(c)
(d)
(c)
(a)
(d)
(b)
(d)
(a)
(d)

2.
7.
12.
17.
22.
27.
32.
37.
42.
47.

(b)
(d)
(d)
(c)
(b)
(c)
(b)
(c)
(a)
(d)

3.
8.
13.
18.
23.
28.
33.
38.
43.
48.

(b)
(a)
(d)
(a)
(a)
(b)
(d)
(a)
(c)
(c)

4.
9.
14.
19.
24.
29.
34.
39.
44.
49.

(d)
(b)
(c)
(c)
(b)
(b)
(a)
(a)
(c)
(d)

5.
10.
15.
20.
25.
30.
35.
40.
45.
50.

(a)
(d)
(b)
(a)
(d)
(c)
(d)
(a)
(c)
(c)
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Quantitative Aptitude

5. In which year, the percentage of Import to that of
export is second lowest?
(A) 2005
(B) 2009
(C) 2008
(D) 2006
(E) None of these
Directions (Q. 6-10):- Given below is a line chart that shows
the percentage of male and female voters in a city over a
period of 6 years. Based on this information, answer the
questions that follow.
Percentage of Male and female Voters in a city over 6 years
Percentage of Male Voters

PROFIT AND LOSS
Directions (Q.1-5):- Read the following graph and
answer the questions.
2008

Percentage of Female Voters
53.2

54
52

51

50.3

50.8

52

50.4

50
2009

2007

48

49

49.7

49.6
49.2
48

46

46.8

44
2010

2006

42
Year

Import
Export
2004

2005

1. In the given following, which pair correctly represents
the export percentage increment to that of import and
the corresponding year? (upto two places of decimal)
(A) 2007, 14.29 %
(B) 2008, 100 %
(C) 2006, 33.33 %
(D) 2005, 11.11 %
(E) None of these
2. What percent of total export of the three year 2006,
2007 and 2009 is the total import in the same years?
(A) 107.41 %
(B) 111. 11 %
(C) 93.33 %
(D) 93.10 %
(E) None of these
3. In the following in which pair of years, total import
is equal to the total export in the given two years?
(A) 2007  08
(B) 2004  05
(C) 2009  10
(D) 2006  07
(E) None of these
4. What is the ratio between total import and export in
the given all years?
(A) 31 : 35
(B) 35 : 31
(C) 21 : 23
(D) 63 : 65
(E) None of these
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6. In how many of these six years the number of female
voters has increased as compared to previous year?
(A) 2
(B) 3
(C) 4
(D) 5
(E) Cannot be determined
7. If the population of city voters remains constant at
30000 in all the six years, then find the average
number of female voters in the city over the six years?
(A) 14400
(B) 14695
(C) 14378
(D) 15120
(E) 15060
8. The difference between number of male voters and
female voters in city in 2016 was 1280. What was
the population of city voters in 2016?
(A) 120000
(B) 140000
(C) 160000
(D) 154000
(E) 175000
9. The number of male voters in 2011 and 2012 remains
same in the city. By what percentage the number of
female voters in city increased from 2011 to 2012?
(A) 2.12%
(B) 2.84%
(C) 2.56%
(D) 3%
(E) 3.33%
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10. If the population of the city voters was 120000 in
2012 and increased by 10% in next year, then how
many male voters are there in city in 2013?
(A) 61178
(B) 64012
(C) 63290
(D) 64944
(E) 62328
11. The simple interest accrued on an amount of Rs.16500
at the end of 3 yr. is Rs.5940. What would be the
compound interest accrued on the same amount at
the same rate in the same period? (Rounded off to
two digits after decimal)
(A) Rs.6681.31
(B) Rs.6218.27
(C) Rs.6754.82
(D) Rs.6537.47
(E) None of these
12. John invested a sum of money P in simple interest at
a rate of interest of 13% per annum for 3 years. He
also invested a sum of money Q in simple interest at
a rate of interest of 15% per annum for 2 years. The
interest he received in first case was 20% more than
that in the second case. Find the ratio of P and Q.
(A) 10 : 11
(B) 12 : 13
(C) 2 : 3
(D) 5 : 6
(E) 14 : 15
13. Shane divided his money into his two sons in the ratio
6:4. The son with more money invested it in simple
interest at 15% per annum for two years while other
son invested in compound interests at same terms.
The son with more money got Rs. 765 more interest
that other son. How much money Shane had in total
(in rupees)?
(A) 12000
(B) 14000
(C) 15000
(D) 16400
(E) 18000
14. Vikas borrowed Rs 50,000 from a bank at 20% per
annum compound interest. At the end of every year,
he paid Rs 15,000. If he wanted to clear his loan at
the end of 3rd year, how much amount he needed to
pay at the end of 3rd year ?
(A) Rs 32,680
(B) Rs 39,640
(C) Rs 48,760
(D) Rs 28,732
(E) Rs 46,800
15. Zack borrowed a sum of money from John at the rate
of 8% per annum simple interest for the first four
years, 10% per annum for the next 6 years and 12%
per annum for the period beyond 10 years. If he pays
a total of Rs 12160 as interest only at the end of 15
years, how much money did he borrow?
(A) Rs 8000
(B) Rs 10000
(C) Rs 12000
(D) Rs 9000
(E) None of these
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SOLUTIONS
1. (A) Going By the options

40 – 35
×100 = 14.29%
35
2. (B) Total import of the three
Years 2006, 2007, 2009
= 55 + 35 + 60 = 150
Total export = 45 + 40 + 50 = 135
Answer A is correct =

150
× 100
135
= 111.11%
%=

3. (E)

Year

Time Import

Total Export

04-05

65

80

06-07

90

85

07-08

90

100

09-10

105

120

Hence in no two years
Export is equal to import
4. (C) Required ratio = 315 : 345
= 21 : 23
5. (A)

Year

%

2004

87.5%

2005

75%

2006

122.22%

2007

87.5%

2008

91.66%

2009

120%

2010

64.28%

Hence in 2005
6. (E) We do not know the percentage of female
voters in 2010 and hence we cannot decide
whether it increased or decreased in 2011.
7. (B) Number of Female voters in six years
= 30000 ×

49
49.7
+ 30000 ×
+ 30000
100
100

50.8
49.7
+ 30000 ×
100
100
+30000 ×

48
49.6
+ 30000 ×
100
100
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Average number of female voters
=

300 × 49 + 49.7 + 50.8 + 46.8 + 48 + 49.6
6

300 × 293.9
=
= 50 × 293.9
6
= 14695
8. (C) Let the population of city voters in 2016 = x

50.4
49.6
×x–
× x = 1280
100
100
0.8
× x = 1280
100
1280 ×1000
8
1, 60, 000
9. (B) Suppose population of city voters in 2011
was  x and 2011 was  y
x=

P ×13 × 3
= 0.39 P
100

Q × 15 × 3
= 0.3Q
100
According to questions
Interest on Q =

⎛ 20 ⎞
0.39 P = 0. 3Q + 0.3Q ⎜
⎟
⎝ 100 ⎠
39 P = 36Q
P
12
=
Q
13
12 : 13
2
⎡⎛
⎤
6T × 15 × 2
15 ⎞
×
+
–
4
1
T
⎢
⎜
⎟ –1⎥ = 765
13. (C)
100
⎣⎢⎝ 100 ⎠
⎦⎥

1.8 T  1.29 T = 765

765
= 1500
0.51
Total money = 10 T = 15000
14. (E) Amount at the end of 1 year = 50000 × 1.2
= Rs. 60,000 Amount to be paid after paying 1st
installment = 60000  15000
= Rs 45,000 Amount at the end of 2nd year
= 45000 × 1.2 = Rs 54,000 Amount to be paid
after paying 2nd installment = 54000  15000
= Rs 39,000 Amount at the end of 3rd year
= 39000 × 1.2 = Rs 46,800 4" Amount to be paid
at the end of 3rd year = Rs 46800
15. (A) Let Required money = x
x × 8 × 4 x × 6 × 10 x × 5 × 12
∴
+
+
= 12160
100
100
100
x
(32 + 60 + 60 ) = 12160
100
12160 × 100
= 8000 Rs.
x=
152
T=

51
50.3
x×
= y×
100
100
x
503
=
y
510
Ratio of population of female voters in 2012 to
2011

49.7
x×
497 x
100
×
49 = 490 y
y×
100

497 503
×
= 1.0284
490 510
Population of female voters increased by
(1.0284 1)× 100
=2.84%
10. (D) Population of the city voters in 2013
= 120000 ×

12. (B) Interest on P =

110
100

= 132000
Male voters in city in
49.2
2013 = 132000 ×
100
= 64944
3

R ⎞
⎛
11. (A) CI = 16500 × ⎜1 +
⎟  16500
100
⎝
⎠
5940
R=
= 12%
165 × 3
CI = 16500 × (1.12)3  16500

= Rs 6681.31
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Reasoning Ability
1. M × N : 196 :: E × V : ?
(A) 484
(B) 72
(C) 128 (D) 144
(E) None of these
2. JPG: TZQ: : MTU : ?
(A) WDE
(B) FGH
(C) UDE (D) EFG
(E) Cant be determined
3. 15 : 65 :: 48 : ?
(A) 340
(B) 342
(C) 344 (D) 343
(E)None of these
4. 8 : 24 : : 6 : ?
(A) 12
(B) 15
(C) 8
(D) 21
(E) 18
5. POLYGON : GLNOOPY :: RANDOM : ?
(A) ADMONR
(B) ADNMOR
(C) ADMNOR
(D) ADRMNO
(E) None of these
6. Choose the alternative which is closely resembles the
Mirror image of the given figure.

I
B
T

(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

(A) B
(B) A
(C) D
(D) None
(E) A
9. Choose the alternative which is closely resembles the
Mirror image of the given figure.
M

N

(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

(A) None
(B) D
(C) A
(D) C
(E) B
10. Choose the alternative which is closely resembles the
Mirror image of the given figure.
M

N

Institute
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(A) 1
(B) 2
(C) 3
(D) 4
(E) None of these
7. Choose the alternative which is closely resembles the
Mirror image of the given figure.

(A) 3
(B) 1
(C) None (D) 4
(E) 2
8. Choose the alternative which is closely resembles the
Mirror image of the given figure.
M

N
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(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

(A) D
(B) C
(C) None (D) A
(E) B
11. How many times in a day, are the hands of a clock in
straight line but opposite in direction?
(A) 20
(B) 22
(C) 24
(D) 48
(E) None of these
12. An accurate clock shows 8 oclock in the morning.
Through how may degrees will the hour hand rotate
when the clock shows 2 oclock in the afternoon?
(A) 144º
(B) 150º
(C) 168º (D) 180º
(E) None
13. A watch which gains uniformly is 2 minutes low at
noon on Monday and is 4 min. 48 sec fast at 2 p.m. on
the following Monday. When was it correct?
(A) 2 p.m. on Tuesday
(B) 2 p.m. on Wednesday
(C) 3 p.m. on Thursday
(D) 1 p.m. on Friday
(E) None of these
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14. By how many degrees does the minute hand move in
the same time, in which the hour hand move by 280 ?
(A) 168
(B) 336
(C) 196 (D) 376
(E) None
15. 2012 January 1st is Sunday, then which day is the
Indian Independence day of the same year.
(A) Saturday
(B) Wednesday
(C) Thursday
(D) Friday
(E) Monday
Directions (16-20): Study the following arrangement and
answer the given question.
ZX1^G3&4VO5@S7J2%Y8H#K9C!QT$
16. If all the numbers are dropped from the above
sequence then which of the following is 7th to right
of 15th from the left end.
(A) O
(B) K
(C) 5
(D) C
(E) None of these
17. How many such numbers are there in the above
arrangement each of which is immediately preceded
by symbol and immediately followed by letter?
(A) one
(B) two
(C) three
(D) more than three
(E) None of these
18. How many such symbols are there which are
immediately followed by letter and immediately
preceded by number?
(A) one
(B) two
(C) three
(D) more than three
(E) None of these
19. Four of the following are alike in some manner, find
out the one which doesnt belong to the group?
(A) G&^
(B)O@V
(C) 2YJ (D) C!K
(E) None of these
20. Four of the following are alike in some manner, find
out the one which doesnt belong to the group?
(A) 45V
(B)57@
(C) XGZ (D) Y#8
(E) None of these

ANSWERS
1. (A) M s value from end side in alphabet is 14
Ns value from starting is 196
By multiplying both its 196
Similarly Es value from end side is 22.
Vs value from starting is 22
By multiplying both its 484.
2. (A) Similarly, MTU-> WDE.
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3. (C) 42 -1 = 15
43 +1 = 65
Similarly, 72-1 = 48
73 + 1 =344
4. (E) 24 is the product of the digits of the square of 8
(82=64=6*4=24). Similarly, for, the value will
be 18.
5. (C) In the group POLYGON, the order of letters is
put according to alphabetical sequence to get
GLNOOPY. Similarly, RANDOM can be
converted to ADMNOR.
6. (A) 1
7. (B) 1
8. (E) A
9. (C) A
10. (A) D
11. (B) The hands of a clock point in opposite directions
(in the same straight line) 11 times in every 12
hours. (Because between 5 and 7 they point in
opposite directions at 6 oclock only).
So, in a day, the hands point in the opposite
directions 22 times.
12. (D) Angle traced by the hour hand in 6 hours = [360/
12×6]° = 180º
13. (B) Time from 12 p.m. on Monday to 2 p.m. on the
following Monday = 7 days 2 hours = 170 hours.
4
34
min. in
The watch gains ( 2+ 4 ) min. or
5
5
170 hrs.

Now, min. are gained in 170 hrs.
2 min. are gained in 170 hrs.
Watch is correct 2 days 2 hrs. after 12 p.m. on
the Monday i.e., it will be correct at 2 p.m. on
Wednesday.
14. (B) 28 × 2 × 6 = 3360
15. (B) 30 + 29 + 31 + 30 + 31 + 30 + 31 + 15 = 227/7
= reminder = 3
So, Independence day is Wednesday.
16. (B) 15th from the left end  J and 7th to the right of J
is K.
17. (A) one (&4V)
18. (C) three (1^G, 5@S, 2%Y)
19. (D) C!K (forward (+2) and backward (1))
C!K (+1, 1)
20. (C) XGZ (In forward direction first + 3 then +1).
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3. What is mentioned regarding the nature of
competition in the second paragraph?
(a) One has to keep a close check on the doings of
competitors.
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(b) Any change in the strategy of one person has an
effect on other competitors.

Direction(1  5): Read the paragraphs carefully and
choose the best answer to each question out of the five
alternatives and choose the option corresponding to it.

(c) All are true.

Paragraph1: Monopoly is a market situation in which the
cross elasticity of demand with every other product is very
low. This means that no other firms produce a similar product.
Thus, the monopoly firm is itself an industry and the
monopolist faces the industry demand curve. The demand
curve for his product is, therefore, relatively stable and slopes
downward to the right, given the tastes and ____________
of his customers.

(e) the competition is less intense than the
monopolistic markets.

Paragraph2: Oligopoly is the typical market form where
competition is much less impersonal than in monopolistic
competition because the number of producers is fewer. Under
oligopoly any substantial change in the market share of one
firm, whether achieved by lower prices, better products or
more advertising, will have significant effects on the market
share at the expense of any one of them. Each firm has to be
prepared to look for devices of limiting the effects of
competition, perhaps by agreeing to rule out some of the
most damaging types of competitive action.
1. What is the difference between Monopoly and
Oligopoly markets as inferred from the paragraphs?
(a) In the first one, competition is much less
impersonal than the latter.
(b) The second one has less impersonal competition
than the former.
(c) One has to keep a close watch on the competitors
in the former case.
(d) The demand curve of the latter slopes downward
as contrary to the former.
(e) The number of the producers are larger in number
in the latter as compared to the former.
2. What is inferred regarding the monopolistic market
in the paragraphs?
(a) There is only one producer of the product.
(b) It is itself an industry and hence faces the industry
demand curve.
(c) The competition in the market is much intense
than the oligopolistic markets.
(d) Both (a) and (b)
(e) All of the above
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(d) One competitor gains large market share on the
expense of other competitors share.

4. Which of the following can appropriately fill the blank
given in the Paragraph 1?
(a) offences

(b) preference

(c) incomes

(d) Both (b) and (c)

(e) None of the above
5. Which one is better Monopoly or Oligopoly in
accordance with the information given above?
(a) Monopoly is better as there is no competition.
(b) Oligopoly is better as the competition is kept
under control due to the number of producers.
(c) Only one competitor is not good as it acts as an
industry and hence it can control the prices.
(d) Both (b) and (c)
(e) Data insufficient
Direction (6-10): Rearrange the following six sentences/
group of sentences (a), (b), (c), (e), and (f) in the proper
sequence to form a meaningful paragraph; then answer
the questions given below them. The sentence (d) is
already fixed and it is not to be rearranged.
(a) The prospects of this are even less when the ruling party
has suffered losses in key semi-final state polls against a
suddenly energised Opposition, which has made populist farm
loan waivers its key campaign theme.
(b) That decision would mean cutting the rates on cement,
auto components, motor vehicles, tyres, movie tickets,
digital cameras or even ACs, large-screen televisions and
dishwashers  leaving out only luxury or sin goods such as
big cars, personal aircraft, cigarettes and alcohol from the
latest pruning exercise  from 28 per cent to 18 per cent.
(c) Adherence to fiscal prudence is too much to expect when
national elections are hardly four months away. ecadbf
(d) It is not surprising, then, to see Prime Minister
Narendra Modi promising to ensure a Goods and
Services Tax (GST) rate of not more than 18 per cent on
99 per cent of items.
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(e) Bid to ensure rate of not more than 18 per cent for most
items may be politically timed, but is economically sound.
(f) PIf endorsed by the states at the coming GST Council
meeting on Saturday, it would entail revenue implications.
This, when average monthly GST collections of just over Rs
97,000 crore during April-November are below the targeted
Rs 1,12,000 crore figure.
6. Which of the following should be the last sentence
of the paragraph?
(A) e

(B) a

(C) c

(D) f

(E) b
7. Which of the following should be the first sentence
of the paragraph?
(A) f

(B) b

(C) a

(D) e

(E) c
8. Which of the following should be the second sentence
of the paragraph?
(A) a

(B) b

(C) c

(D) f

(E) e
9. Which of the following should be the last but one
sentence of the paragraph?
(A) f

(B) b

(C) a

(D) e

(E) c
10. Which of the following should be the third sentence
of the paragraph?
(A) c

(B) f

(C) e

(D) b

(E) a
Direction(11  15): In the questions given below,
different statements are given which relates to one
another in some way. You need to identify the statement
which does not directly related to the other statements
being given and that part is your answer. If all the
statements relate to each other then choose option (e)
as your answer.
11. (a) Good health is the necessity of living a healthy
life for every one of us which needs to maintain a
healthy diet and healthy habits throughout the life.
(b) Junk foods are never considered healthy to the
health and have been proved unhealthy in all ways.
(c) Parents should be very conscious towards the
eating habits of their kids and children because in
the childhood they never know and decide their
good or bad so it is parents who are fully
responsible for the good or bad eating habits
among their kids.
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(d) However, the custom of eating junk food in many
is increasing day by day and making our future
sad and diseased especially our future generations.
(e) None of the above
12. (a) Contemporary researchers are now exploring
whether a consistent meditation practice yields
long-term benefits, and noting positive effects on
brain and immune function among meditators. Yet
its worth repeating that the purpose of meditation
is not to achieve benefits.
(b) Concentration meditation involves focusing on a
single point. This could entail following the breath,
repeating a single word or mantra, staring at a
candle flame, listening to a repetitive gong, or
counting beads on a mala.
(c) Mindfulness meditation encourages the
practitioner to observe wandering thoughts as they
drift through the mind. The intention is not to get
involved with the thoughts or to judge them, but
simply to be aware of each mental note as it arises.
(d) Meditation is an approach to training the mind,
similar to the way that fitness is an approach to
training the body. But many meditation techniques
exist  so how do you learn how to meditate?
(e) None of the above
13. (a) With regular use, tolerance to and dependence on
drugs can be developed.
(b) Addiction is a complex issue and affects everyone
differently. This can depend on the type of drug
used, amount used and the length of time the
drug(s) have been used for.
(c) Some drugs are more physically addictive while
others are mentally or socially addictive. Drug
use can lead to tolerance and dependence.
(d) The user can never tell exactly what an illegal drug
contains, or what effect it will have, and this puts
people at serious risk.
(e) None of the above
14. (a) Environment is the sole factor for existence of
life on earth. Without it, there can be no life on
earth.
(b) To have a healthy life one needs fresh air (free of
pollution), clean water supply and tidy
surroundings.
(c) Food materials are obtained from plants, animals
and natural sources. We obtain carbohydrates, fats,
proteins from plants.
(d) We obtain many medicines from nature like from
medicinal plants, animals (cod liver oil) etc.
(e) None of the above
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15. (a) Romantic love is not an archaic relict but an
invention of the modern world. Most historical
societies did not know or experience love as we
do today. Marriage and family formation followed
other rules.
(b) People were not allowed to choose their partners
and were denied romantic adventures. Marriages
were arranged by the parents and were based on
mutual sympathy at best.
(c) Romance refers to the actions and feelings of
people who are in love, especially behaviour
which is very caring or affectionate.
(d) It was not until 1800 that the concept of romantic
love as we know it today started to establish itself
across societies. With it came the perception that
falling in love is an uncontrollable process and
that getting married doesnt have to follow
economic calculations but can be based on
emotional or sexual attraction.
(e) None of the above
Direction (16  20): Answer the questions given below
in accordance with the questions being asked in different sets.
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SET  1
Arts management is the organization and administration of
arts entities such as theaters, museums, and galleries. Like
most management roles, arts management involves dealing
with staff, marketing, fundraising and budgeting, PR, program
development, and elements of business management. But
creative arts is a special sector where a manager must deal
with unique issues and __________ . And you can enjoy a
more creative work atmosphere and social environment than
in a lot of other industries.
16. What is the difference between Arts Management and
creative arts?
(a) The former deals with the organization of arts and
the latter deals with distinctive concerns.
(b) The former deals with the distinctive concerns
and the latter deals with the organization of arts.
(c) The former deals with the management roles and
the latter deals with a creative work environment.
(d) Both (a) and (c)
(e) Both (b) and (c)
17. What could be called as creative work atmosphere
mentioned in the paragraph?
(a) giving employees the desirable salary.
(b) Giving a healthy and safe working environment.
(c) nurturing employees creativity by encouraging
people to take the best approach possible.
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(d) Setting up of authority  accountability
relationship at all levels.
(e) All of the above
SET  2
Economics can be defined in a few different ways. Its the
study of scarcity, the study of how people use resources
and respond to incentives, or the study of decision-making.
It often involves topics like wealth and finance, but its not
all about money. Economics is a broad discipline that helps
us understand historical trends, interpret todays headlines,
and make predictions about the coming years.
18. Which of the following is the most relevant definition
of Economics?
(a) Economics is all about money and wealth.
(b) It includes all about historical trends.
(c) It tells how to use the scare resources properly.
(d) It tells about the finance and wealth.
(e) All of the above
SET  3
Public policy studies offer graduates a deep dive into the
inner workings of how governments work  voting,
regulations, court decisions, federal, state, and local laws
 and how we, the people, interact with all of it.
What makes it interesting? Well, its not all the nitty gritty
of political systems, for starters. While politics is one way
to affect public policy, communicating with people to change
and shape public opinion is another key aspect of the field.
19. What is offered by public policy to the graduates?
(a) Hasty view of the inner workings of how
government works.
(b) How the people interact with all the government
workings.
(c) Brainstorming regarding the methodology of
government working.
(d) Both (a) and (b)
(e) Both (b) and (c)
20. What key aspects are mentioned regarding the political
systems?
(a) It is a way to affect public policy.
(b) Public opinion can be changed by interacting with
the people.
(c) Its not only the essence that makes politics
interesting.
(d) All (a), (b) and (c)
(e) Inadequate information
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. ANSWERS .
1. Option (e) is the correct alternative as the paragraph
1 tells that monopolist is himself an industry and
hence there is no other producer and on contrary
there are few number of competitors in the
Oligopolistic markets which are obviously larger than
the former.
2. Option (c) is the correct alternative as it is mentioned
in the second paragraph that Oligopoly is the typical
market form where competition is much less
impersonal than in monopolistic competition because
the number of producers is fewer.
3. Option (c) is the correct alternative as the alternatives
can be inferred from the paragraph.
4. Option (c) is the correct alternative as only option
(c) is suitable. The first reason is that it follows law
of parallelism and hence the option must be in plural
form and secondly any slope cannot be based only on
tastes and preferences rather it has to take the income
factor in the consideration.
5. Option (e) is the correct alternative as there is no
information given regarding the superiority of any
market.
6. Option (A) Refer to the last question of the series.
7. Option (D) Refer to the last question of the series.
8. Option (C) Refer to the last question of the series.
9. Option (B) Refer to the last question of the series.
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10. Option (E) The correct sequence is ecadbf.
The first sentence should be sentence e as it is the
introductory sentence which tells about the main topic.
i.e. Keeping the GST rates upto 18%. The next
sentence must be c which is indicated from the fiscal
prudence mentioned in the respective sentence.
Sentence a must follow this sentence as it is stating
the prospects of the above decision. Sentence d is fixed
which should be followed by sentence b that describes
the effects of the decision. Sentence f is the last one
in the sequence as it is the concluding statement which
tells about the implications of the decision.
11. Option (a) is the correct alternative as all other
alternatives are talking about the impacts and
preventions regarding junk food and the first
alternative is highlighting the importance of healthy
diet.
12. Option (a) is the correct alternative as all other
alternatives are talking about the techniques of
meditation except the first one.
13. Option (d) is the correct alternative as all other
alternatives are talking about addiction due tom drugs
and alternative d is describing about the perspective
of consumer.
14. Option (e) is the correct alternative as all the
alternatives are talking about significance of
environment.
15. Option (c) is the correct alternative as all other
alternatives are talking about being romantic and this
alternative is talking about the meaning of romance.
16. Option (d) is the correct alternative as both the
options are correct in accordance with the information
given.
17. Option (c) is the correct alternative as all other
alternatives give the points which every organization
must provide to its employees and thus they cant be
called as part as creative work environment.
18. Option (c) is the correct alternative as all the other
alternatives are giving only a narrower aspect of
Economics.
19. Option (e) is the correct alternative as both (b) and
(c) are correct. The first sentence describes that it
offers a deep dive in the governments working. Deep
dive means methodology used for the solving a
problem (also called as brainstorming). First
alternative cannot be opted due to the use of the word
hasty which means brief. Alternative b is correct
which can directly be inferred from the last sentence
of the paragraph.
20. Option (d) is the correct alternative as all the given
alternatives can be inferred from the paragraphs.
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1. Who was the first administrator-statesman to attempt
planning as a means for economic development?
a) Sir CP Ramaswami Aiyyar
b) M Viswesvarayya
c) VT Krishnamachari
d) C Rajagopalachari
2. An economy is at the take off stage on its path to
development when it
a) becomes stagnant
b) begins steady growth
c) is liberalized
d) gets maximum foreign aid
3. Which of the following is the basic characteristic of
Oligopoly?
a) a few sellers, one buyer
b) a few sellers, many buyers
c) a few sellers, a few buyers
d) many sellers, a few buyers
4. The aim of which of the Five Year Plans was to correct
the disequilibrium in the economy?
a) First Five Year Plan b) Second Five Year Plan
c) Third Five Year Plan d) Fourth Five Year Plan
5. Which of the following Five Year Plans recognized
human development as the core of all developmental
efforts?
a) Eighth Five Year Plan b) Seventh Five Year Plan
c) Fifth Five Year Plan d) Third Five Year Plan
6. At which of the following places was the mining of
coal started in 1774?
a) Chhindwara
b) Dhanbad
c) Ranchi
d) Raniganj
7. In which of the following years were the cocking coals
and non-cocking coal mines in India nationalized?
a) 1971 and 1972 repetitively
b) 1972 and 1973 respectively
c) 1973 and 1974 respectively
d) 1970 and 1972 respectively
8. Which Indian state has the largest number of cotton
textile mills?
a) Madhya Pradesh
b) Maharashtra
c) Gujarat
d) West Bengal
9. Minor ports like Kakinada, Machilipatnam,
Bheemunipatnam and Krishnapatnam are in which of
the following states?
a) Tamil Nadu
b) Andhra Pradesh
c) Maharashtra
d) Karnataka
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10. The International Finance Corporation (IFC) was
established in?
a) 1956
b) 1972
c) 1985
d) 1960
11. Where is the headquarters of Asian Development Bank
(ADB) situated?
a) Manila
b) Delhi
c) Bangkok
d) Hong Kong
12. Which sister organization of the World Bank helps
private activity in developing countries by financing
projects with long-term capital in the form of equity
and loans?
a) Asian Development Bank
b) IMF
c) International Developmental Association
d) International Finance Corporation
13. Who is known as the 'Father of Economics'?
a) Adam Smith
b) Chanakya
c) Machiavelli
d) None of these
14. Which was the first Indian Bank to introduce credit
card?
a) Central Bank of India d) ICICI
c) HDFC Bank
d) None of these
15. When did India become a member of the IMF?
a) 1947
b) 1956
c) 1960
d) 1951
16. Euro is the currency of European Union. When did it
come into being?
a) 1999
b) 1995
c) 2000
d) 2001
17. When did the Foreign Exchange Regulation Act
(FERA) come into being?
a) 1973
b) 1975
c) 1980
d) 1981
18. When did Regional Rural Banks start functioning in
India?
a) 1975
b) 1947
c) 1956
d) 1960
19. In India, income tax is levied by
a) Union Government
b) State Governments
c) Ministry of Finance d) RBI
20. In India which of the following taxes is levied by the
state governments?
a) Corporation tax
b) Capital gains tax
c) Customs tax
d) Excise duty on liquor
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21. The data of estimation of India's National income is
issued by ?
a) Planning Commision
b) National Data Center
c) Central Statistical Organsation
d) None of above
22. The concept of Economic Planning in India is derived
from?
a) USA
b) UK
c) Australia
d) Russia
23. First five year plan in India was from
a) 1947 - 1952
b) 1949 - 1954
c) 1950 - 1955
d) 1951 - 1956
24. Who is known as the 'Father of White Revolution'?
a) V Kurien
b) MS Swaminathan
c) JP Narayan
d) Baba Amte
25. What does the term NSDL stands for?
a) National Securities Development Limited
b) National Securities Depository Limited
c) National Safety Development Limited
d) Natural Safety Deployment Limited
26. Recently which of the following person has been
appointed as Director and GM of United India
Insurance Company?
(A) Abhirup Bhattacharya
(B) Uday Kumar Verma
(C) K B Vijay Srinivas
(D) Jawad Rahim
(E) None of these
27. Recently Finance Minister announced that it has kept
the interest rates on small savings schemes unchanged
for the July- September quarter, What is the interest
rate of Public Provident Fund ?
(A) 8.3 %
(B) 4 %
(C) 7.6 %
(D) 7.3 %
(E) 7.2 %
28. Recently which of the following bank launches AI
enabled Electronic Live Assistant (ELA)?
(A) State Bank of India (B) United Bank of India
(C) Punjab National Bank (D) Punjab and Sind Bank
(E) Bank of Baroda
29. Recently which of the following person has been
appointed as non-executive chairman of ICICI Bank?
(A) NS Vishwanthan
(B) Viral Acharaya
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30.

31.

32.

33.

34.

35.

(C) Girish Chandra Chaturvedi
(D) Urijit Patel
(E) M K Sharma
In the acronym "FERA" F stands for _________
(A) Finance
(B) Financial
(C) Foreign
(D) Fiscal
(E) Fund
Banking Ombudsman Act has been enacted in which
of the following year?
(A) 2006
(B) 2007
(C) 2008
(D) 2009
(E) 2010
First Transaction on block chain is executed by which
of the following bank?
(A) ICICI Bank
(B) Yes Bank
(C) Bank of Baroda
(D) HDFC Bank
(E) None of these
"The World's Local Bank" is the tagline of which of
the following bank?
(A) HSBC Bank
(B) ICICI Bank
(C) IDFC Bank
(D) HDFC Bank
(E) UCO Bank
Which of the following is not component of Security
Market?
(A) SEBI
(B) Stock Exchanges
(C) Brokers
(D) FIIs
(E) CRISIL
When an endorser willing to transfer to an endorsee
only a part of the amount of the instrument, then it is
which type of endorsement?
(A) Restrictive endorsement
(B) Conditional endorsement
(C) Special endorsement
(D) Partial endorsement
(E) None of these

. ANSWER KEY .
1. (b)

2. (b)

3. (b)

4. (a)

5. (a)

6. (d)

7. (b)

8. (b)

9. (b)

10. (a)

11. (a)

12. (d)

13. (a)

14. (a)

15. (a)

16. (a)

17. (a)

18. (a)

19. (a)

20. (d)

21. (c)

22. (d)

23. (d)

24. (a)

25. (b)

26. (c)

27. (c)

28. (a)

29. (c)

30. (c)

31. (a)

32. (a)

33. (a)

34. (e)

35. (d)
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SSC CGL (Tier-I)
(Practice Test Paper)

. REASONING ABILITY .
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DIRECTION (Q. 1-3):- In the following question, select
the related word from the given alternatives.
1. Frog : Amphibian :: Lizard : ?
(A) Rodent
(B) Mammal
(C) Reptile
(D) Insect
2. DJLQ : WQOJ :: DMSW : ?
(A) WNHD (B) WNDH (C) WHND (D) WWCC
3. 7 : 56 :: 11 : ?
(A) 121
(B) 123
(C) 132
(D) 134
4. In the following question, select the odd word from
the given alternatives.
(A) Music
(B) Singer (C) Director (D) Actor
5. In the following question, select the odd word from
the given alternatives.
(A) JGD
(B) NLI
(C) XUR (D) QNK
6. In the following question, select the odd word from
the given alternatives.
(A) 71
(B) 83
(C) 89
(D) 93
7. Arrange the given words in the sequence in which they
occur in the dictionary.
(1) Counter (2) Crop (3) Create (4) Carnation
(5) Creator
(A) 41352
(B) 41253 (C) 43125 (D) 41325
8. A series is given with one term missing. Select the
correct alternative from the given ones that will
complete the series.
A, E, J, N, S, W, ?
(A) Z
(B) A
(C) B
(D) C
9. In the following question, select the missing number
from the given series.
3, 7, 16, 35, ?
(A) 73
(B) 74
(C) 78
(D) 82
10. The ratio of present ages of L and N is 7 : 5. If the age
of N after seven years will be 32 years, then what is
the present age (in years) of L?
(A) 49
(B) 35
(C) 28
(D) 42
80

11. Pointing towards a girl, Chetan said She is the daughter
of the only child of my grandmother. How is Chetan
related to that girl?
(A) Father
(B) Son
(C) Brother (D) Husband
12. In the following question, from the given alternative
words, select the word which cannot be formed using
the letters of the given word.
Nightwalker
(A) Talker
(B) Tailer (C) Waller (D) Winer
13. In a certain code language, SPICEY is written as
ELOUAY and PONDER is written as JKLNAZ.
How is HOUSED written in that code language?
(A) QKDZAO
(B) GNTRDC
(C) WQJFGU
(D) DKQAOZ
14. If x denotes added to, ÷ denotes subtracted
from, + denotes divided by and  denotes
multiplied by, then -: 14 × 12  16 ÷ 18 = ?
(A) 430
(B) 180
(C) 168
(D) 188
15. If 18 x 12 = 206 and 19 x 22 = 408, then 23 x 36 = ?
(A) 878
(B) 818
(C) 794
(D) 776
16. In the following question, select the number which
can be placed at the sign of question mark (?) from
the given alternatives.
2

3

1

5

4

5

7

2

6

39

17

?

(A) 11
(B) 31
(C) 32
(D) 37
17. How many triangles are there in the given figure?

(A) 8

(B) 9

(C) 10

(D) 12
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18. In each of the following question below are given some
statements followed by some conclusions. Taking the
given statements to be true even if they seem to be at
variance from commonly known facts, read all the
conclusions and then decide which of the given
conclusion logically follows the given statements.
Statements:
I. Some cups are plates.
II. All spoons are blue.
III. No plates are spoon.
Conclusions:
I. Some cups are not spoon.
II. Some plates are not blue.
III. Some cups are not blue.
IV. Some blue are not plates.
(A) Only conclusion (I), (III) and (IV) follow
(B) Only conclusion (II) and (IV) follow
(C) Only conclusion (II), (III) and (IV) follow
(D) Only conclusion (I) and (IV) follow
19. Three position of a cube are shown below.
β
θ

σ

y

(a)

2

ψ

(c)

(d)

23. A piece of paper is folded and punched as shown below
in the question figures. From the given answer figure,
indicate how it will appear when opened?
Question Figure:-

Answer Figure:-

(a)

Muddy

23
21
19 9

12

40

(b)

(c)

(d)

24. If a mirror is placed on the line AB, then which of the
answer figures is the right image of the given figure?
Question Figure:-

B

Answer Figure:-

Huts
16

(A) 28
(B) 40
(C) 33
(D) 19
21. Which answer figure will complete the pattern in the
question figure?
Question Figure:?

Answer Figure:-

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
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A

(A) θ and δ
(B) α and β (C) θ
(D) θ and γ
20. In the given figure, how many huts are covered and
muddy?

Covered

(b)

ψ

σ

Which symbol will come on two faces marked 1 and 2?
1

Answer Figure:-

α

θ
α

22. From the given answer figures, select the one in which
the question figure is hidden/embedded.
Question Figure:-

(b)

(c)

(d)

25. A word is represented by only one set of numbers as
given in any one of the alternatives. The sets of
numbers given in the alternatives are represented by
two classes of alphabets as shown in the given two
matrices. The columns and rows of Matrix-I are
numbered from 0 to 4 and that of Matrix-II are
numbered from 5 to9. A letter from these matrices
can be represented first by its row next by its row and
next by its column, for example, P can be
represented by 11, 23, etc., and K can be represented
by 65, 89,etc. Similarly, you have to identify the sets
for the word TAKE.
81
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Matrix - I
0

1

2

3

4

0

A

N

S

T

P

1

T

P

A

N

S

2

N

S

T

P

A

3

P

A

N

S

T

4

S

T

P

A

N
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(B) Lord Ripon

(C) Lord Wiliam Bentinck (D) Lord Dalhousie
32. Which of the following is NOT a primary green house
gas in the earths atmosphere?
(A) Methane

(B) Ozone

(C) Nitrous oxide

(D) Hydrogen

(A) Tropical Evergreen Forests

5

6

5

R

E

P

K

O

(B) Tropical Deciduous Forests

6

K

O

R

E

P

(C) Montane Forests

7

E

P

K

O

R

8

O

R

E

P

K

9

P

K

O

R

E

(B) 41, 00, 89, 75
(D) 22, 13, 97, 87

. GENERAL KNOWLEDGE .
26. In which of the following market forms a firm does
not exercise control over price?
(A) Mixed Competition (B) Monopoly
(C) Oligopoly (D) Perfect Competition
27. Which of the following is represented by Lorenz
Curve?
(A) Employment
(B) Inflation
(C) Deflation (D) Income Distribution
28. Which of the following is not a fundamental duty?
(A) To abide by constitution and respect the National
Flag
(B) To promote harmony and brotherhood
(C) To uphold and protect the sovereignty
(D) Abolition of titles except military and academic
29. Which article can be used by the President of India to
declare financial emergency?
(A) Article 32
(B) Article 349
(C) Article 360
(D) Article 365
30. The Poona Pact was signed between Mahatma Gandhi
and __________.
(A) Muhammad Ali Jinnah
(B) Lord Irwin
(C) Subhash Chandra Bose
(D) B. R. Ambedkar
82

(A) Lord Canning

33. Which type of forest is most widespread in India?

MATRIX - II
7
8
9

(A) 10, 32, 66, 56
(C) 03, 43, 78, 99

I
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31. Which Governor General abolished the Sati System
in India?

(D) Mangrove Forests
34. Which blood group is universal donor?
(A) O+

(B) O

(C) AB

(D) AB+

35. In how many parts is the human brain divided?
(A) 2

(B) 3

(C) 4

(D) 5

36. In which of the following class can we put Adrenaline?
(A) Hormone (B) Enzyme (C) Protein (D) Fat
37. Supercooling is cooling of liquid ___________.
(A) below melting point

(B) below freezing point

(C) at melting point

(D) above melting point

38. When light passes from one medium to another, this
phenomenon of change in its direction is called ____ .
(A) Refraction

(B) Diffraction

(C) Propagation

(D) No option is correct

39. Which among the following is not an input device?
(A) Plotter
(B) Magnetic Ink Character Recognition (MICR)
(C) Optical Mark Recognition (OMR)
(D) Barcode Reader
40. Which of the following is also known as Carbolic
Acid?
(A) Phenol

(B) Hydroxide

(C) Sulphuric Acid

(D) Ethanol

41. Who discovered electron?
(A) E. Goldstien

(B) J. J.Thomson

(C) Ernest Rutherford

(D) J. Chadwick

42. Who is a major driving force behind the Narmada
Bachao Andolan?
(A) Anna Hazare

(B) Medha Patkar

(C) Shantha Sinha

(D) Manasi Pradhan
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43. Ude Desh ka Aam Nagrik (UDAN) scheme for
regional air connectivity will provide travel to tier 2
and tier 3 cities at the rate of Rs __________ per
hour.
(A) 1500

(B) 2000

(C) 2500

(D) 3000

44. Who invented worlds first true radar?
(A) Fred Morrison
(B) A. H.Taylor and Leo C. Young
(C) Van Tassel
(D) W. K. Roentgen
45. David Warner plays cricket for which country?
(A) England

(B) New Zealand

(C) Australia

(D) Sri Lanka

46. Japanese art Ikebana is related to __________.
(A) Paper folding

(B) Flower arrangement

(C) Tree cutting

(D) Sand art

47. Who was awarded the 2017 Padma Bhushan Award in
the field of Art-Music?
(A) Devi Prasad Dwivedi (B) Anuradha Paudwal
(C) Vishwa Mohan Bhatt (D) K. J. Yesudas
48. Who has recently launched his autobiography titled
An Unsuitable Boy?
(A) Rishi Kapoor

(B) MS Dhoni

(C) Karan Johar

(D) Vikram Seth

49. Which of the following country is not a member of
The/ Indian Ocean Rim Association (IORA)?
(A) Sri Lanka

(B) Mauritius

(C) Seychelles

(D) China

50. Which country has launched the longest bullet train
line covering a distance of 2252 kilometers in January,
2017?
(A) Japan

(B) China

(C) Afghanistan

(D) Myanmar

. QUANTITATIVE APTITUDE .
51. What is the sum of all prime numbers between 60 and
80?
(A) 272

(B) 284

(C) 351

(D) 414

52. A and B have to type a book together containing 120
pages. A takes 9 hrs to type 36 pages and B takes 5 hrs
to type 40 pages. A typed first 60 pages alone and the
last 60 pages were typed by A and B together. How
much time (in hours) will be taken to type the
complete book?
(A) 24

(B) 20

(C) 12

(D) 15
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53. ABC is a right angled triangle in which A = 90°, AB
= 5 cm and AC = 12 cm. What is the approximate
volume (in cm3) of the double cone formed by rotating
the triangle about its hypotenuse?
(A) 145
(B) 290
(C) 435
(D) 580
54. A trader allowed a discount of 15% on a trolley bag
having list price of Rs 1360 and earns a profit of
15.6%. What is the cost price (in Rs) of the
trolleybag?
(A) 1000
(B) 1005 (C) 1050 (D) 1156
55. Price of a diamond is directly proportional to square
of its weight. A man broke the diamond accidently in
three pieces in the ratio of 3 : 5 : 7 and thus loses Rs
42600. What was the original price (in Rs) of the
diamond?
(A) 11786
(B) 60000 (C) 67500 (D) 75000
56. The average weight of 100 students is 32 kg. The
average weight of first 49 students is 30 kg and of last
50 students is 34 kg. What is the weight (in kg) of the
50th student?
(A) 25
(B) 30
(C) 32
(D) 33
57. By selling 90 pens for Rs 80 a man loses 20%. What
should be the selling price (in Rs) of 90 pens for 20%
profit?
(A) 90
(B) 100
(C) 110
(D) 120
58. Raman spends 80% of his income. If his income is
increased by 25% and the expenditure increase by
10%, then what will be the percentage increase in his
savings?
(A) 17
(B) 70
(C) 77
(D) 85
59. A man makes four trips of equal distances. His speed
on first trip was 60 km/hr and in each subsequent trip
his speed was half of the previous trip.
What is the average speed (in km/hr) of the man in
these four trips?
(A) 16
(B) 30
(C) 28.125 (D) 27.5
60. Rohan borrowed a certain sum of money at simple
interest. Rate of interest was 3% per annum for first
3 years, 4% per annum for next 5 years and 6% per
annum for next 7 years. If he paid Rs 2059 as interest,
then what is the sum borrowed (in Rs)?
(A) 2400
(B) 2500 (C) 2900 (D) 3100
3
61. If x + y = 5, x + y3 = 25, then what is the positive
difference between x and y?
(A) 0
(B) 1
(C) 5
(D) 6
62. If x =
(A) 0

2+ 3
, then what is the value of x2 + x  9 ?
2− 3

(B) 3 2

(C) 3 3

(D) 5 3
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63. If x + y + z = 0, then what is the value of

64. If

x−

1
= 1,
x

then

(C) y
what

(D) 3y

is

the

value

of

1⎛ 1
1
1
1 ⎞
−
+ 2
− 2 ⎟?
⎜
x ⎝ x − 1 x + 1 x + 1 x − 1⎠

(A) ± 5

(B) 2/5

(C) ±2 / 5 (D) ± 5 / 2
65. PQ is a diameter of a circle with centre O. RS is a
chord parallel to PQ subtends an angle of 40° at the
centre of the circle. If PR and QS are produced to
meet at T, then what will be the measure (in degrees)
of PTQ?
(A) 55

(B) 60

(C) 70

A
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M

B

(B) 50

(C) 60

(D) 90

Q
P
A
R
S

(B) 12

(C) 18

(D) 27

68. In the given figure a, circle touches quadrilateral
ABCD. If AB = 2x + 3, BC = 3x  1, CD = x + 6 and
DA = x + 4, then is the value of x?
B

A

D

(A) 3
69.

C

(C) 6

(D) 6.5

If cosec 2θ = 625/576, then what is the value of
⎡ (sin − FRV ⎤
⎢ (sin + FRV ⎥ ?
⎣
⎦
(A) 1

84

(B) 4.5

Company 2
1.45

1.4

1.3

1.3

1.2
1.1
1

0.9

0.8

0.9

0.8
0.7

0.6
0.6
0.4

0.4

0.2

2011

67. In the given figure, AP = 3 cm, AR = 6 cm and RS = 9
cm, then what is the value (in cm) of PQ?

(A) 9

Company 1
1.6

0

Q

(A) 40

3 ⎛ cos 39 ⎞
− sin 2 39 + sin 2 51 ?
2 ⎜⎝ sin 51 ⎟⎠
(B) 5/2
(D) Both 1/2 and 5/2

(A) 1/2
(C) 0
71. If cot A = [sin B/(1  cos B)], then what is the value of
cot 2A?
(A) cot(B/2)
(B) cot 2B
(C) cot B
(D) tan B
DIRECTION (Q. 72-75):- The line chart given below
shows the ratio of production to sales of two bikemanufacturing firms over the period of 6 years.
Assume if in any year sales is more than production then
both the companies has sufficient stock to meet such
instances.

(D) 90

66. In the given figure, AMB = 130°, then what is the
value (in degrees) of ABQ?

P

70. What is the valie of

Ratio of Production and Sales

x2 y3 z2
+
+
3z 3xz 3x
(A) 0
(B) xz

(B) 31/17 (C) 17/31

(D) 14/25

2012

2013

year

2014

2015

2016

72. If the sales of company 1 in year 2015 was 50000
units, then what was its production (in units) in year
2015?
(A) 38460

(B) 45000

(C) 52000

(D) 65000

73. The production of company 2 in year 2012 is 30000.
If sales of company 2 in year 2012 and 2013 is same,
then what was its production (in units) in year 2013?
(A) 100000

(B) 16000

(C) 30000

(D) 20000

74. The production of company 1 in year 2014 is 18000
and sales of company 2 in year 2012 is 15000. What
is the ratio of difference in sales and production of
company 1 in year 2014 and company 2 in year 2012?
(A) 8 : 15

(B) 7 : 16

(C) 9 : 11

(D) 3 : 8

75. Company 1 sold 20000 bikes each year from 2011 to
2016 and company 2 sold 10000 bikes each year from
2011 to 2016. What is the difference (in units) in
average yearly production of company 1 and 2?
(A) 6733.33

(B) 7500

(C) 8666.66

(D) 9333.33
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. ENGLISH LANGUAGE .
DIRECTION (76-77):- In the following question, some
part of the sentence may have errors. Find out which
part of the sentence has an error and select the
appropriateoption. If a sentence is free from error, select
No error.
76. He did not go (A)/ to the temple on foot (B)/ he went
there by the car. (C)/ No Error (D)
(A) A

(B) B

(C) C

(D) No Error

77. She ascended (A)/ to the throne (B)/ at the early age
of seven. (C)/ No Error (D)
(A) A

(B) B

(C) C

(D) No Error

DIRECTION (Q.78-79):- In the following question, the
sentence given with blank to be filled in with an
appropriate word. Select the correct alternative out of
the four andindicate it by selecting the appropriate
option.
78. Nehas mother was annoyed with her as she could not
__________ her examination.

DIRECTION (Q. 82-83):- In the following question, out
of the four alternatives, select the word opposite in
meaning to the word given.
82. Niggardly
(A) Mingy

(B) Inefficient

(C) Generous

(D) Sinful

83. Dissident
(A) Alienated

(B) Iconoclast

(C) Divisive

(D) Orthodox

DIRECTION (Q. 84-85):- In the following question, out
of the four alternatives, select the alternative which best
expresses the meaning of the idiom/Phrase.
84. Bear the palm
(A) To face the consequences
(B) To meet death
(C) To be able to predict future
85. To give the devil his due

(B) Get on

(A) Topunish the wrong person

(C) Getupon

(D) Get through

(B) To give credit to even a notorious person

79. I shall __________ her if she apologises to me for
her misbehavior.
(A) pardoned

(B) forgive

(C) punish

(D) reprimand

DIRECTION (Q. 80-81):- In the following question, out
of the four alternatives, select the word similar in
meaning to the word given.
80. Ebullient
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(D) To win

(A) Get off

(C) To let the enemy learn the lesson on his own
(D) To stand in the way of the devil
DIRECTION (Q. 86-87):- Improve the bracketed part of
the sentence.
86. (No sooner the advertisement regarding the launch of
new smart phone appeared) than there was a rush on
the online website for prebooking the same.
(A) No sooner the advertisement regarding the
launched of new smart phone appeared

(A) Deceitful

(B) Insincerity

(C) Enthusiastic

(D) Prejudice

(B) No sooner did the advertisement regarding the
launch of new smart phone appeared

(A) Ferocious

(B) Luxurious

(C) Luscious

(D) Delicious

(C) The advertisement regarding the launch of new
smart phone was no sooner having appeared

81. Truculent
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87. The equipment is (adapted to) cotton industries.
(A) Adapted from

(B) Adapted for

(C) Adapted of

(D) No improvement

DIRECTION (Q. 88-89):- In the following question, out
of the four alternatives, select the alternative which is
the best substitute of the phrase.
88. One who loads and uploads ships
(A) Stevedore

(B) Transgressor

(C) Lapidist

(D) Reticent

89. Belief or opinion contrary to what is generally
accepted
(A) Invocation

(B) Incognito

(C) Heresy

(D) Mercenary

90. Belief or opinion contrary to what is generally
accepted
(A) Tomorrow

(B) Occurence

(C) Temperature

(D) Preferable

91. Go or move back or further away from a previous
position
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(A) Receeding

(B) Cemetery

(C) Parallelogram

(D) Rehearsal

DIRECTION (Q. 92-93):- The question below consists
of a set of labelled sentences. Out of the four options
given, select the most logical order of the sentences to
form acoherent paragraph.
92. P: If all the requirements of the villages are satisfied
there by itself, then the peasants will usefully utilize
their spare time.
Q: Let us consider the village artisans.
R: This will also provide employment to all the
educated people of the villages.
S: Having discussed the problems and requirements
of rural life.
(A) SQPR

(B) PRQS (C) QRPS (D) PSQR

93. P: Practical farming includes knowledge of fruit and
vegetable farming.
Q: These schools need not necessarily have their own
farms because the village itself will provide ample
field work facilities.
R: Agriculture should be made compulsory in higher
secondary schools; alternatively, the urban students
can be taught town-planning, industrial planning etc.
S: Therefore, at this stage, only theoretical education
for the village students would suffice.
(A) QRSP
86

(B) RPQS (C) RSPQ (D) QPRS

94. In the following question, a sentence has been given
in Active/Passive voice. Out of four alternatives
suggested, select the one which best expressesthe
same sentence in Passive/Active voice.
I saw him leaving the movie theatre.
(A) He was seen leaving the movie theatre by me.
(B) Leaving the movie theatre he was seen by me.
(C) He was seen to be leaving the movie theatre.
(D) He had been seen leaving the movie theatre.
95. In the following question, a sentence has been given
in Direct/Indirect speech. Out of the four alternatives
suggested, select the one which bestexpresses the
same sentence in Indirect/Direct speech.
The principal said, Be quiet, girls.
(A) The principal called the girls and ordered them to
be quiet.
(B) The principal commanded the girls that they be
quiet.
(C) The principal urged the girls to be quiet.
(D) The principal said that the girls should be quiet.
DIRECTION (Q. 96-100):- In the following passage some
of the words have been left out. Read the passage
carefully and select the correct answer for the given
blank out of thefour alternatives.
Modern man is imprisoned by his time-table and his routine.
His life is all care and __________. He does not have
________ for anything but his duties and occupation
for__________ money. Men, in all _________ may have
been prone to this disease and; indeed, we in India may not
have been ___________ by it to the extent that people in
westerncountries have been.
96. His life is all care and _________.
(A) wisdom
(B) success
(C) worry
(D) anxiety
97. He does not have _________ for anything
(A) resources
(B) time
(C) material
(D) money
98. But his duties and occupation for _________ money.
(A) making
(B) minting
(C) collecting
(D) spending
99. Men, in all _________ may have been prone to this
disease and; indeed,
(A) spheres
(B) streams
(C) areas
(D) ages
100. We in India may not have been _________ by it to the
extent that people in western countries have been.
(A) infected
(B) inflicted
(C) accompanied
(D) associate
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. ANSWER KEY .
1. (C)

2. (A)

3. (C)

4. (DA

5. (B)

6. (D)

7. (A)

8. (C)

9. (B)

10. (B)

11. (C)

12. (C)

13. (A)

14. (D)

15. (B)

16. (B)

17. (B)

18. (D)

19. (B)

20. (D)

21. (D)

22. (B)

23. (A)

24. (C)

25. (B)

26. (D)

27. (D)

28. (D)

29. (C)

30. (D)

31. (C)

32. (D)

33. (B)

34. (B)

35. (B)

36. (A)

37. (B)

38. (A)

39. (A)

40. (A)

41. (B)

42. (B)

43. (C)

44. (B)

45. (C)

46. (B)

47. (C)

48. (C)

49. (D)

50. (B)

51. (C)

52. (B)

53. (B)

54. (A)

55. (C)

56. (B)

57. (D)

58. (D)

59. (A)

60. (C)

61. (B)

62. (D)

63. (C)

64. (C)

65. (C)

66. (B)

67. (D)

68. (C)

69. (C)

70. (A)

71. (C)

72. (D)

73. (B)

74. (A)

75. (D)

76. (C)

77. (D)

78. (D)

79. (B)

80. (C)

81. (A)

82. (C)

83. (D)

84. (\D)

85. (B)

86. (B)

87. (B)

88. (A)

89. (C)

90. (B)

91. (A)

92. (A)

93. (B)

94. (A)

95. (C)

96. (C)

97. (B)

98. (A)

99. (D)

100. (A)

. HINTS & SOLUTION .
1. (A) Teachers works at school lawyer
1. (C)
2. (A) Opposite letter pair
D

J

L

Q

D

M

S

11. (C)

Chetan’s Grand Mother

Chetan’s Father

W

Daughter
W

Q

O

J

W

N

H

3. (C) 7 × (7 + 1) = 56
11 × (11 + 1) = 132
4. (A)
5. (B)

N
J
X
Q

–2
–3
–3
–3

L
G
U
N

–3
–3
–3
–3

Chetan

D

12. (C) Double I is not present in night walker.
C E Y P O N
D
13. (A) S P I

I
D

E

L

O

U

A

Y

H

O

U

S

E

D

Q

K

D

Z

A

O

J

K

L

N

E

R

A

Z

R
K

6. (D) 93 is not prime number.
7. (A) Carnation
Counter
Create
Creator
Crop
8. (C) A + 4 E + 4 J + 4 N + 4 S + 4 W + 4 B
9. (B) 3 × 2 + 1 = 7
7 × 2 + 2 = 16
16 × 2 + 3 = 35
35 × 2 + 4 = 74
10. (B) 5x + 7 = 32
x=5
Present age of L = 7 × 5 = 35 years
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14. (D) 14 + 12 × 16  18 = ?
= 14 + 192  18 = 188
15. (B) 18 × 12 = 216  10 206
19 × 22 = 418  10 = 408
23 × 36 = 826  10 = 818
16. (B) 5 × 7 + 22 = 39
4 × 2 + 32 = 17
5 × 6 + 12 = 31
17. (B)
18. (D)
Cups

Plates ×

Spoon
Blue

19. (B)
20. (D) The Required combined portion of all regions
⇒ 19
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21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
51.

(D)
(B)
(A)
(C)
(B) TAKE = 41,00,89,75
(C) Sum of prime no. B/W
60 & 80 = 61 + 67 + 71 + 73 + 79 = 351
52. (B) A takes 9 hrs = 36 pages
1 hr = 4 pages
B takes 5 hrs = 40 pages
1 hr = 8 pages
60
= 15 hrs.
A will type 60 pages in
4
Now remaining 60 pages will be type A & B
= 5 hrs
Total time = 20 hrs
53. (B)

B

SP = 1360 ×

85
= Rs. 1156
100

100
= 1000
115.6
55. (C) Initial weight = 15
Initial price = (15)2 = 225 units
New price = 32 + 52 + 72
= 83 units
Now, loss = (225  83) = 142 units
= 142 units → Rs. 42,600
CP = 1560 ×

42600
× 225
142
⇒ Rs. 67500
56. (B) Let x be the age of 50th students
According to Question
32 × 100 = 30 × 49 + 50 × 34 + x
⇒ x = 30
225 →

60
4+8

57. (D) SP of 1 Pen =
D

5cm

I
B
T

A

AD =
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13cm

CP of 1 pen =
C

12cm

AB × AC
5 × 12
60
=
=
cm
BC
13
13

1 2
Volume of Double cone = π r (h1 + h2 )
3

80
8
=
90
9
8 100
10
×
=
9 80
9

10
× 90 = 100
9
SP of 90 Pens for 20% profit
CP of 90 pens =

120
⇒120
100
58. (D) Let the initial income be Rs. 100
= 100 ×

2

=

1 22 ⎛ 60 ⎞
× × ⎜ ⎟ × (13 )
3 7 ⎝ 13 ⎠

⇒ 290 cm2

+ 25%
100

125

80%
B

80
20
old
old
expenditure Savings

88
37
New
old
Expenditure Savings

h1

+ 10%

D

D
A
h2

MP
1360

CP
SP

–15%

+ 15.6%
1156

88

37 – 20
× 100
20

⇒ 85%
59. (A) Let each trip of 60 km

C

54. (A)

% increase in saving =

60 km/h
1hr

30 km/h
2hr

Avg. Speed =

15 km/h
4hr

7.5 km/h
8hr

total distance
60 × 4
=
total time
1+ 2 + 4 + 8

⇒ 16 km/h
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60. (C) According to Question

Squaring both sides,

P
(3 × 3 + 4 × 5 + 6 × 7 )
100
⇒ P = 2900
61. (B) Let x = 2, y = 3 white satisfies both the given eqn
2 + 3 = 5 = 5 (Satisfy)
23 + 33 = 35 = 35 (Satisfies)
∴ Difference = 1
62. (D) According to Question

x2 +

2059 =

x=

2
= x +

1
=3
x2

2
= x +

1
+2 = 3 + 2
x2

1
= ± 5
x
Now putting these two values in (i)
= x+

(2 + 3 ) × (2 + 3 )
(2 – 3 ) (2 + 3 )

⇒x=2+

1
–2 = 1
x2

1⎛ 1
1
1
1 ⎞
–
– 2 ⎟
+ 2
⎜
x ⎝ x –1 x + 1 x + 1 x –1 ⎠

3

⇒ ±

and x2 = 4 + 3 + 4 3 = 7 + 4 3
∴ x2 + x  9

2
5

65. (C)

= 7+4 3+2+ 3 –9
P

⇒ 5 3
63. (C) Let x = 1, y  2, z = 1
∴x+y+z=12+1=0

55°
R
3

⎞
1⎛ 2
2
= x ⎜⎜ x 2 – 1 – x 2 – 1 x 2 – 1 ⎟⎟
( )( ) ⎠
⎝
1 ⎛ 2 ( x + 1) – 2 ⎞
= x ⎜⎜ x 2 + 1 x 2 – 1 ⎟⎟
)( ) ⎠
⎝(
2

⎞
1 ⎛ 2 x2 + 2 – 2
2x
= x ⎜⎜ x 2 + 1 x 2 – 1 = x 2 + 1 x 2 – 1 ⎟⎟
)( ) ( )( ) ⎠
⎝(
2
=
(i)
1 ⎞⎛
1⎞
⎛
x
+
x
–
⎜
⎟⎜
⎟
x ⎠⎝
x⎠
⎝
According to Question
1
x– =1
x
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55°

I
B
T

T

Since PQ || RS
∠POR = ∠ORS & ∠QOS
∠OSR = [Alternate interior angle]
Since OP = OQ = OR = OS = radius
∴ ∠OPR = ∠ORP & ∠OS = ∠OQS
∴∠ RTS = 70°

1⎛ 1
1
1
1 ⎞
–
– 2 ⎟
+ 2
⎜
x ⎝ x –1 x + 1 x + 1 x –1 ⎠
1 ⎛ x + 1 – x + 1 x2 – 1 – x2 – 1 ⎞
= x ⎜⎜ x 2 – 1 + x 2 – 1 x 2 + 1 ⎟⎟
( )( ) ⎠
⎝

70°

Q

70° 55°
55°
70°
S

70°

1 8 1
= – + =2
3 3 3
y=2
64. (D)

44°

55°

x2
y3 z 2
(1) + (–2 ) + 1
+
+
Now,
=
32 3 xz 3 x
3 ×1 3 ×1×1 3 ×1
2

O
55° 70°

66. (B)
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A

O
P
130°

130°
M

B

Q

∠ABP = ∠AMB
[Angle made by chord AB and tangent BP is equal
to angle made by chord AM and BM in any part of
circle]
∴ ∠ABQ = 180°  130° ⇒ 50°
67. (D) AP × AQ = AR × AS
= 3 × AQ = 6 × 15 = AQ = 30
∴ PQ (30  3) cm = 27cm
89
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68. (C) AB + CD = AD + BD

From (ii) & (iii)

= 2x + 3 + x + 6 = x + 4 + 3x  1

Cat2 A =

= 3x + 9 = 4x + 3
⇒x=6

1 + cos B
–1
1 – cos B
∴ cot 2A =
sin B
2×
1 – cos B

69. (C) According to question

625
576

Cosec2 θ =

=

25
H
=
24
P

Cosec θ =

2cos B
⇒ cot B
2sin B

72-75

24
Sin θ =
25
Cos θ =

1 + cos B
1 – cos B

72. (D) For company 1 in 2015

Production
= 1.3
Sales
production = 1.3 × 50,000

7
5

⇒ 65000
73. (B) In year 2012 for company 2

25

24

P
= 0.75
S

θ
7
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3000
0.75
= 40,000
⇒S=

sin θ – cosθ
∴
sin θ + cosθ

And in year 2013

24 7
–
25 25
17
= 24 7 =
+
31
25 25

P
= 0.4
S
⇒ P = 0.4 × 40000

3 ⎛ cos39 ⎞
2
2
70. (A) ⎜
⎟ – sin 39 + sin 51
2 ⎝ sin 51 ⎠

= 16,000

3 ⎧ sin (90 – 39 ) ⎫
2
2
= 2 ⎨ sin 51 ⎬ – cos 90 – 39 + sin 51
⎩
⎭

=

3
1
–1 ⇒
2
2

cot 2 A – 1
71. (C) cot 2 A =
2cot A
According to Question

sin B
Cot A =
1 – cos B

90

1 + cos B
sin B

0.9 =

P
→ 18000
S

S = 20000
S  P = 20000  18000
(i)

(ii)

= 2000
Years 2012 company 2

P
→ 15000
S
P = 11,250
0.75 =

S  P = 15000  11250

(1 + cos B )
sin B
= cot A = 1 – cos B × 1 + cos B
(
) (
)
= cot A =

74. (A) year 2014, company 1

= 3750
∴ Required ratio =
(iii)

⇒

2000
3750

8
R
15
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75. (D) According to Question

83. (D) Difûdent: modest or shy

Company 1

Aggressive: ready or likely to attack.

0.6 0.9 0.7 0.9 1.3 13
+
+
+
+
+
1
1
1
1
1
1

Thus, Option C is the antonym for the given word.

=

P
P
=
S
20000

∴ 6 units → 20000
(0.6 + 0.9 + 0.7 + 0.9 + 1.3 + 1.3) units
⇒

20000
× 5.7
6

= 19000
Similarly,
6 units → 10000
(0.8 + 0.75 + 0.4 + 1.3 + 1.45 + 1.1)
units →

10000
× 5.8
6

= 9666.67
∴ Required difference
= 19000  9666. 67
⇒ 9333.33
76. (C) Error lies in the C part of the sentence, So, By
The Car should be replaced with By CAR
77. (D) No error.
78. (D) Option D, i.e. Get through which means to pass
a difficult test.
79. (B) Shall is a modal which takes 1st form of verb
with it, thus forgive should be used.
80. (C) Option B, i.e. Replica is similar to the given
word.
Facsimile: an exact copy.
Replica: an exact copy or model of something.
81. (A) Option C, is the most similar to the given word,
Chauvinism: exaggerated or aggressive
patriotism.
Zealotry: fanatical and uncompromising pursuit
of religious
82. (C) Melody: a sequence of single notes that is
musically satisfying
Cacophony: a harsh discordant mixture of
sounds.
Thus , Option C is the antonym for the given
word.
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84. (D) Option B, depicts the right meaning of the given
phrase
85. (B) Option B, depicts the right meaning of the given
phrase.
86. (B) have never takes ing form of verb with it and
modal never takes singular form of verb with it.
Modal takes base form of verb and have takes
3rd form of verb, so might have done is correct
thus, option C is correct answer.
87. (B) being is ving form of be ving must have any
helping verb before it and helping verb used for
ving is is/am/are/was/were thus was being
should be used and was being is not an action
verb. It represents state and act as a linking verb.
Thus, an adjective should be used after linking
verb. So, Option A is correct choice.
88. (A) Option A, can best substitute the given phrase
i.e. Travesty
89. (C) Option A, can best substitute the given phrase
i.e. Yearning.
90. (B) Perverted is correctly spelt which means
characterized by sexually abnormal and
unacceptable practices or tendencies..
91. (A) Blandnessis correctly spelt which means lack of
strong emotions, features, or characteristics.
92. (A) The Correct Sequence Is - YXZ
93. (B) The Correct Sequence Is - YXZ
94. (A) Option C is correct choice.
95. (C) Option C is correct choice.
96. (C) According to the passage, Option A is correct
choice.
97. (B) According to the passage, Option A is correct
choice.
98. (A) According to the passage, Option B is correct
choice.
99. (D) According to the passage, Option C is correct
choice.
100. (A) According to the passage, Option C is correct
choice.
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RRB JE (PRE)
(Practice Test Paper)

. QUANTITATIVE APTITUDE .
1. Determine the value of x in the equation :-

(A) 150 m

x = 20 + 20 + 20 + 20 + ...∞
(A) 4

(B) 5

(C) 20

(D) 25

2. A Shopkeeper sold big, medium and small-sized chairs
for Rs. 650, Rs. 500 and Rs. 400 respectively. The
total number of chairs sold were in the ratio 8 : 13 : 4.
What is the average cost (in Rs.) of a chair?
(A) 506

I
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(B) 546

(C) 478

(D) 532

3. The average age of 30 boys in a class is 10 years. If
the age of their teacher is also included, the average
increases by one year. The teachers age in years is
(A) 38

(B) 40

(C) 30

(D) 41

4. The ratio of number of boys and girls in a school is
2 : 3. If 30% of the boys and 40% of the girls are
scholarship holders, then what is the percentage of
those students who do not get scholarship?
(A) 42%

(B) 48%

(C) 56%

(D) 64%

5. If the price of sugar is raised by 25%, find by how
much per cent a householder must reduce his
consumption of sugar so as not to increase his
expenditure?
(A) 10

(B) 20

(C) 18

(D) 25

while its
6. The area of the base of a cone is
slant height is 17 cm. This cone is remolded to obtain
a solid sphere. The radius (in cm.) of this sphere will
be (A) 2 3 30

(B) 2 3 40 (C) 8 3 30

(D) 6.5

7. Roshans current age is three years less than 1.5 times
that of Ushas. 12 years ago, Ushas age was three years
more than half of Roshans age. What is Roshans
present age (in years) ?
(A) 42
92

(B) 39

(C) 33

8. A train crosses a 375 m long platform in 27 seconds.
How long was the train if it was travelling at the speed
of 70 km/hr?

(D) 30

(B) 525 m (C) 140 m (D) 160 m
2
be divided to obtain 20?
3
(B) 7/15 (C) 6/15
(D) 8/15

9. By number should 10
(A) 9/15

10. The difference between the place value of 9 and 5 in
the number 428693745 is?
(A) 90995

(B) 99995 (C) 8995

(D) 89995
⎛ 1 1⎞
11. If x3 + y3 = 20 and x + y = 5, then the value of ⎜ + ⎟
⎝ x y⎠
is?
(A) 4/7

(B) 3/8

(C) 5/7

(D) 3/5

12. Find the least number required to be added to 3105 so
that it is exactly divisible by 3, 4, 5 and 6.
(A) 15

(B) 12

(C) 25

(D) 10

13. A person sells 36 oranges per rupee and suffers a loss
of 4%. How many oranges per rupee has to be sold to
have a gain of 8%?
(A) 30

(B) 31

(C) 32

(D) 33

14. Jay and Jatin invested Rs. 80000 and Rs. 60000
respectively in a business. After 4 months of investing,
Jatin invested Rs. 10000 more, while Jay withdrew
Rs. 10000 from his investment. At the end of the year,
what is the ratio of their profits?
(A) 1 : 1

(B) 4 : 3

(C) 11 : 10 (D) 16 : 13

15. A certain sum becomes k times in 6 years at
compound interest. In 24 years it will become how
many times?
(A) 4k

(B) k4

(C) k3

(D) 3k

16. In a bag, the ratio of red balls to green balls is 4 : 9. If
7 more red balls are added to the bag, the ratio of red
balls to green balls will become 5 : 6. How many green
balls are there in the bag?
(A) 9

(B) 27

(C) 18

(D) 12
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17. Kishan cycled a distance of 120 km at a certain speed.
If he cycled 2 km slower every hour, he would have
taken 3 more hours to reach his destination. What is
the speed in km/hr at which Kishan actually cycled?
(A) 10

(B) 12

(C) 15

28. The given graph shows the distribution of minerals in
the human body.

(D) 8

18. The length of each side of a rhombus is 25 m and the
length of one of its diagonal is 14 m. Find the area of
the rhombus.
(A) 350 m²

(B) 336 m² (C) 168 m² (D) 175 m²

19. X attempts 94 questions and gets 141 marks. If for
every correct answer 4 marks is given, and for every
wrong answer 1 mark is deduced, then the number of
questions wrongly answered by X is?
(A) 47

(B) 40

(C) 57

(D) 45

20. Solve the following :
36  [18  {14  (15  4 ÷ 2 × 2)}]
(A) 21

(B) 22

(C) 23

(D) 20

21. A man can row 10 km/hr in still water. If the speed of
the current is 2 km/hr, he takes 3 hours more in
upstream than in the downstream. What is the distance
(in km)?
(A) 36

(B) 72

(C) 48

(D) 24

22. Tap A can fill a tank in 9 hours and tap B can fill the
same tank in 6 hours. Tap C can empty the same full
tank in 4 hours. If all the taps are opened together,
then what portion of the tank will be filled after 6
hours?
(A) 1/5

(B) 1/15

(C) 1/6

(D) 1/18

23. If the area of a triangle with base 15 cm is equal to the
area of a square with side 15 cm. The altitude of the
triangle will be
(A) 12 cm
24. If x =

cos2θ

(B) 30 cm (C) 18 cm (D) 36 cm
+ sec2θ, then which statement is correct:

(A) 0 < x < 1

(B) 1 < x < 2

(C) x = 2

(D) x > 2

25. If the sum of the interior angles of a regular polygon
is 540o then how many sides does it have?
(A) 6

(B) 8

(C) 5

(D) 9

26. Mohit sold an item for Rs. 220 at 12% loss. By how
much should he have raised the price to make a profit
of 10%?
(A) Rs. 55

Based on the given data, what is the ratio of calcium
to sodium found in the human body?
(A) 2 : 1
(B) 4 : 1 (C) 3 : 1
(D) 5 : 1
29. Raman sold an item at a loss of 15%. If he had sold it
for Rs. 66 more, he would have made a profit of 15%.
What should be the selling price of the item to make
a profit of 25%?
(A) Rs. 300 (B) Rs. 275 (C) Rs. 250 (D) Rs. 280
30. 2/3 of a milk-water mixture was milk. There was 27
litres of mixture. If 9 litres of water is added to it, the
percentage of milk in the new mixture will be (A) 50
(B) 44
(C) 56
(D) 14

. REASONING ABILITY .
31. In the following question, find the odd word from the
given alternatives.
(A) Pisces
(B) Gemini (C) Taurus (D) Arial
32. In the following question, find the odd number pair
from the given alternatives.
(A) (18, 144)
(B) (16, 128)
(C) (23, 184)
(D) (15, 105)
33. A series is given with one term missing. Select the
correct alternative from the given ones that will
complete the series
Elegant, Peanut, Scent, Tire, Number, ?
(A) Level
(B) Correct
(C) Translate
(D) Complete
34. In the following figure Rectangle represent Cars,
Circle represents Sedan, triangle represents SUV and
square represent electric. Which of the following
represent cars which are electric as well as a sedan.
F

E

(B) Rs. 50 (C) Rs. 60 (D) Rs. 65

(A) 1

(B) 2

⎛ 2 1⎞
⎜⎝ a + 2 ⎟⎠ .
a

(C) 3

G

J
B H

D

1⎞
⎛
27. If ⎜ a − ⎟ = 1 , then find
⎝
a⎠

A

I
C

(D) 0
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(A) A

(B) I

(C) B

(D) H
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35. Find out the alternative figure which contains figure
as its part.

(a)

Institute
Pvt. Ltd

(c)

(d)

36. Consider the given statements to be true and decide
which of the given conclusions can definitely be drawn
from the given statements.
Statements:
Some bags are purses.
All purses are sacks.
Conclusions:
I. Some sacks are bags
II. Some bags are sacks.
(A) Only conclusion I follow.
(B) Both I and II follow
(C) Neither I nor II follows
(D) Only conclusion II follows.
37. Ages of Chotu and Kalu are in the ratio of 1 : 2 After
8 years their ages ratio changes to 3 : 5. The age of
Kalu is (A) 20 years
(B) 24 years
(C) 32 years
(D) 40 years
38. Select the correct mirror image of the problem Figure
form the given Answer figures.
Problem Figure
A

O
B

Answer Figures
O

O

O

O

I
B
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(b)

(a)

(A) A

(b)

(B) D

(c)

(C) C

(d)

(D) B

39. If A is the brother of B, B is the sister of C and D is
the husband of B then B is As _________.
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(A) Mother

(B) Sister-in-low

(C) Aunt

(D) Sister

40. CHM, EJO, ?, INS
(A) GLP
(B) FKP (C) GLQ (D) GMK
41. Find the angle between the hour hand and minute hand
when the clock shows 3:24 PM.
(A) 38
(B) 44
(C) 42
(D) 40
42. Pointing towards non-strikers end, Pujara said, He is
the brother of the daughter of the wife of my brother.
How is the non-striker related to Pujara?
(A) Son
(B) Brother (C) Cousin (D) Nephew
43. Which one of the given responses would be a
meaningful order of the following?
I. Body
II. Right atrium
III. Left atrium
IV. Left ventricle
V. Lungs
VI. Right ventricle
(A) II, III, V, I, IV, VI
(B) II, I, V, III, IV, VI
(C) II, VI, V, I, IV, III
(D) II, VI, V, III, IV, I
44. In the following question, find the related letters from
the given alternatives.
SPAIN : USENT :: ? : LDTFT
(A) CHINA (B) INDIA (C) JAPAN (D) KENYA
45. In a certain code language, × represents +, ÷
represents ×, - represents ÷ and + represents . Find out the answer to the following question.
42 + 36  6 ÷ 15 × 8 ÷ 20 + 20  5 = ?
(A) 100
(B) 108
(C) 105
(D) 101
46. Kamal starts from point A travels 80 km towards
west, takes a left turn, travels 50 km and reaches point
B What is the shortest distance between points A
and B (in km)?
(B) 10 89 (C) 10 98 (D) 10 39
(A) 10 93
47. Consider the given question and decide which of the
following statements is sufficient to answer the
question.
Who among P, Q, R, S and T is lightest in weight?
Statements:
I. Q weight < P and S. Also S Weight > T
II. R weight > Q but < T
(A) Neither statement I nor II is sufficient
(B) Both statement I and II are sufficient.
(C) Statement I alone is sufficient while statement 2
alone is insufficient
(D) Statement II alone is sufficient while statement I
alone insufficient.
48. Choose the correct analogus word pair from the given
alternatives.
Carpenter : Hammer
(A) Plumber : Wrench
(B) Crane : Builder
(C) Computer : Writer
(D) Axe : Logger
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49. Select the most suitable Venn diagram to represent
the following relationship.
India, Uttar Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh

. GENERAL KNOWLEDGE .
56. The annulment of Partition of Bengal was done by (A) Lord Hardinge

(B) Lord William Bentinck

(C) Lord Canning

(D) Lord Lytton

57. Which state is the largest producer of Mica in India?
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

50. Which of the following is odd number from the given
alternatives ?
(A) 145
(B) 463
(C) 581
(D) 651
51. Which of the following number pair from the given
alternatives ?
645 : 2 :: ? : ?
(A) 102 : 9 (B) 553 : 6 (C) 884 : 2 (D) 888 : 2
52. Select the odd figure out of the given series.

(c)

×

×

×

(b)

(d)

×
(e)

53. Decide which of the conditions logically follow(s)
from the information given in the statement.
Statements :
Politicians marry only beautiful. X is beautiful.
Contusions :
I. X will marry a politician.
II. X wont marry a politician.
(A) Only conclusion I follows.
(B) Only conclusion II follows.
(C) Both I and II follow.
(D) Either I or II follows.
54. If in a certain code language, SARA is written as
NGKI, then what will be the code for DEBT.
(A) YUBK
(B) YKUB (C) UBKY (D) BBYK
55. In the question below is given a statement followed
by two conclusions numbered I and II. You have to
assume everything in the statement to be true, then
consider the two conclusions together and decide
which of them logically follows beyond a reasonable
doubt from the information given in the statement.
Statement: Amit got grace marks in Science.
Conclusion I: Amit did not attempt all the questions
in Science.
Conclusion II: Some questions were not from the
prescribed syllabus.
(A) Only I follow
(B) Only II follows
(C) None follow
(D) Both I and II follow
MAKE MY EXAM – MARCH 2019

(B) Rajasthan

(C) Jharkhand

(D) Andhra Pradesh

58. Which among the following states has the largest
railway network in India?
(A) Madhya Pradesh

(B) Uttar Pradesh

(C) Rajasthan

(D) West Bengal

59. Ganga Gram Yojana was launched by which of the
following ministries?
(A) Union Ministry of Water Resources, River
Development and Ganga Rejuvenation.

×

(a)

(A) Odisha

(B) Ministry of Drinking Water and Sanitation
(C) Ministry of Rural Development
(D) Ministry of Agriculture and Farmers Welfare
60. Who is the author of Brief Answers to the Big
Questions?
(A) Deborah Blum

(B) Tim Folger

(C) Stephen Hawking

(D) E. O. Wilson

61. Who was the founder of the Brahmo Samaj, founded
in 1828?
(A) Rabindranath Tagore
(B) Subhash Chandra Bose
(C) Sardar Vallabh Bhai Patel
(D) Raja Ram Mohan Roy
62. Which of these countries has the longest coastline?
(A) Canada

(B) India

(C) Australia

(D) Indonesia

63. What is the full form of FDI?
(A) Foreign Direct Input
(B) Foreign Direct Investment
(C) Fiscal Direct Investment
(D) Fiscal Direct Input
64. Who of the following is regarded as the head of the
state council of ministers?
(A) The Chief Minister

(B) The Governor

(C) The Speaker

(D) None of the above
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65. Which Indian state has maximum number of UNESCO
World Heritage Sites?
(A) Andhra Pradesh

(B) Karnataka

(A) Speed

(B) Velocity

(C) Kerala

(D) Maharashtra

(C) Momentum

(D) Both speed and velocity

66. Who is the author of the book Vanara: The Legend of
Baali, Sugreeva and Tara?
(A) Anand Neelakantan

(B) Amish Tripathi

(C) Devdutt Pattnaik

(D) Ashwin Sanghi

67. Which of these coasts receive maximum rain during
retreating monsoon?
(A) Coromandal coast

(B) Konkan Coast

(C) Malabar Coast

(D) None of these

68. Who has won the FIFA Golden Ball for the best player
at the World Cup 2018?
(A) Luka Modric

(B) Ivan Rakitic

(C) Eden Hazard

(D) Harry Kane

69. Which of the following newspapers is NOT related to
Madan Mohan Malaviya?
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(A) Leader

(B) Comrade

(C) Hindustan

(D) Abhyudaya

70. Hindu Pilgrimage centre Sabarimala is located in
which state?
(A) Maharashtra

(B) Kerala

(C) Uttar Pradesh

(D) Madhya Pradesh

76. The hand burns more by steam comparatively to boiling
water, because(A) The steam has latent heat
(B) Steam sneaked into the body
(C) The steam has more power
(D) Steam is gig
77. The heat required in calories to convert one gram of
ice at 0 °C to steam at 100°C is approximately
(A) 80

(B) 336

(C) 720

78. What is absolute zero temperature?
(A) The starting point of any temperature scale
(B) Theoretically the lowest possible temperature
(C) The temperature at which the vapour of any liquid
substance is condensed.
(D) The temperature at which all material in vapour
form
79. A body floats at 4°C water. If temperature reaches
100°C then (A) The body will sink
(C) More part of the body will submerge

71. Which of the following lens always forms a virtual,
erect and diminished image?

(D) The body will float freely
80. The reason of mirage is

(A) Convex

(A) Interference of light

(B) Concave

(B) Diffraction of light

(C) Both convex and concave

(C) Polarization of light

(D) None of these

(D) Total internal reflection of light

72. The effect of a force on the body is measured only in
terms of its _________.
(A) weight

(B) mass

(C) impulse (D) velocity

73. If the momentum of a body is doubled, the kinetic
energy is _________.
(A) becomes 1/4 times

(B) Unchanged

(C) Doubled

(D) becomes 4 times

74. A car of mass 300 kg is travelling along a horizontal
road with a speed of 10m/s. The acceleration of car is
4/3 m/s2 . A resistive force of 100 N is opposing its
motion. Find the power generated by the engine of
the car in this case.
(A) 3 Kw

(B) 4 kW

(C) 6 kW

(D) 620

(B) No change
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75. Which of following property of a proton cannot change
while it moves freely in magnetic field?

(D) 0 Kw

81. K-39 test is done to detect which of the following
diseases?
(A) Typhoid

(B) Malaria

(C) AIDS

(D) Kala Azar

82. Which of the following is the highest source of
protein?
(A) Sun flower

(B) Soyabean

(C) Grams

(D) Wheat

83. Night Blindness is caused by deficiency of which of
the following Vitamin?
(A) Vitamin B

(B) Vitamin C

(C) Vitamin K

(D) Vitamin A
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84. _________ are pollution indicator plants.
(A) Mycorrhiza
(B) Lichen
(C) Rose
(D) Marigold
85. The other name for phloem is (A) Wood
(B) Sclereid
(C) Fibre
(D) Bast
86. Which of the following is not an example of
Allotrope?
(A) Diamond
(B) Graphite
(C) Ozone
(D) Steel
87. PET is a very familiar form of _____________. It is
used for making bottles.
(A) Nylon
(B) Acrylic
(C) Polyester
(D) Rayon
88. What is nature of pH of Milk?
(A) Slightly Acidic
(B) Slightly Basic
(C) Highly Acidic
(D) Highly Basic
89. Which is the fundamental element of all organic
compounds?
(A) Nitrogen
(B) Oxygen
(C) Carbon
(D) Silicon
90. The important metal used with iron to make it rust
free (A) Aluminum
(B) Carbon
(C) Chromium
(D) Tin
91. Butane and isobutane are _________.
(A) Homologuous
(B) Isomers
(C) Allotropes
(D) Isostructural
92. Which of the following gases is used for artiûcial
ripening of green fruits?
(A) Ethane
(B) Ethylene
(C) Carbon dioxide
(D) Acetylene

93. Rock Salt contains which mineral?
(A) Gypsu

(B) Sodium

(C) Potassium

(D) Magnesium

94. Which among the following is added to commercial
nitric acid to make it coloured?
(A) Carbon dioxide

(B) Sulphur dioxide

(C) Colored impurities

(D) Nitrogen dioxide

95. Which country imposed the worlds toughest law
against plastic bags recently?
(A) Japan

(B) India

(C) Kenya

(D) France

96. Scurvy is caused due to the deficiency of (A) Vitamin-D

(B) Vitamin-K

(C) Vitamin-E

(D) Vitamin-C

97. Which of the following is essential to regulate the
heart beat?
(A) Iron

(B) Sulphur

(C) Potassium

(D) None of these

98. Which hormone controls the quantity of urine from
kidney?
(A) TSH

(B) ACTH

(C) FSH

(D) ADH

99. Cobalt-60 is generally used in radiation treatment
because it ejects?
(A) á rays

(B) â rays

(C) ã rays

(D) X-rays

100. The thymus gland produces a hormone called (A) Thyroxine

(B) Thymosin

(C) Thyronine

(D) Calcitonin

. ANSWER KEY .
1. (B)

2. (D)

3. (D)

4. (D)

5. (B)

6. (A)

7. (A)

8. (A)

9. (D)

10. (D)

11. (C)

12. (A)

13. (C)

14. (C)

15. (B)

16. (C)

17. (A)

18. (B)

19. (A)

20. (A)

21. (B)

22. (C)

23. (B)

24. (D)

25. (C)

26. (A)

27. (C)

28. (D)

29. (B)

30. (A)

31. (D)

32. (D)

33. (D)

34. (C)

35. (A)

36. (B)

37. (C)

38. (C)

39. (D)

40. (C)

41. (C)

42. (D)

43. (D)

44. (C)

45. (B)

46. (B)

47. (B)

48. (A)

49. (D)

50. (B)

51. (D)

52. (C)

53. (D)

54. (B)

55. (C)

56. (A)

57. (D)

58. (B)

59. (B)

60. (C)

61. (D)

62. (A)

63. (B)

64. (A)

65. (D)

66. (A)

67. (A)

68. (A)

69. (B)

70. (B)

71. (B)

72. (C)

73. (D)

74. (A)

75. (A)

76. (A)

77. (C)

78. (B)

79. (A)

80. (D)

81. (D)

82. (B)

83. (D)

84. (B)

85. (D)

86. (D)

87. (C)

88. (A)

89. (C)

90. (C)

91. (B)

92. (D)

93. (B)

94. (D)

95. (C)

96. (D)

97. (C)

98. (D)

99. (C)

100. (B)
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. HINTS & SOLUTION .
1. (B) Factorize 20 such that difference between factors
should be 1
So 20 = 4 × 5
So larger factors should be question So
x=5
2. (D) Let the total no. of chairs
= 8x + 13x + 4x = 25z
Cost of big chairs = 8x × 650 = 5200x
Cost of medium chairs

= 1600x

(5200 x + 6500 x + 1600 x )
25 x

13300
= 532
25

3. (D) Total sum of ages of boys in class be x

Presentage of usha = y

1.5y  x = 3

4. (D) Let the no. of boys ans girls are 200 and 300
respectinely total seholar students

30
40
+ 300 ×
= 180
100
100
% of non scholar students
= 200 ×

320
× 100 = 64%
500
5. (B) x + y +

xy
=0
100

25 + y +

25 y
=0
100

5y
=  25
4
y =  20%

...(iii)

2y  x = 18
...(iv)
multiply (3) by 4 and (iv) by 3 and subtract

– x = – 41

⇒ y = 41 years

...(i)

Now from (i) & (ii)

x = 300

300 + y = 341

( x – 12 ) + 3

2y  x = 18

6 y – 4 x = 12
6 y – 3x = 54

(300 + y)/31 = 11

...(i)

2
2y  24 = x  12 + 6

x
= 10
30
Teachers age is y

98

r = 2 3 30cm
7. (A) Present age of Roshan = x

And, (y  12) =

cost small chairs = 4x × 400
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1
4
π × 64 × 15 = π r 2
3
3

x = 1.5 y  3

= 6500x
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According to Question

According to Questions

= 13x × 500

=

π r2 = 64π
r = 8 cm

These is + sigh in question

∴ Average cost =

6. (A) Area of boat = 64π

x ⇒ 42
8. (A) Length of train = x
According to Questions
375 + x
5 = 27
70 ×
18
18 (375 + x )
= 27
350
⇒ x = 150 m

=

2
32
=
3
3
According to Question

9. (D) 10

32
÷ x = 20
3
32 1
× = 20
3 x
⇒x=

8
15
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10. (D) Place value of 9 = 90000
place value of 5 = 5
Required difference = 90000  5
= 89995
x +y
20
=
=4
x+ y
5
3

11. (D)

3

( x + y )( x 2 + y 2 – xy )
x+ y

=4

x2 + y2  xy = 4
(x + y)  3xy = 4
3xy = 52  4 = 25  4
⇒ 21
1 1
x+ y
5
+ =
=
x y
xy
7
12. (A) LCM 3, 4, 5 and 6
= 2 × 3 × 2 × 5 × 1 × 1 = 60
On dividing 60 with
3105, Remainder 45

6

...(i)

∴ total sum becomes after 24 years
r ⎫
⎧
= P ⎨1 +
⎬
⎩ 100 ⎭

24

6
⎡⎧
r ⎫ ⎤
⎬ ⎥
= ⎢ ⎨1 +
⎢⎣ ⎩ 100 ⎭ ⎥⎦

4

using equation (i) = PK4
16. (C) Red and Green balls are 4x and 9x
According to Questions

4x + 7
5
=
9x
6
24x + 42 = 45x
21x = 42
x=2
Green Balls = 9x
9 × 2 = 18
17. (A) Let s be the actual speed

∴ NO to be added
⇒ 60  45 = 15
13. (C) SP of 1 orange is

r ⎫
⎧
KP = P ⎨1 –
⎬
100
⎩
⎭

Accortding to Question

1
and it suffers 4% loss.
36

⎛ 96 ⎞
1
Let CP be x = ⎜
⎟ x=
100
36
⎝
⎠
x = 100/(36 × 96)
To make profit of 8%
⎛ 36 ⎞
1
He should sell = 108/ ⎜ ⎟ =
32
⎝ 96 ⎠
∴ 32 oranges Per rupee
14. (C) Jays Total investment = 80000 × 4 + 70000 × 8
= 320000 + 560000
= 880000
Tafins total investment = 60000 × 4 + 70000 + 8
= 240000 + 560000
= 800000
∴ Ratio of their Profit = 880000 : 800000
11 : 10
t
⎡ ⎧
⎤
r ⎫
+
1
P
15. (B) CI = ⎢ ⎨ 100 ⎬ –1⎥
⎭
⎣⎢ ⎩
⎦⎥
6
⎡ ⎧
⎤
r ⎫
+
1
P
⎢
⎨
⎬ –1⎥
KP  P =
⎣⎢ ⎩ 100 ⎭
⎦⎥
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120 120
–
=3
S –2 S
120S –120S + 240
=3
S (S – 2 )
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S (S  2) = 80
By Hit & trial
S = 10km Satisfy the equation.
18. (B) Let, d1 and d2 are diagonals of rhombers
4a 2 = d12 + d 22
4 (25 ) = (14 ) + d 22
2

2

2500 = 196 + d 22
d 2 = 2304 = 48

Area of rhombus =

1
× d1 × d 2
2

1
× 14 × 48
2
= 336m2
=

19. (A) Let x be the no. of wrong answer
According ot Question
4 (94  x)  x = 141
376  4x  x = 141
99
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376  5x = 141
5x = 235

26. (A) CP of item = 220 ×

⇒ x = 47

250 × 110
= 275
100
So, prince increase = 275  220 = Rs. 55
SP at 10% profit =

20. (A) 36  [18 {14  (15  4 ÷ 2 × 2)}]
= 36  [18  {14  11}]
= 36  [18  3]
= 36  15
= 21

1⎞
⎛
27. (C) ⎜ a – ⎟ = 1
a⎠
⎝
Sauaring both sides,

21. (B) Speed of the man in still water = 10 km/h

a2 +

Speed of the current = 2 km/h
= (10 + 2) km/h = 12 km/h
= (10  2) km/h = 8 km/h
He takes 3 hours more in upstream than in the
downstream

x x
The distance is x km = –
=3
8 12
⇒ x = 72 km

1
=3
a2
28. (D) Required Ratio
= 40 : 8
⇒5:1
29. (B) Let CP of itme be x

115 x 85 x
–
= 66
100 100

1
36

SP of item at 25% profit = 220 ×
30. (A) Quantity of milk =
= 18 litres
Quantity of mils = 9 litres

According to Question

24. (D) x = cos2 θ = sec2 θ

According to Question

18
× 100 ⇒ 50%
36
31. (D) All are zodiac signs,

For a cos2 θ + b sec2 θ

While arial is a name

min value =

of font in MS-Office
32. (D) 18 × 18 = 144
16 × 8 = 128

∴x>2

23 × 8 = 184

25. (C) Let the polygon has n sides

15 × 7 = 105

(n  2) × 180°
According to Question
= (n  2) × 180° = 540°

33. (D)

Tire

1× 1

Scent

2

ab

Peanut

So x >

2

Complete

1
× 15 × h = 152
2
⇒ h = 30 cm
=

125
= Rs. 275
100

2
× 27
3

Number

1
× B×H
2
Area of square = side2

23. (B) Area of triangle =

Elegant
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30 x
= 66
100
C.P, x = 220

⎛ 4+6–9⎞
= 6×⎜
⎟
⎝ 36 ⎠
= 6×

1
–2 = 1
a2

a2 +

⎛1 1 1⎞
22. (C) = 6 × ⎜ + – ⎟
⎝9 6 4⎠
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100
= Rs. 250
88

=n2=3
⇒n=5
100
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34. (C)

45. (B) 42 + 36  6 ÷ 15 × 8 ÷ 20 + 20  5 = ?

35. (A)

After changing symbol

36. (B)

42  36 ÷ 6 × 15 + 8 × 20  20 ÷ 5
= 42  6 × 15 + 160  4
Bags

42  90 + 160  4

Purses

⇒ 108
46. (B)

Sacks

37. (C) Present ages of chotu and kalu be x and 2x

50km

According to Question

Starting point

x +8
3
=
2x + 8
5

B

( AC ) + (BC )

AB =

5x + 40 = 6x + 24
x = 16
Present age of kalu = 2x
= 2 × 16
⇒ 32 years

2

2

=

(80 ) + (50 )

=

6400 + 2500 ⇒

2

2

10

89

47. (B) I. Q < P & S

38. (C)
39. (D)

A

80km

C

and T < S
B

+

A

–

+

II. Q < R < T

D

I
B
T

and T < S

C

⇒Q<R<T<S

40. (C) = + 2 series

48. (A)
49. (D)

C H M E J O G L Q I N S
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India
UP

41. (C)

MP

42. (D)
Piyara’s
Borther

Pujara

Non
Striker

50. (B) 1 + 4 + 5 = 10 (even)

Brother’s
wife

4 + 6 + 3 = 13 (odd)
5 + 8 + 1 = 14 (Even)

Daughter

6 + 5 + 1 = 12 (even)
51. (D)

43. (D) II Right atrium
VI Right Ventricle

Similarly,

V Lungs
III Left atrium

53. (D)

I Body
S

P

54. (B)
A

I

N

+2 +3 +4 +5 +6
U

S

E

N

T

8+8
=2
8

52. (C)

IV left ventricle
44. (C)

6+4
=2
5

J

A

P

A

N

D

T

F
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T

A

–5 +6

+2 +3 +4 +5 +6
L

S

N

G

R

A

–7 +8
K

I

D

E

–5 +6
Y

K

B

T

–7 +8
U

B

55. (C)
101
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SSC GD (Tier-I)
(Practice Test Paper)

. REASONING ABILITY .
1. MP is related to NQ in the same way as BE is
related to __________.
(A) CF

(B) DG

(C) CG

(D) DF

2. In the following question, select the odd number pair
from the given alternatives.
(A) 89  74

I
B
T

(B) 56 - 42 (C) 98  83 (D) 61 - 46

3. Two brothers Manin and Nitin walk in opposite
directions for 3km. Manin is walking towards East.
After 3km each, both turn right and again walk 3 km
each. Both turn to face each other. In which direction
is Nitin looking?
(A) South

(B) South-East

(C) East

(D) North-West

7. If green is called white, white is called yellow,
yellow is called blue, blue is called pink and pink
is called black, then what is the colour of milk?
(A) green
(B) blue
(C) pink
(D) yellow
8. A word is represented by only one set of numbers as
given in any one of the alternatives. The set of numbers
given in the alternatives are represented by two classes
of alphabets as shown in the given two matrices. The
columns and rows of Matrix - I are numbered from 0
to 4 and that of Matrix - II are numbered from 5 to 9.
A letter from these matrices can be represented first
by its row and next by its column, for example B can
be represented by 20, 24, etc. and O can be
represented by 85, 96, etc. Similarly, you have to
identify the set for the word SOUL.
Matrix - I
0

1

2

3

4

0

W

S

K

A

L

1

F

E

M

F

M

2

B

J

J

C

B

3

I

G

F

A

K

4

M

L

K

L

F

4. How many triangles are there in the given figure?
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(A) 7

(B) 10

(C) 8

(D) 9

5. How many rural uneducated people are employed?

Matrix - II

Educated
Employed

16
12
22

6

34

10 14

Rural

(A) 10

(B) 6

(C) 12

(D) 14

6. Which one of the following figures represents the
relationship among Brinjal, Meat, Vegetables?

(a)

102

(b)

(c)

(d)

5

6

7

8

9

5

S

Y

V

Y

K

6

W

K

R

Q

V

7

Z

V

O

P

Z

8

E

Z

T

W

U

9

D

O

V

T

V

(A) 01, 96, 43, 56
(B) 24, 97, 34, 57
(C) 95, 12, 23, 43
(D) 01, 77, 89, 43
9. In the following question, from the given alternative
words, select the word which can be formed using the
letters of the given word - Relationship
(A) Swipe
(B) Trip
(C) Hard
(D) Road
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10. In the following question, select the number which
can be placed at the sign of question mark (?) from
the given alternative.
2

5

15

4

8

40

6

9

?

(A) 54

(B) 32

(C) 63

17. In the following question, select the odd word from
the given alternatives.
(A) Church (B) Mosques (C) Court (D) Temple
18. Select the answer figure in which the questions
figure is embedded.
Question Figure:-

(D) 64

11. If M means +, P means ×, L means ÷ and X means
-, then find the value of

Answer Figure:-

445 M 8 P 12 X 4 L 4 X 18 M 6.
(A) 516

(B) 616

(C) 526

(D) 528

12. If a mirror is placed on the line AB, then which of the
answer figures is the right image of the given figure?
Question Figure:-

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

19. An unfolded dice is given in the question. Choose the
best alternative which is not identical to the figure P.
Question Figure:-

A

A
B

D

B
F

Answer Figure:-

C

I
B
T

E

Answer Figure:A

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

13. In the given question, four options are given, out of
which three are alike in a certain way while one is
different. Choose the odd one.
(A) Punjab

(B) Rajasthan

(C) Daman & Diu

(D) Gangtok

14. Pointing towards a person Reena says. That person is
the son of the only child of my paternal grandmother.
How is that person related to Reena ?
(A) Son

(B) Brother

(C) Cousin

(D) Data insufficient

15. In the following letter series, some of the letters are
missing which are given in that order a one of the
alternatives below it. Select the correct alternative.
FNC, HQG, JTK, ___
(A) LXO

(B) LMO

(C) KMT

B

E
D

(a)

F

D
C

(b)

C

A
E

(c)

E
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B

(d)

20. In the following question, select the related word from
the given alternatives.
Bats : Screech : : Horse : ?
(A) Neigh
(B) Laugh (C) Mare (D) Chuckle
21. Complete the series by choosing right figure from
the given choices.
Question Figure:-

?
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(c)

(d)

Answer Figure:-

(D) LWO

16. Find the odd word/number/letters/number pair from
the given alternatives.
(A) DGLS

(B) MPSV (C) HKPW (D) KNSZ
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22. Find the next term in the given series below.
462, 420, 380, ?, 306
(A) 326

(B) 332

(C) 342

(D) 352

23. If B is coded as 8, F is coded as 6, Q is coded as 4, D
is coded as 7, T is coded as 2, M is coded as 3, and K
is coded as 5, then what is the coded form of
QKTBFM?
(A) 452683

(B) 472683

(C) 452783

(D) None of these

24. Select the related word/ letter/number from the given
alternatives.
MOQS : ACEG : : PRTV : ?
(A) OQSU

(B) EGIJ

(C) FHJM (D) KMNP

25. Select the related word/ letter/number from the given
alternatives.
French : France : : Dutch : ?
(A) Uganda

(B) Portugal (C) Fiji

(D) Holland

. GENERAL KNOWLEDGE .

I
B
T
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26. The headquarter of International Court of Justice is
located at (A) Hague

(B) New York

(C) Paris

(D) Madrid

33. Which state has become the Indias first state to
endorse Centres triple talaq draft bill?
(A) Punjab

(B) Kerala

(C) Uttar Pradesh

(D) Tamil Nadu

34. In March 2018, who has been appointed as the new
Joint Secretary of 15th Finance Commission of India?
(A) Krishna Bahadur Singh (B) Ravi Kota
(C) Anoop Singh

(D) Sanjay Adlakha

35. Who has been appointed as the new Deputy Election
Commissioner of India, recently?
(A) Anurag Agarwal

(B) Mukul Ratra

(C) Girish C Hosur
Kumar

(D) Chandra Bhushan

36. Which of the following article of Indian Constitution
specifies the number of seats in the Lok Sabha?
(A) Article 69

(B) Article 75

(C) Article 80

(D) Article 81

37. Fish is a first class protein as it contains
(A) Essential amino-acids
(B) Non-essential amino acids
(C) All essential fatty acids
(D) No amino Acid
38. Which of the following hormones raises the blood
calcium levels?

27. The CAMPA Fund is related to (A) Climate Change

(B) Afforestation

(A) Calcitonin

(B) Parathormone

(C) Industrial Pollution

(D) None of these

(C) Vasopressin

(D) Thyroxine

28. Who benefits the most during the inflationary period?
(A) corporate servants

(B) creditors

(C) entrepreneurs

(D) government servants

29. Which one of the following is a biosphere reserve
(A) Buxa

(B) Dudhwa (C) Kanha (D) Manas

30. Therm is the unit of (A) power

(B) heat

(C) light

(D) Distance

(A) Uttar Pradesh

(B) Chattisgarh

(C) Punjab

(D) West Bengal

32. Mechanical waves (A) Are longitudinal only
(B) Transverse only
(C) Can be both longitudinal and transverse
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(A) 1992

(B) 1980

(C) 1984

(D) 1988

40. The Lucknow Pact was concluded between the (A) Congress & British Government
(B) Congress & Muslim League
(C) Muslim League and British Government

31. In March 2018, which state government has observed
martyrdom day of Bhagat Singh, Sukhdev and Rajguru
as Youth Empowerment Day?

(D) None of the above

39. SEBI was set up in

(D) None of these
41. Triple vaccine is administered to a new born child to
immunize it against
(A) whooping cough, tetanus and measles
(B) whooping cough, tetanus and diphtheria
(C) tetanus, diphtheria, measles and rubella
(D) tetanus, diphtheria, small pox and rubella
42. In March 2018, Indias first national coastal policing
academy has set up in which district of Gujarat?
(A) Ahmedabad

(B) Gir Somnath

(C) Devbhumi Dwarka

(D) Surat
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43. In a human body what is the number of cervical
vertebrae?
(A) 5

(B) 7

(C) 8

(D) 12

44. Toxicology is related to the study of
(A) viruses

(B) bacteria

(C) diseases

(D) poisons

45. Which Amendment of the Constitution deals with
Political defections?
(A) 44th

(B) 50th

(C) 52nd

(D) 60th

46. Gandhijis movement of boycotting the foreign goods
aimed at
(A) Full independence
(B) Creating anti-British sentiment
(C) Promoting of welfare state
47. The first General Secretary of the United Nations was (A) Dag Hammarskjoeld (B) Trygve Lie
(D) Dr. Kurt Waldheim

48. Phycology is the study of 
(A) Bacteria (B) Virus

(C) Algae

(D) Fungi

49. Which of the following is a Trans-Himalayan river
(A) Ganga

(B) Yamuna (C) Sutlej

(D) Ravi

50. Where was the CHIPP-16 Supercomputer developed
in India?
(A) C-DAC, Pune

(B) DRDO

(C) C-Dot, Bangalore

(D) IIT, Bombay

. QUANTITATIVE APTITUDE .
51. The sum of the internal angles of a regular polygon is
1440°. The number of sides is:
(A) 6

(B) 8

(C) 10

(A) 30 litres

(B) 35 litres

(C) 40 litres

(D) 45 litres

55. Average age of 6 sons of a family is 10 years. Average
age of sons together with their Parents is 22 year. If
the father is older than the mother by 6 years. The age
of mother is?
(A) 50 years

(B) 55 years

(C) 60 years

(D) 65 years

56. Among three numbers, the first is twice, the second
and thrice the third. If the average of the three numbers
is 49.5, then the difference between the first and the
third number is?
(A) 54

(D) Promotion of cottage industries

(C) U Thant

54. 200 litres of mixture contains 15% water and the rest
is milk. The amount of milk that must be added so that
the resulting mixture contains 87.5% milk is -

(D) 12

52. Out of three numbers, sum of half, the first number,
one-fourth of the second number and two-third of the
third number is 40. The sum of one-fourth of the first
number, 1/6 of the second number and one, third of
the third number is 25. What is the second number?
(A) 20

(B) 120

(C) 240

(D) cant be determined

53. A sum is being lent at 20%p.a. compound interest.
What is the ratio of increase in amount of 4th year to
5th year?
(A) 4 : 5

(B) 5 : 4

(C) 5: 6

(D) cant be determined
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(B) 28

(C) 39.5

(D) 41.5

57. John started 10 minutes late and by travelling at a speed
5
which is th of his usual speed reached his office 5
4
Minutes early what is the usual time of his journey?
(A) 60 minute

(B) 65 minute

(C) 70 minute

(D) 75 minute

58. The investments made by A and B are in the ratio 3 : 2.
If 5% of total profit is donated and A gets 8,550 as his
share of profit then what is the amount of total profit?
(A) Rs. 14000

(B) Rs. 15,000

(C) Rs. 11,050

(D) Rs. 12,020

59. 5 members of a team are weighed consecutively and
their average weight calculated after each member is
weighed. If the average weight increases by one kg
each time, how much heavier is the last member than
the first one?
(A) 14 kg.

(B) 20 kg.

(C) 8 kg.

(D) 5 kg.

60. A person can reach a place in 50 days by walking and
resting for 9 hours a day. If he doubles his speed and
also rests for double time then in how many days will
he cover the double distance?
(A) 126

(B) 128

(C) 125

(D) 129

61. If a : b = 7 : 9 and b : c = 15 : 7, then what is a:c = ?
(A) 5 : 3

(B) 3 : 5

(C) 7 : 21

(D) 7 : 15

62. A tank is filled by pipe A in 32 minutes and by pipe B in
36 minutes. When it is full, it can be emptied by a pipe
C in 20 minutes. If all the three pipes are opened
simultaneously, half of the tank will be filled in how
many minutes?

3
(A) 51
12

(B) 53

3
5

(C) 55

5
13

(D) 56

4
13
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63. a, b, c, d and e are prime numbers where a < b < c < d
< e and a2 + b2 + c2 + d2 + e2 = even number then find
the value of a5.
(A) 243

(B) 32

(C) 3125

(D) 16807

64. A sells a good to B at a profit of 20% and B sells it to
C at a profit of 25%. If C pays Rs. 225 for it, what was
the cost price for A?
(A) Rs. 100 (B) Rs. 125 (C) Rs. 150 (D) Rs. 175
65. The price of a shirt is Rs. 260 but the shopkeeper gives
two successive discount of 15% and 20%. The net
sales price is subject to a sale tax of 5%. What does
the customer pay?
(A) 172.64 (B) 183.64 (C) 194.64 (D) 185.64
66. The average, of 3 consecutive natural numbers (which
are in increasing order) is k. If two more consecutive
number, just next the first set of numbers, is added,
then the new average will be:

2k + 1
(D) 2k  1
2
67. The LCM of two numbers is 14 times their HCF. The
sum of LCM and HCF is 600. If one of the number is
80, then the other is:
(A) 65
(B) 280
(C) 25
(D) 45
(A) k + 2
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(B) k + 1

(C)

123
x = 123 , the value of x is (A) 0.1
(B) 1
(C) 10
(D) 0.01
69. The value of y in the solution of the equation

68. If

2xy = 2x+y =

8 is -

(A) 0
(B) 1/4
(C) ½
(D) 3/4
70. Instead of multiplying a number by 0.72 a student
multiplied it by 7.2. If this answer was 6480 more
than the correct answer, then the original number was:
(A) 1000
(B) 400
(C) 1200 (D) 1600

1
of his
7
outlay. His profit percentage, if the article is sold for
Rs. 63, is:
(A) 12.5%
(B) 20% (C) 25%
(D) 33.33%
72. A merchant fixed the selling price of his articles at ≠
700. After adding 40% profit to the cost price. As the
sale was very low at this price level, he decided to fix the
selling price at 10% profit. Find the new selling price.
(A) Rs. 500 (B) Rs. 550 (C) Rs. 450 (D) Rs. 490
73. A wholesale dealer sell 40 pens at the M.P. of 36 pens
and the retailer sells them to customer at 1% discount.
Find its profit%?
71. On selling an article of Rs. 64, a man gains

(A) 9%
106

(B) 11%

(C) 12%

(D) 10%

74. The value of the expression 4n × 20 m –1 × 12n – m × 15m + n – 2
16 m × 52 m + n × 9m –1
(A) 500
(B) 1
(C) 200

(D) 1500

75. Milk and water are mixed in vessel A in the ratio of 5
: 2 and in vessel B in the ratio of 8 : 5. In what ratio
should quantities be taken from the two vessels so as
to form a mixture in which milk and water will be in
the ratio of 9 : 4?
(A) 7:2

(B) 5:2

(C) 2:7

(D) 2:5

. ENGLISH LANGUAGE .
DIRECTION (Q. 76-77):- Each of the following
sentences are divided into parts, which are marked A,
B, C and D. One of these parts may contain an error or
may not be acceptable in standard written communication.
76. (A) My brother is
(B) the smartest player
(C) of all others in the team.
(D) No error.
77. (A) I am as tough
(B) or even tougher
(C) than my opponent.
(D) No error.
DIRECTION (Q. 78-79):- In the following question,
sentences are given with blanks to be filled in with an
appropriate word (s). Four alternatives are suggested
for each question.
78. After a recent mild paralytic attack, his movements
are ______ restricted, otherwise he is still very active.
(A) entirely
(B) frequently
(C) not
(D) slightly
79. ______ being hardworking, he is thoroughly honest.
(A) Although
(B) Over and above
(C) Beside
(D) Along with
80. Find the word which is opposite in meaning to the
given word.
Equanimity
(A) Anxiety
(B) Duplicity
(C) Dubiousness
(D) Resentment
81. In the following questions, out of the four alternatives,
choose the one which best expresses the meaning of
the word given in bold in each of the following
questions:
Momentous
(A) Important
(B) Temporary
(C) Fleeting
(D) Monumental
82. Find the correctly spelt word.
(A) Supplimentry
(B) Supplementary
(C) Supplemantry
(D) Supplimantry
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DIRECTION (Q. 83-84):- In the following questions,
four alternatives are given for the idiom/phrase
underlined in the sentence. Choose the alternative which
best expresses the meaning of the idiom/phrase.
83. The boys cried with one voice that the examination
should be postponed.
(A) unanimously

(B) vehemently

(C) loudly

(D) strongly

84. The bottles of water, at the end of the long race, was a
sight for sore eyes.
(A) a thing that is unpleasant to look at
(B) something that you are happy to look at
(C) a long tiresome journey
(D) a pain reliever
DIRECTION (Q. 85-86):- Find the word which can be
replaced for the given sentence.
85. A doctor who treats children
(A) Paediatrician

(B) Pedagogue

(C) Pedestrian

(D) Paedophile

86. One who can think about the future with imagination
and wisdom
(A) Wizard

(B) Philanthropist

(C) Idealist

(D) Visionary

87. A sentence is given which may need improvement.
Alternatives are given at (a), (b) and (c) below which
may be a better option. In case no improvement in
needed, your answer is (d). Blacken the appropriate
oval in the Answer Sheet.

89. In the following questions, sentence has been given
in Direct/Indirect Speech. Out of the four alternative
suggested select the one which best expresses the
same sentence in Indirect/Direct Speech.
David said to Anna, Mona will leave for her native
place tomorrow.
(A) David told Anna that Mona will leave for her native
place tomorrow
(B) David told Anna that Mona left for her native place
the next day
(C) David old to Anna that Mona be leaving for her
native place tomorrow
(D) David told Anna that Mona would leave for her
native place the next day
90. The 1st and the last sentence/parts of the sentence
are numbered 1 and 6. The rest of the sentences/
sentence is split into four parts and named P, Q, R and
S. These four parts are not given in their proper order.
Read the sentences and find out which of the four
combinations is correct.
1. The first money giving machine
P. that will allow customers to withdraw money
Q. saw in his mind a machine out of a hole in the wall
R. was installed in New York at 1939
S. Its inventor, Luther George Simian
6. without the need to go inside a bank
(A) RPSQ
(B) RSQP (C) SPRQ (D) QSRP
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The employees successfully carried out the
managers instructions.
(A) carried on

(B) carried of

(C) carry

(D) No correction required

88. In the following questions, the sentences have been
given in Active/Passive voice. From the given
alternatives, choose the one which best expresses the
given sentence in Passive/Active voice.
The builders have built a perfect dam across the
stream.
(A) A perfect dam had been built by the builders across
the stream.
(B) A perfect dam has been build by the builders
across the stream.
(C) A perfect dam have been built by the builders
across the stream.
(D) A perfect dam has been built by the builders across
the stream.
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DIRECTIONS (Q. 91-95):- In the following questions,
for the following passage, some of the words have been
left out. Read the passages carefully and choose the
correct answer to each questions out of the five
alternatives and fill in the blanks.
Then he spent the next two hours finding different ways to
_________ (A) _______ me: whining, burying his wet head
in my lap, pawing at my legs, _________ (B) _______ to
my every look or movement. Every time, I _________ (C)
_______ up from my work, his deep brown eyes were
_________ (D) _______ me and his tail thumped on the
floor. So, that night in 1967. Booto, the wild dog from the
_________ (E) _______ came into my lonely life.
91. Find the correct option for ________ (A).
(A) scold
(B) thank (C) threaten (D) receive
92. Select the correct word for ________ (B).
(A) reacting
(B) catching
(C) answering
(D) jumping
93. Find the correct answer for _________ (C).
(A) woke
(B) looked (C) shuffled (D) opened
94. Select the correct word for _________ (D).
(A) with
(B) into
(C) by
(D) on
95. Put the correct word in place of _________ (E).
(A) town
(B) village (C) street (D) forests
DIRECTION (Q. 96-100):- Read the passage carefully
and choose the best answer to each question out of the
four alternatives.
The slamming of the doors had aroused Mother, she peeped
out of her room, What on earth are you boys doing? she
demanded. Herman ventured out of his room Nothing he
said gruffly, but he was, in colour, a light green. What was
all that running around downstairs? Said Mother. So she had
heard the steps, too. We just looked at her. Burglars she
shouted intentively. I tried to quieten her by starting lightly

downstairs. Come on, Herman, I said. Ill stay back with
Mother, he said, Shes all excited. I stepped back on the
landing. Dont either of you go a step, said Mother. Well
call the police. Since the phone was downstairs I didnt see
how we were going to call the police nor did I want the police,
but Mother made one of her quick incomparable decisions.
She flung up a window of her bedroom which faced the
bedroom, window of the house of a neighbour, picked up a
shoe and whammed it through a pane of glass.
96. Herman wanted to remain with Mother because?
(A) She was excited.
(B) He wanted to protect her.
(C) He was lazy to climb down the staircase.
(D) He was frightened.
97. Who or what would be running around downstairs?
(A) Rats
(B) The brothers
(C) Burglars (D) Mother
98. What was the difficulty in calling the police?
(A) The phone was downstairs.
(B) There was no phone in the house.
(C) Mother did not want to call the police.
(D) The police would not come.
99. He (Herman), was in colour, a light green. This means
he?
(A) Was sick
(B) Was frightened
(C) The room had a green light
(D) His dress was green in colour
100. Choose the title most appropriate to the passage.
(A) Call the police
(B) Mysterious sounds in the night
(C) Mothers timely action
(D) Beware of burglars

. ANSWER KEY .
1.
11.
21.
31.
41.
51.
61.
71.
81.
91.

(A)
(D)
(B)
(C)
(B)
(C)
(A)
(A)
(A)
(B)
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2.
12.
22.
32.
42.
52.
62.
72.
82.
92.

(B)
(B)
(C)
(C)
(C)
(B)
(C)
(B)
(B)
(A)

3.
13.
23.
33.
43.
53.
63.
73.
83.
93.

(B)
(D)
(D)
(C)
(B)
(C)
(B)
(D)
(A)
(B)

4.
14.
24.
34.
44.
54.
64.
74.
84.
94.

(B)
(B)
(A)
(B)
(D)
(C)
(C)
(D)
(B)
(D)

5.
15.
25.
35.
45.
55.
65.
75.
85.
95.

(A)
(D)
(D)
(D)
(C)
(B)
(D)
(A)
(A)
(C)

6.
16.
26.
36.
46.
56.
66.
76.
86.
96.

(C)
(B)
(A)
(D)
(D)
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
(A)

7.
17.
27.
37.
47.
57.
67.
77.
87.
97.

(D)
(C)
(B)
(A)
(B)
(D)
(B)
(A)
(D)
(B)

8.
18.
28.
38.
48.
58.
68.
78.
88.
98.

(D)
(B)
(C)
(B)
(C)
(B)
(D)
(D)
(D)
(A)

9.
19.
29.
39.
49.
59.
69.
79.
89.
99.

(B)
(C)
(D)
(D)
(C)
(A)
(A)
(B)
(D)
(B)

10.
20.
30.
40.
50.
60.
70.
80.
90.
100.

(C)
(A)
(B)
(B)
(C)
(C)
(A)
(A)
(B)
(C)
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. HINTS & SOLUTION .
1. (A)

M

P

B

+1 +1

22. (C)

E

462

420

–42
N

2. (B)
3. (B)

Q

C

24. (A)

M

Nitin

P

3km
Starting point
3km
3km

11.

12.
13.
14.

306

O

Manin

(B)
(A)
(C)
(D)
(D) S
O
U
↓
↓
↓
01
77
89
(B)
(C) 2 + 1 = 3 × 5 = 15
4 + 1 = 5 × 8 = 40
6 + 1 = 7 × 9 = 63
(D) 445 + 8 × 12  4 ÷ 4  18 + 6
= 445 + 96  1  18 + 6
= 495 + 96  1  12
= 541  13 ⇒ 528
(B)
(D)
(B)

–40

–38

–36

+2
+2
+2
+2

O
C
R
Q

+2
+2
+2
+2

Q
E
T
S

+2
+2
+2
+2

S
G
V
U

25. (D)
51. (C) Let the number of sides of regular polygon be n
(n  2) × 180 = 1440°
⇒ n = 10

3km

9.
10.

342

23. (D) Q K T B F M = 4 5 2 8 6 3

F

A

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

380

+1 +1

52. (B)

L
↓
43

x y 2z
+ +
= 40
2 4 3
x y z
+ + = 25
4 6 3
From equation (i) & (ii)
y = 120

(i)
(ii)

4

r ⎞
⎛
P ⎜1 +
⎟
100
1
⎝
⎠
53. (C)
5 =
r ⎞
⎛
r ⎞
⎛
P ⎜1 +
⎜1 +
⎟
⎟
100
⎝
⎠
⎝ 100 ⎠
100
100
5
=
=
=
100 + r
120
6
54. (C) By Allegation method:
Milk in Mixture
Pure Milk
85%

I
B
T
Institute
Pvt. Ltd

100%

87.5

Grand Mother

Only Child
h
Fat

Reena

15. (D)

F
+2
+2
+2
L

16. (B)
18. (B)
20. (A)

Person

C

+3
Q
+3

+4
K

+3
M

+4
G

T

J

Son

Brother
N

H

Child

er

+4
O

17. (C)
19. (C)
21. (B)
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5:1

12.5

2.5

Quantity of old mixture
5
Pure milk added in the mixture = 1
5
Pure milk added = 200 ×
1
⇒ 40 liters
55. (B) Let the mothers age = x years
Fathers age = x + 6 years
Sum of ages of 6 sons
= 10 × 6 = 60 years
Sum of ages of 6 sons and Parents
= 22 × 8 = 176 years
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Age of Parents = 176  60 = 116 years
= x + (x + 6) = 116 years
2x = 110
x = 55
Age of mother = 55 years
Age of father = 55 + 6
⇒ 61 years
56. (A) Let the second number be x
First number = 2x
Third number =

59. (A) Weight of first member = x kg
Weight of Second member = (x + 2) kg
Weight of third member
= (x + 2 + 3) kg
Weight of fourth member = (x + 2 + 3 + 4) kg
Weight of fifth member = (x + 2 + 3 + 4 + 5) kg
So, difference = x + 14  x ⇒ 14 kg
60. (C)

2x
3

2x
= 49.5 × 3
3
6x + 3x + 2x = 49.5 × 9
11x = 445.5

M 1d1T1
M 2 d 2T2
=
W1
W2
=

2x + x +

445.5
x=
11
x = 40.5
2x
4x
4 × 40.5
⇒ 54
=
=
3
3
3
1
57. (D) Speed ∝
time
Let the usual speed be V and usual time be t. Since
5
4
he travels at th of usual speed he take
th of
4
5
1
usual time i.e. he saves t.
5
Now, he started 10 minutes late and reaches 5 minute
1
before i.e. he saves 15 minute
t = 15 minute
5
⇒ t = 15 × 5 ⇒ 75 min
Usual time = 75 minutes
58. (B) Let total profit = 100
Donation = 5% of 100 = 5/
Remaining is 95/3 : 2 of 95
57 : 38
As share is 57/57 × 150 = 8550 (Actual profit of A)
∴ 38 × 150 = 5700 (profit of B)
Total profit of (A + B)
= 8550 + 5700 = 14250
95% = 14250
2x –

I
B
T
Institute
Pvt. Ltd

100% =
110

100 × 1425
= 15000
95

1× 50 ×15 1× 6 × x × 2
=
1
2

x=

50 ×15
= 125 days
6

61. (A) a : c = (a : b) × (b : c)
=

7 15
15
×
=
=5:3
9 7
9

62. (C) A + B + C fill in tank

32 × 36 × 20
32 × 36 × 20
=
36 × 20 + 32 × 20 – 32 × 36
208
1440
min
=
13
720
A + B + C fill half the tank in
min
13
5
⇒ 55 min
13
63. (B) The sum of square of 5 prime number will be even
when a number be even we know that 2 is an least
even prime number
Hence a5 = 25 = 32
64. (C)

P=20%
A

P=20%
B

C = 225

Let A = x
C=

100 + 25
125
×B =
×B
100
100

B=

100 + 20
120
×A =
×A
100
100

C=

125 120
×
×A
100 100

C=

120 125
×
×A
100 100

i.e.

120 125
×
× x = 225
100 100
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x=

225 ×100 × 100
= Rs. 150
120 × 125

65. (D) After 1st Discount
S.P = Rs. 260  15% Rs. 260
= 260  39 = 221
After 2nd Discount
S.P. = Rs. 221  20% Rs. 221
= 221  44.2 = 176.8
Sale tax =
=

5 1768
×
100 10

8840
= Rs. 8.84
1000

Amount paid be customer
= Rs. 176.8 + Rs. 8.84
⇒ Rs. 185.64
66. (B) Three consecutive natural numbers whose average
is K age (K  1), (k), (k + 1)
The next two number will be (k + 2) and (k + 3)
∴ Average of (k  1), (k) (k + 1) (k + 2) and (k +
3) is (k + 1)

I
B
T

67. (B) LCM = 14 HCF
And LCM + HCF = 600
14 HCF + HCF = 600
15 HCF = 600

Institute
Pvt. Ltd

HCF = 40
∴ LCM = 14 × 40 = 56

LCM × HCF
∴ other number = Given number
=
68. (D)

560 × 40
⇒280
80

12.3
x = 123 = 0.1
⇒ x = (0.1)2
⇒ 0.01

69. (A) 2xy = 2x+y =
xy=

3/2
8 =2

3
2

3
2
from equation (i) & (ii)
x+y=

(i)
(ii)

2y = 0 ⇒ y = 0
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70. (A) Let the original number be a, then
a × 7.2 = (a × 0.72) + 6480
= 7.2a  0.72a = 6480
= 6.48a = 6480

75. (A) By Allegation
A
5
7
9
13

6480
6.48
⇒ a = 1000
=a=

1
13

1
71. (A) Gain =
of C.P.
7
∴ S.P. = 1 +

1
8
=
of C.P.
7
7

∴ Rs. 64 =

8
of C.P.
7

∴ Rs. 63 =

8 63
9
×
=
of C.P.
7 64
8

∴ profit =

9
–1
8

=

I
B
T
Institute
Pvt. Ltd

72. (B) C.P. =

700 × 100
= 500
140

S.P. at 10% profit =

500 ×110
100

⇒ 550
73. (D) Let S.P. of 40 Pens
= 40/- → C.P. of retailer M.P. of 40 Pens
=

40 × 40 1600
400
=
=
36
36
9

S.P. (after 1% discount) =
=

99
× M .P.
100

99 400
×
= 11 × 4 ⇒ 44/100 9

P=

P
× 100
C.P.

44 – 40
× 100
40
⇒ 10%
=

74. (D) = 4(n+m1+mn2m) × 5(m1+m+n22mn) × 3(mn+m+n
22m+2)

= 41 × 53 × 30
=
112

1 1
1
×
×1 =
4 125
500

76. (C)

77.
78.
79.
80.

(A)
(D)
(B)
(A)

81. (A)

1
⇒ 12.5% of C.P.
8

B
8
13

82.
83.
84.
85.
86.
87.
88.
89.
90.

(B)
(A)
(B)
(A)
(D)
(D)
(D)
(D)
(B)

91.
92.
93.
94.
95.
96.

(B)
(A)
(B)
(D)
(C)
(A)

97. (B)
98. (A)
99. (B)
100. (C)

2
91

Ratio of quantity taken from vessel A and vessel
1 2
:
⇒7:2
B=
13 91
Error lies in the (C) part of the sentence, Here,
remove others. Superlative degree does not
require others.
Error lies in the (A) part of the sentence.
SLIGHTLY is right choice.
OVER AND ABOVE is right choice.
Equanimity (noun)-calmness and composure,
especially in a difficult situation. So, Anxiety is
antonym of Equanimity.
Momentous means of great importance or
significance, especially in having a bearing on
future events. So, Important is right choice.
Option B is right choice.
Option A is right choice.
Option B is the right choice.
Option A is the right choice.
Option D is the right choice.
Option D is the right choice.
Option D is the right choice.
Option D is the right choice.
The correct rearrangement is RSQP. So, Option
B is the right choice.
Option B is the right choice
Option A is the right choice.
Option B is the right choice.
Option D is the right choice.
Option C is the right choice.
According to the passage, Option A is the right
choice.
According to the passage, Option B is the right
choice.
According to the passage, Option A is the right
choice.
According to the passage, Option B is the right
choice.
According to the passage, Option C is the right
choice.
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